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PUBLISHERS’ NOTE.

Messrs. Regan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd., beg to

announce that they have still in stock a limited number of

copies of the work “First Steps in Assyrian” by Mr. L. W. King,

which appeared in 1898.

Price of the Work, 15s.

The book contains a large series of cuneiform texts, represent-

ing the main divisions of Babylonian and Assyrian literature.

They comprise examples of historical, mythological, religious,

magical, epistolary, and other documents, and in selecting them
care has been taken to include those which are of importance

from a historical point of view. The principal Babylonian and
Assyrian legends, including the Babylonian versions of the Creation

and the Deluge, are also given at length. The texts are printed

in cuneiform characters and are furnished with interlinear trans-

literations and translations, and a full Vocabulary. They thus

furnish the beginner with a mass of material for philological study,

while at the same time they enable him to acquaint himself
at first hand with the most interesting and important literary

compositions which the Babylonians and Assyrians have left us.

The following is a list of the contents of the work:—
Part I. Grammar, List of cuneiform signs, etc. (pp. i-cxxxix).

Part II. Texts with interlinear transliteration and translation,

among which may be mentioned : The names and titles

of early Babylonian and Assyrian kings
;

historical

inscriptions of Hammurabi, Ramman-nirari I, Tiglat.h-

Pileser I and Ashur-nasir-pal; the endowment of the Temple
of the Sun-god, from the Tablet of Sippar

;
the siege of

Damascus by Shalmaneser II and the tribute of Jehu, king
of Israel, 842 B. C.; Tiglath-Pileser III and Uzziah king of
Judah; the tribute of Menahem king of Samaria, 738 B. C.;

a*



the death of Pekah and the accession of Hoshea to the throne

of Israel, 734 B. C.; the fall of Samaria, 722 B. C.; Sargons’

campaign against Ashdod, 711 B. C.; Sennacherib’s invasion

ofPalestine and the siege of Jerusalem, 701 B. C.; the murder

of Sennacherib, 681 B. C.; the destruction of Sidon by Esar-

haddon
;
the sack of Thebes by Ashur-bani-pal

;
the embassy

of Gyges, king of Lydia; the cutting of the Sippar-Canal by

Nabopolassar; the completion of the walls of Babylon by

Nebuchadnezzar II; the defeat of Astyages by Cyrus; the

taking of Babylon by Cyrus; inscription of Darius, king of

Babylon, 521—485 B. C.; inscription of Antiochus-Soter,

280—260 B. C. Among the non-historical inscriptions may
be mentioned : the Creation of the gods; the revolt of Tiamat,

the Dragon
;
the fight of Marduk and the Dragon

;
the Creation

of the heavenly bodies
;
the story of the Deluge

;
the descent

of Ishtar into Hades; the loves of Ishtar; the treachery of

the god Zu; Etana’s journey to heaven with the eagle; the

story of the eagle, the serpent and the Sun-god; how Adapa

broke the wings of the South Wind; the song of the Plague-

god
;
the legend concerning the birth and boyhood of Sar-

gon I; extracts from penitential psalms; hymn to the Rising

Sun
;
hymn to the Setting Sun

;
hymn to Marduk

;
address

to the god Ninib
;

address to Nabu
;
prayer to Ishtar of

Nineveh
;
incantation to the Fire-god

;
incantation against

an unknown sorceress
;
incantation against spells and witch-

craft
;
Assyrian letter-tablets

;
letters from Tell el-Amarna

;

observatory reports
;
reports from Assyrian astrologers

;
an-

cient Babylonian laws
;
proverbs and sayings (pp. 1—294).

Part III. Texts to be transliterated and translated (pp. 295—314).

Part IY. Complete vocabulary to the texts (pp. 315—399).
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PUBLISHERS’ NOTE.

In the year 1894 Dr. Wallis Budge prepared for Messrs. Kegan
Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co. an elementary work on the Egyptian
language, entitled “First Steps in Egyptian”, and two years

later the companion volume, “An Egyptian Reading Book”, with

transliterations of all the texts printed in it, and a full vocabu-

lary. The success of these works proved that they had helped

to satisfy a want long felt by students of the Egyptian language,

and as a similar want existed among students of the languages

written in the cuneiform character, Mr. L. W. King, of the British

Museum, prepared, on the same lines as the two books mentioned

above, an elementary work on the Assyrian and Babylonian lan-

guages (“First Steps in Assyrian”), which appeared in 1898.

These works, however, dealt mainly with the philological branch

°f Egyptology and Assyriology, and it was impossible in the

space allowed to explain much that needed explanation in the

other branches of these subjects—that is to say, matters relating

to the archaeology, history, religion, etc., of the Egyptians, As-

syrians, and Babylonians. In answer to the numerous requests

which have been made, a series of short, popular handbooks,

on the most important branches of Egyptology and Assyriology

have been prepared, and it is hoped that these will serve as

introductions to the larger works on these subjects. The pre-

sent is the fifth volume of the series, and the succeeding volumes

will be published at short intervals, and at moderate prices.
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PREFACE.

This little book is intended to form an easy in-

troduction to the study of the cuneiform inscriptions.

It contains a short description of the development

of the cuneiform characters from picture-writing
;

it

recounts the story of the gradual decipherment of the

inscriptions, beginning with the accounts of early trav-

ellers to Persepolis, and it traces in detail the method

by which Grotefend and Rawlinson obtained the clue

to the reading of theanscriptions. A sketch is next

given of the system of cuneiform writing and of the

use of the characters as syllables and ideograms.

The main facts of Assyrian grammar are enumerated

in a series of short chapters, and the more important

rules are illustrated by brief extracts from Babylonian

and Assyrian texts
;
each extract is printed in cunei-

form type and is accompanied by a transliteration

and translation. In enumerating and discussing the

various parts of speech the words are given through-

out in cuneiform as well as in transliteration in order



XII PREFACE.

to familiarize the reader with the forms under which
he will meet them in the inscriptions. It should he

remembered, however, that, as in Assyrian there are

duplicate signs for many of the syllables, the same
word may sometimes be written in several different

ways
;
the forms here given are those which are of

most frequent occurrence in the inscriptions.

The last two chapters contain a series of short

extracts from historical documents together with trans-

literations and translations and a glossary
5
every verb

is parsed in the footnotes to the texts and every form

explained which might prove puzzling to the beginner.

The chief object throughout has been to make the

reader familiar with the most common signs and

words and grammatical forms, so that, after reading

through the extracts from texts here given, he will

be in a position to attack the longer and more varied

inscriptions in my “First Steps in Assyrian”.

My thanks are due to Dr. Wallis Budge for many

valuable suggestions during the preparation of the

work.

L. W. KING.

London,

June llth, 1901.
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CHAPTER I.

CUNEIFORM WRITING.

The Babylonians and Assyrians employed a system
of writing to which the term Cuneiform 1 has been
applied from the fact that the characters they used
consist of numbers of wedges arranged in various

f

combinations. Through the long course of the history

of these two nations cuneiform writing was employed
v ithout interruption alike for monumental purposes

;

public records, literary compositions, letters, and for

legal and commercial documents. If the king wished
to hand down to posterity an account of his own
prowess, or of the extent of his dominions, he en-
graved his record in cuneiform characters upon stone
stelae or along the walls of his palace; and it was
in cuneiform characters that the humblest merchant
jotted down his accounts on tablets or rough lumps
of clay. It was natural that the forms of these char-
acters should vary somewhat in the different periods

1
I* rom the Latin cunem, “a wedge”.

1



2 CUNEIFORM WRITING.

during which they were employed by the Babylonians

and Assyrians, but the chief characteristic of their

component parts, i. e., their wedge-shape, from which

the writing takes its name, was never dropped
;
the

characters did not cease to be groups of wedges

until this method of writing ceased to be employed.

Such a system of writing by means of wedges is

very different in appearance from that employed by

the ancient Egyptians. The Hieroglyphics, or picture-

signs, by means of which the early Egyptians ex-

pressed their ideas, were used by their descendants

for a period of more than four thousand years, and

their modifications in Hieratic and Demotic, which

were employed in the later periods by the Egyptian

scribes when writing on papyrus, can be traced back

to the Hieroglyphics or picture characters out of

which they were evolved .

1 A comparison of the Bab-

ylonian system of writing with that in vogue in

Egypt suggests the question : How did it come about

that the Babylonians and Assyrians used characters

composed of groups of wedges, instead of employing

picture-signs like their contemporaries who dwelt in

the valley of the Nile?

To answer this question it is necessary to go back

to a period when the Babylonian and Assyrian races

known to history were not yet in existence; and

when another and an earlier race of men, who came

1 See Budge, Easy Lessons in Egyptian Hieroglyphics
,
Chap. I.



SUMERIAN “LINE” WRITING. 3

of a different stock, were dwelling on the banks of

the Tigris and the Euphrates. The system of cunei-

form writing which the Babylonians and Assyrians

employed was not of their own invention, but was

an inheritance bequeathed to them by these earlier

dwellers in the land to whom the name of Sumerians

is generally given; and in order to understand cor-

rectly the origin of cuneiform writing it is necessary

to examine the inscriptions which the Sumerians

have left us. During the last twenty years excava-

tions have been carried on in Southern Babylonia

which have brought to light thousands of Sumerian

inscriptions dating from the period between 4500

and 2500 B. C. The great majority of these are

written in cuneiform, or wedge-shaped characters,

very similar to those employed by the Babylonians

and Assyrians, but the earliest among them are not

written in cuneiform, but in “line” characters, i. e.,

the signs employed in these early inscriptions do
not consist of groups of wedges but of groups of lines

,

and a careful examination of them proves that the

Babylonian system of writing was in reality very
similar to that in use among the Egyptians. Each
had a pictorial origin. In many of the line char-
acters it is still possible to trace pictures of the
natural objects which they were intended to represent.

On the following page is printed a comparative
table which illustrates the development of the cunei-
form characters from the early picture-signs. In the
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Meaning
Outline

Character,

B. C. 4500

Archaic

Cuneiform,

B. C. 2500

Assyrian,

B. C. 700

Late

Babylonian,

B. C. 500

1 . The sun <> 4J 4r

2. God, heaven Xr Hh Hf-

3. Mountain i< * }<

4. Man
* >n r

5. Ox =t>

6. Fish
<h !K fK

7. Heart & 4[TT

8. Hand M 8 n
9.

Hand
and arm |F4 m

10. Foot d P^T PPI ppr

11. Grain m- y
12.

Piece

of wood P4 PT pr

13. Net B= m Pw-

14. Enclosure D n n



EARLY PICTURE-SIGNS. 5

first column of the table the name of the object is

given which the sign is intended to represent; in

the second column is the pictorial form of the char-

acter under which it is found in the earliest Su-

merian inscriptions which have been recovered; and

in the remaining three columns are given the forms

which the characters assume during the later periods

of history when the line has given place to the wedge.

A period of at least four thousand years separates

the earliest from the latest forms of the characters

here given.

The sign for the sun among the early Sumerians

was a circle representing the solar disc/ which can

still be recognized in the rough lozenge of the early

line-writing
;
the Assyrian and late-Babylonian form

of the character bears little resemblance to a circle,

but its development can be traced through the ar-

chaic form of the character given in the second

column of the table. The second character, represent-

ing a star with eight rays, or according to some,

the heavens divided into eight equal portions, was
employed as the sign for “heaven” and for “god”. 2

If some of the picture signs be turned half round
and be looked at from the right hand side, their

resemblance to the objects they were intended to

represent becomes more apparent, a fact which may

1 Similar to the Egyptian O.
2 Compare the use of the five-rayed star in Egyptian, e. a.,

'k'k'k, neteru, “gods”.
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perhaps indicate that the signs were originally written

in a perpendicular and not horizontal direction, as

in Chinese. This is particularly the case with Nos. 3,

4, 5, 6, 10 and 11, which represent respectively

three peaks of a mountain chain, 1 a rough outline

of the head and body of a man, the head and horns

of an ox seen from the front, 2 a fish, 3 a foot,4 and

an ear of corn. 5 Of the remaining signs No. 7 re-

presents the heart, 0 No. 8 the open hand, 7 No. 9 the

hand and arm, 8 No. 12 a piece of wood, 9 No. 13 a

net, and No. 14 an enclosure. 10 If the groups of

wedges which represent the Assyrian and late Bab-

ylonian forms of the various characters be looked

at by themselves, their pictorial origin could hardly

be suspected, but when compared with the archaic

and outline forms which correspond to them it is

1 Compare the Egyptian CVYfl

2 The Egyptian sign is very similar, though the head

of the ox is not seen directly from the front.

3 Compare the Egyptian

* Compare the Egyptian
J.

5 Compare the Egyptian |j|.

possibly represents the windpipe6 The Egyptian sign

with the heart attached.
I

7 Compare the Egyptian
8 Compare the Egyptian
9 The sign HUE] in Egyptian, which represents a hewn block,

is similarly employed for stone.

10 Compare the Egyptian i— -J, a house-enclosure.
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not difficult to trace the different stages of their

development.

It now remains to enquire why the line gave place

to the wedge in the composition of the signs. The

Egyptians did not discard the pictorial form of their

characters during the whole course of their history

;

why then should the Babylonians have done so?

The reason for this difference in the development of

the two systems of writing is to be traced partly

to the difference in temperament between the two

peoples, but chiefly to the very different character

of the writing materials which they were forced to

employ. If we compare the writing of the early

Egyptian with that of the early Sumerian we find

that they present many very striking points of re-

semblance, for the former do not consist of the

beautifully drawn or sculptured pictures of which the

hieroglyphics of a later period are composed. The

names of the earliest Egyptian kings, for instance,

are written in very rough characters which are cut,

scratched or painted on pieces of stone, ivory and

wood, and many of them might well be compared

to the outline characters of the early Sumerian rulers.

But from this point onward the differences between

the two systems of writing become more and more

marked. The Egyptian at an early period adopted

for his writing material a sort of paper which he

made from the papyrus plant, and on which he wrote

his characters with a reed, using ink made from
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vegetable substances or coloured earths
;

1 he could

thus draw the picture forms of his characters with

ease. The Sumerian also gave up using stone as

his ordinary writing material, but he had no papyrus
plant from which to make paper to take its place .

2

His land, however, yielded abundance of fine clay,

and this he made to serve his purpose. From the

clay he fashioned tablets, and, while they were still

soft, be drew his characters upon them, afterwards

Setting the tablet to dry in the sun or baking it in

an oven. At first he drew his pictures in rough

outline upon the clay, as he had previously scratched

them in rough outline upon stone. But he soon

found that he could write far quicker upon the soft

clay than he could upon the stone, and, instead of

having to slowly scratch each line of a character,

he could form a line by simply pressing the end of

his four-sided stilus or writing implement into the

clay. But when the stilus was so pressed into the

clay, its end naturally went in a little deeper than

the rest, and the impression it made was in the form

1 See Budge, op. oil., p. 6 f.

2 It is true that in later times the papyrus plant flourished

in certain parts of Babylonia (see Pliny, Nat. Hist., Bk. XIII,

eh. 22, ed. Valpy, vol. V, p. 2287) and that paper was made
from it, but it is quite certain that its use was very restricted.

It has often been said that the rolls held by the scribes depicted

on the Assyrian monuments are made of papyrus, but this view

is unsupported by the texts, and it is more probable that they

were made of leather.



Specimens of caneiform writing upon clay : 1. Inscription of E-nnnadu, about
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of a wedge,
J

or —
;
hence the character, which

was originally a rough outline picture of an object,

became a group of wedges. Moreover, by the use

of the wedge the writing acquired a regularity and

a neatness which was absent from the outline char-

acters. In the course of time the scribe shaped

his stilus so as to make the wedge still more defined,

and the characters were gradually simplified until

in the majority of them it is impossible to trace the

original picture forms from which they were devel-

oped .

1 In the inscriptions engraved upon stone during

the later periods, the outline characters were also

dropped, and the wedges were carefully sculptured in

imitation of the forms assumed by the signs when
written upon clay.

The great extent to which the characters were

altered by the use of the wedge in their formation

may be seen in the fact that the Assyrian scribes

themselves did not know what objects many of the

signs originally represented. The tradition of their

pictorial origin still remained, but the lists which the

scribes drew up of the pictures they supposed the

signs to represent show that they had no certain

knowledge on the subject, and were in some instances

On the plate on p. 9 two specimens of cuneiform writing
upon clay are given, which illustrate the development of the
wedge. In the first extract the characters are still half pictorial

;

in the second the wedge-shaped forms may be seen which they
assumed at a later period.
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merely making guesses. One of these tablets of picture

characters is reproduced on the opposite plate. It

will be seen that the tablet is inscribed with a series

of double columns
;
on the right of each column is

the cuneiform sign to be explained, and on the left

the scribe has drawn a number of fantastic objects

which he conjectured were the original picture-forms

of the characters written opposite them.

The forms of the characters employed by the Bab-

ylonians and Assyrians consist of various combi-

nations of the upright wedge |, the horizontal wedge

and the diagonal wedge which frequently inter-

changes with the sloping wedge a. The characters

are written from left to right, and the differences

in the shapes of the wedges could be produced by

slightly shifting the position of the stilus in the

fingers during the process of writing. The clay tab-

lets on which the inscriptions are written vary

considerably in shape and size. From representations

upon the Assyrian sculptures we know that when

a scribe of the king had to make an inventory of

the spoil taken from a captured city he would take

a small tablet in his left hand, and holding his stilus

in the other hand would jot down the different items

of his list. It is probable that business documents

and letters were also written in this way, for both

these classes of documents are comparatively small

and could be conveniently held on the palm of the

hand. Literary and religious compositions, however,



List

of

picture-signs

drawn

up

by

an

Assyrian

scribe

about

E.

C.

G50.

[Brit.

Mus.,

K.

8520.]
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are written on large tablets which frequently contain

two or three columns of writing on each side. These

were too large to be held on the hand, and when

being inscribed were laid upon a board or other flat

surface. One side was inscribed first, and the tablet

was then turned over that ' the text might be con-

tinued on the other side; the tablet was then baked .

1

In the case of such tablets it is always easy to tell

the obverse from the reverse, even when only a

fragment of the tablet has been preserved
;

for the

observe is always flat while the reserve is slightly

rounded. The reason for this difference in shape is

not far to seek. The tablets were carefully made
and are rather thicker in the centre than they are

at the edge. The obverse is always flat because
after being inscribed it was turned over upon the

flat board on which it lay until it was baked
;
and,

as the tablets are thicker in the centre than they
are at the edge, the surface of the reverse, or side

which was last inscribed, is naturally not flat but
slightly convex. For votive and historical inscriptions

use was frequently made of cones, prisms, and cyl-

inders of clay in place of tablets.

1 In order to allow the steam to escape from the damp clay
during the process of baking, the scribe frequently impressed
a number of holes in the surface of the tablet between the char-
acters; the clay was thus prevented from being cracked or
broken. Two such holes may be seen in the extract from the
Synchronous History” reproduced on p. 9.
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The convenience of the system of cuneiform writ-

ing for countries in which fine clay was abundant
is attested by the number of nations by whom it

was adopted. We have already seen that the Bab-

ylonians, when they invaded Mesopotamia and con-

quered the Sumerian inhabitants of the country,

adopted it for writing their own language, and the

Assyrians carried it with them when they set out

from Babylonia to colonize the upper valley of the

Tigris. Recent excavations at Susa have proved that

the Elamites to the east of Babylonia employed the

system of cuneiform writing during the period of

Sumerian supremacy in Babylonia, and there is evi-

dence that the peoples dwelling around Lake Van
to the north-east of Assyria adopted cuneiform char-

acters for their inscriptions during the period of

some of the earlier Assyrian kings. To the west the

Babylonian culture and method of writing spread by

degrees until in the fifteenth century B. C. cuneiform

writing was the medium for official correspondence

between the various towns and provinces on the

Mediterranean coast .

1 The Babylonian tablets found

1 A system of writing upon clay was also employed in Crete at

about this period, where it was probably adopted in consequence

of Babylonian influence. Last year Mr. Arthur Evans, in the course

of excavations carried on at Kephala, the site of the city of Ivnos-

sos, found some hundreds of inscribed clay tablets carefully stored

in clay jars in the magazines of the Palace
;
see his paper in the

Archaeological Report of the Egypt Exploration Fund (1899— 1900),

and H. R. Hall, The Oldest Civilization of Greece, pp. 140, 211 f.
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at Tell el-Amarna in Upper Egypt prove, moreover,

that the Egyptian kings at this period corresponded

in cuneiform with the kings and princes of Western

Asia, and, what is still more surprising, the des-

patches they sent to their local governors in Syria

were also written in cuneiform. Nearly a thousand

years later, when the second Babylonian Empire had

passed away, we find cuneiform writing still holding

its own in the lands bordering on the Euphrates

valley. For the Achaemenian kings of Persia en-

graved their records in three languages, the Persian,

the Susian and the Babylonian, all of which were

expressed in cuneiform characters. Even after the

Persian Empire fell cuneiform writing survived in

Babylonia. In other words, the cuneiform system of

writing was employed continuously in Mesopotamia

from before B. C. 4500 to the beginning of the first

century before Christ; and its use extended over a

tract of land which was bounded on the north by
Armenia, on the south by the Indian Ocean, on the

East by Persia, and on the west by the Mediter-

ranean Sea.



CHAPTER II.

THE DECIPHERMENT OF THE INSCRIPTIONS.

We have seen that the method of writing by means

of cuneiform characters was employed during a per-

iod of more than four thousand years and that it

had gradually spread over a considerable portion of

Western Asia. It is the more extraordinary there-

fore that all knowledge of such a method of writ-

ing should have entirely disappeared within a few

hundred years after the birth of Christ .

1 After the

passing of the Assyrian, the Babylonian, and the

Persian empires, and the destruction of the ancient

cities and seats of learning in Mesopotamia, the know-

ledge of the Babylonian literature and language grad-

ually died out. The ancient Sumerian records had

been buried in the ruins of temples and palaces

1 Though scattered references to the cuneiform inscriptions

occur in the classical writers (e. <7.,
Herodotus, Bk. IV, ch. 87:

Diodorus, Bk. II, ch. 13, ed. Dindorf, p. 90 f.), they have left us

no detailed descriptions of cuneiform writing such as we possess

of the Egyptian method of writing.
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during the invasion of the Semites, and when the

cities of the Babylonians and Assyrians were in their

turn destroyed their literature suffered a like fate.

All examples of cuneiform writing, however, had
not been obliterated. There still remained upon rocks

in Persia, and upon the ruined walls of the old

Persian palaces, cuneiform inscriptions which had
been engraved by the kings of Persia in the fifth

century B. C.
;
and it was the interest which these

inscriptions excited in the minds of modern travellers

which eventually led to their decipherment, and to

the excavations from which our subsequent know-
ledge of the cuneiform writing has been obtained.

The ruins of the ancient Persian city of Persepolis,

which was captured and partly destroyed by Alex-
andei the Great, presented until comparatively re-

cent times the most stinking examples of cuneiform
writing which still remained above the surface of
the ground .

1 Situated some forty miles to the north-
east of Shiraz, the site of the city is easily accessible,
and its colossal marble walls and terraces and the
huge columns many of which still stand are such
as to command admiration. The works of the Arab
geographers contain descriptions of the ruins, and

For an account of Persepolis and of the earlier literature
in winch the ruins are described, see Sir William Ouseley’s
Travels in various countries of the East (London, 1819—23)
\ ol II, Chap. XI. The best illustrations and plans are those of
>-tolze in Persepolis, 2 Vols. (Berlin, 1882).
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European travellers who visited the spot in the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries brought back with them

accounts of the wonders they had seen there. It

was not until the beginning of the seventeenth cen-

tury, however, that the cuneiform inscriptions en-

graved upon the walls of Persepolis began to attract

attention. A Portuguese, Antonio de Gouvea, who had

visited the site while on a diplomatic mission to

Persia, in 1611 published an account of his journey,

and referred to the inscriptions which he had seen

at Persepolis as being written in characters which

none could understand, for they were not Persian,

nor Arabic, nor Armenian, nor Hebrew, which, he

adds, were the languages spoken in that part of the

world
j

1 and a few years later a Spaniard, Garcia

de Sylva y Figueroa, made a reference to them

in somewhat similar terms, describing the forms

of the characters and their wonderfully plain and

distinct appearance. 2 It was an Italian, however,

1 See Relaqam eni que se tratam as guerras e grandes victor-

ias que alcanqou o grade Rey da Persia X.a Abbas (Lisbon, 1611),

Chap. X, p. 32; French translation (Rouen, 1646), p. 81 f.

2 “Litterae ipsae neque Chaldeae sunt, neque Hebraeae,

“neque Graecae, neque Arabae, neque demura nationis ullius,

“quam olim uraquam extitisse, aut nunc existere conipertum sit.

“Triquetrae sunt oranes, sed oblonge, forma pyramidali, vel mi-

“nuti obelisci, qualem ad oram posui.’’ [A is here printed in

the margin) “adeo ut nulla re inter se discrepent, praeterquam

“positione ac situ : ita tamen conformatae, ut mirum in modum

“perspicuae sint ac distinctae”; see De Rebus Persarum Epistola

(Antwerp, 1620), p. 9 f.
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who was the first to undertake a detailed examina-

tion of the characters and to make the first practical

suggestion with regard to their decipherment. Pietro

della Valle in the account he has left of his travels

discusses the signs he saw at Persepolis, and from

their appearance he arrived at the conclusion that

the inscriptions were to be read from left to right/

a view which, subsequently, proved to be correct.

Before the publication of Pietro della Valle’s let-

ters, an Englishman, Sir Thomas Herbert, made an

1 Pietro della Valle describes the figures of a lion and other

animals which are sculptured on the walls at Persepolis and then

continues as follows: “Near the lion is a long inscription, which

“fills the whole space of the wall from the greatest height of

“these figures to the bottom; as, however, the characters are

“utterly unknown, no one has been able to tell the language

“in which they were written. All that I can say, is, that they

“are of prodigious size, not joined together to form a word, but

“separate like the Hebrew characters, and farther apart, which

“makes me conceive that each character is a distinct word. I

“have copied from among them five of those which most fre-

quently occur, in the best manner I was able.” After an ex-

amination of the wedges of which the characters are formed he

says, “I am induced to believe they were read from left to

“right, after our manner, from the base being at the left, the

“point towards the right, and the point always being down-
wards.” He modestly concludes: “These, however, are merely

“conjectures of mine, which possibly may be wrong.” See Viaggi

di Pietro della Valle, La Persia, Parte Seconda (Rome, 1658),

p. 285 f., Letter XV, dated 21st October, 1621; English trans-

lation in Pinkerton’s Voyages and Travels (London, 1811), Vol. 9,

p. 104. The translation of the Viaggi made by G. Havers
(London, 1665), and republished by the Hakluyt Society in 1892,

does not include the Letters referring to the travels in Persia.
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examination of the ruins at Persepolis, of which he

published an account in the very entertaining vol-

ume of his “Travels”, and he even hazarded a trans-

lation of a few characters of one of the inscriptions

which he thought had some resemblance to “the Antick

Greek”. 1 In a subsequent edition of his work he

somewhat modified this statement, remarking that

the characters were quite unknown to him, but “well

“worthy the scrutiny of some ingenious persons that

“delight themselves in this dark and difficult Art or

“exercise of decyphering”. 2

1 Some Yeares Travels into Divers Parts of Asia and Afrique

(Revised edition, London, 1638). On p. 145 f. lie writes: “. . .

“wee noted above a dozen lyues of strange characters, very

“faire and apparent to the eye, but so mysticall, so odly framed,

“as no Hierogliphick, no other deep conceit can be more dif-

“ficultly fancied, more adverse to the intellect. These consisting

“of Figures, obelisk, triangular, and pyramidall, yet in such

“Simmetry and order as cannot well be called barbarous. Some

“resemblance, I thought some words had of the Antick Greek,

“shadowing out Ahashuetnis Theos. And though it have small

“concordance with the Hebrew, Greek, or Latine letter, yet

“questionlesse to the Inventer it was well knowne
;
and perad-

“venture may conceale some excellent matter, though to this

“day wrapt up in the dim leafes of envious obscuritie.” In

some matters Herbert was not a very accurate observer
;
of the

two colossal bulls, for instance, which flanked an entrance to

the palace at Persepolis, he describes the one as “a monstrous

great Elephant” and the other as “a Rhinoceros". It is in-

teresting to note the various forms and positions assumed by

these beasts in the illustrations to this and subsequent editions

of the “Travels”.

2 Travels (3rd edition, London, 1665), p. 150.
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From this period onward accounts of the inscrip-

tions at Persepolis are more frequently met with in

the writings of travellers, who, like Pietro della

Valle, began to make copies of some of the char-

acters which they saw. The first accurate drawings

of the inscriptions, however, are those which were

made by Niebuhr, who in 1765 spent nearly a month

at Persepolis in making drawings and in taking

measurements of the site.
1 The care with which he

worked is evinced by the fact that he distinguished

the three classes of cuneiform writing which are

found at Persepolis (i. e., the Persian, the Susian,

and the Babylonian). His copies were extensively

studied throughout Europe and they furnished the

earliest successful investigators with the materials

for the decipherment of the inscriptions.

Of the three kinds of writing which Niebuhr had

distinguished it was natural that the Persian, which

employed no more than forty signs, should be the

first to attract the attention of the early decipherers.

The discovery of a method by which the insci’iptions

might be deciphered was made by Grotefend, who
gave an account of his system in a paper presented

to the Gottingen Academy in 1802. 2 By comparing

See Niebuhr s Reisebeschreibung ncich Arabien und andern
umliegenden Landern, Vol. II (Copenhagen, 1778), pp. 119—163.

Ninety-one years elapsed before this paper was printed,
and it was not until 1893 that it appeared; see W. Meyer’s
paper “G. Fr. Grotefend’s erste Nachricht von seiner Ent-
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two of the inscriptions copied by Niebuhr 1 he suc-

ceeded in deciphering the names of Hystaspes, Da-
rius and Xerxes. Subsequently he also made out

the name of Cj'rus, and he thus obtained correct

values for about a third of the Persian alphabet.

Grotefend, however, failed in his attempts at trans-

lating the rest of the inscriptions in which the names

occurred. 2 Following up the clue which Grotefend

had furnished, the investigation was taken up by

others, among whom the names of Rask, Saint Martin,

Burnouf and particularly that of Lassen may be men-

tioned; these scholars by a similar examination of

other proper names succeeded in identifying other

letters of the alphabet. 3 Down to the year 1837,

however, the actual contents of the inscriptions still

remained unknown.

In the year 1835 the late Sir Henry C. Rawlinson,

G. C. B., who was at that time stationed in Persia,

began to work at the cuneiform inscriptions. He
had not heard of the details of Grotefend’s discovery,

ziflferung der Keilschrift” in the Nachrichten von der Konig-

lichen Gesellschaft der Wissenscliaften . . . zu Gottingen, 13 Sept.,

1893.

1 They are published in the Reisebeschreibung, Vol.U, PI. XXIV,

inscriptions B and G.
2 For an account of Grotefend’s method of decipherment, see

the essay he contributed to Heeren’s Historical Researches (Eng-

lish translation, Oxford, 1833), Vol. II, pp. 313 ff.

3 See the comparative table, compiled by Rawlinson, in Vol. X
of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, opposite p. 53.



Duplicate Inscriptions of Darius and Xerxes, kings of Persia, cut in the rock
at Mount Elwcnd near Hamadun.
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and he therefore had to work out a system ot

decipherment for himself. The process employed by

him was similar to that which Grotefend had fol-

lowed, and may be briefly described. He selected

two short inscriptions to work at, which are engraved

on the face of the rock in a ravine of Mount El-

wend near Hamadan. The inscriptions are cut in

two niches side by side, and are nearly, but not

quite, duplicates of one another. In the illustration

on the preceding page it will be seen that each in-

scription consists of three columns of writing
;

of

these the broad column to the left is written in the

Persian cuneiform, the central column in the Susian

cuneiform, and the column to the right in the Baby-

lonian cuneiform. The inscriptions which Rawlinson

first copied and analysed are those written in the

broad columns to the left of each niche. The upper

halves of these two inscriptions Rawlinson found to

correspond with each other sign for sign, but in

their lower halves he found certain groups of signs

which did not correspond. In order to make clear

the different steps in his process of decipherment

the lower halves of the two inscriptions are printed

on the following page .

1

1 The portions of the inscriptions here reproduced are taken

from Sir Henry Rawlinson’s copies which are preserved in the

British Museum.
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Inscription I (lines 11—20).

\ m Tt -TtT (> 2-) \ Tt m ST t<-^ <Tt \ «TT S m T<- T<T IT

(>3-) t<- \ "TIEM ST Tt \ «TT V m
r<- T<I TT t<- \ (i4.) «TT V m r<- RT

tt t<- irr t< m ^TtT \ «II S (i5.) m
T<~ T<T TT r<- \ TT <t< y<- <Tf t< ITT "TtT

\ ^ (16-) ST <TTM t< ?TT t< TTT ’“TtT

"V «TT V r<- T<T (
17

-) TT \ ffr

T<- TTT K1""
TTT \ <’tt HYT TT T<~ (

18.) TTT

\ -ISM ST Tt= TTT T<- TTT \ TT <TT

ST TT T<- \ (if.)m ^ IT T<- \ ft *tT S
^TtT TTT TS ^ E< t<- (20.) Rr \ <Tt

S A «=< «TT ffi -TtT t< TT S IT t<- \

Inscription II (lines 12—20).

(12.) \ TTT ’n -W \ «TT t<- TTT ST

JL TTT \ «TT S TTT ( 130 T<~ T<T TT T<- \
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-TIEM IET T«= \ «TT *«
ttt r<- T<T TT

(i4.)
T<- \ «JT T<" ttt t<- T<T TT t<- ttt

-< Ttt -It! \ «TT V (
15-) Ttt t<- !<I TT

T<- \ TT <-< T<- <TT -< TTT -TtT \ ^ IET

(i6-) <?! I—T t< fn t< Ttt -It! \ «TT T7

TTT T<*” T<T TT t<- \ (
17 0 TTT <-< TT T<- TTT

t<- ttt \ -T <TT -It! TT t<- Ttt \ -TIE

(is.) y«-y ieT yc= Ttt T<~ Ttt \ TT <TT IET

TT T<- \ ttt TT T<- \ (19-) TT Ttt IET

t<- -TIE <TT \ «TT «"
Ttt t<- T<T TT

r<- m <t< T<- TTT \ ^ <Tt v \ <£<

«IT Ttt -It! -< TT V TT r<-

Rawlinson compared the inscriptions sign by sign

and noticed that they corresponded, substantially,

throughout with the exception of two groups of signs

in each
;

in the copies here printed these groups are

underlined. The fact that these groups of signs dif-

fered in the two inscriptions might be explained by
supposing that they were the names of the different

kings who had the inscriptions engraved in the rock
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and possibly those of their fathers. But the group
of signs which occupies the second place in Inscrip-

tions II, and which from its position seemed to re-

present the father of the man who set it up, occurs

in the first place in Inscription I. This will be clear

from the following transcriptions of the differing

groups of signs :

—

Inscription I.

“• ft TTT H t<*- -TIE <7t “E
D A R Y V U SH

i. e., Darius.

h -

rr TT~ V -TtT TTT ^
V I SH T A S P H Y

i. e.
}
Hystaspes.

Inscription II.

«TT V t<- Ttt £T V nf
ICH SH Y A R SH A

i. e., Xerxes.

rT ttt ET r<- -TIE <rT V
D A R Y V U SH

i. e., Darius.

Of these groups of signs it will he seen that the

group a, which occupies the first place in Inscrip-

tion I, is identical with the group d, which occu-

pies the second place in Inscription II. Rawlinson
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therefore inferred that the king, for whom Inscrip-

tion I was set up, was the father of the king who

set up Inscription II
;
and, if his reasoning was cor-

rect, it followed that the groups b, a and c gave

the names of three Persian kings in consecutive

order. It now only remained to try the names of

some of the kings of the Achaemenian line and see

if they would fit in with this hypothesis. The most

famous of the Achaemenian kings were Hystaspes,

who founded the dynasty, his son Darius, and his

grandson Xerxes. On applying to these groups (5,

a and c) of cuneiform signs, the forms of the names

as known from Zend and Pehlevi (which were cog-

nate dialects to the old Persian language), Rawlin-

son found that they fitted the groups of signs exactly,

and he rightly concluded that he had hit upon the

true identifications.

Such was the method by which both Grotefend

and Rawlinson succeeded in finding the key to the

interpretation of the inscriptions, but, while Grote-

fend, who lacked any knowledge of Zend or Pehlevi,

did little more than discover the reading of these

proper names, the clue in Rawlinson’ s hands was only

the beginning of his work of decipherment. After

his success with the inscriptions at Elwend he went
to Behistun where he made copies and took paper
impressions of the Persian sections of the great tri-

lingual inscription which had been engraved upon
the rocks there by the orders of Darius the Great.
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The rock of Behistun is situated on the Western
frontier of Media, on the high road from Babylon
to the East. The rock rises abruptly from the plain

to a height of some 1700 feet, and the caravan road

passes beneath its almost precipitous face. Sir Rob-

ert Ker Porter, who visited the spot in the year

1818, describes his journey thither through “a region

“of naked rocks where projections from the moun-

tains stood out in gigantic masses, assuming more

“broken and detached appearances than any I had

“remarked before”. “As we rode on,” he continues,

“I observed one of these crested heights standing

“considerably higher than the others, and of a pe-

culiarly shattered, and therefore pinnacled brow,

“as if it had first received the thunderbolt which

“had scathed its humbler brethren.” 1 It was upon

this rock that Darius Hystaspes engraved a record

of his conquests which he intended should be an

imperishable memorial of his fame.

When in B. C. 521 Darius succeeded to the throne

of Persia, after the death of the Magian usurper

who had personated Smerdis, he found the empire

in a state of confusion, and he spent his early years

in stamping out insurrections. Susiana revolted and

was subdued
;

in Babylon a pretended son of Na-

bonidus sought to restore his country’s independence

which had fallen before the invasion of Cyrus in

1 See Travels in Georgia, Persia, Aimenia, etc., Vol. II (Lon-

don, 1822), p. 146.
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B. C. 538. Media, Assyria and Armenia next joined

in a confederation against him, and it was not until

the third year of his reign that he succeeded in

crushing the rebellion. Risings had also to be sup-

pressed in Sagartia, Parthia, Hyrcania and Margiana.

The most serious opposition to his authority Darius

found in the rebellion headed by a second usurper

who also took the name of Smerdis, and Avhen this

had been crushed, he turned once more to Babylon
where disaffection had again made itself apparent.

While he was marching to Babylon to the assis-

tance of his general, news was brought him that

the revolt had been suppressed. Rawlinson makes
the very plausible suggestion, that after Darius had
received news of the victory of his troops, he halted

with his army on the high road to Babylon and at

the sacred rock of Behistun returned thanks to his

god Auramazda for the victory he had vouchsafed
him over his foes. 1 This was in B. C. 516, the

fifth year of his reign, and in that year he had the

sculptures executed and the inscriptions engraved
upon the rock of Behistun which to this day attest

his fame.

In order to prepare a place for the inscriptions

Darius had the inequalities of a portion of the rock
hewn away and the surface smoothed

;
parts of the

rock which were imperfect were removed and sound

See Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. X, p. 190.

3
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stone was let in, embedded in molten lead, and so

carefully was this done that the joins are nearly in-

visible. Darius aimed at making the record as per-

manent as possible, and in order to protect it from

destruction or defacement he had it engraved high

up on the face of the rock, some three hundred feet

from the ground. After the inscriptions had been

cut a coating of silicious varnish was laid on, in order

to protect the surface from the weather
;
the varnish

has proved for more enduring than the limestone on

which it was laid, and in many places stands rigid

and retains the shape of the characters when the

stone beneath has been worn away by rain and frost.

The scene sculptured upon the rock represents

Darius in triumph over his foes .

1 The king is sculp-

tured with his foot upon the prostrate body ot the

Pseudo-Smerdis, the Magian usurper; and the eight

bareheaded figures, who stand before him roped to-

gether by their necks and with their hands bound

behind them, represent the impostors who led the

different revolts in Susiana, Babylon, Media, Sagartia

and Margiana. The last figure in the line, wearing

a high cap, is the leader of a Scythian revolt whom

Darius defeated while the sculptures were in progress

of construction. In the field is the god Auramazda

rising from the winged disc. Beneath and on either

side of the sculptured scene Darius had a long in-

1 See the illustration printed on the opposite page.
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scription, recording his victories, set up in the three

languages, Persian, Susian, and Babylonian.

European travellers who have passed through Be-

histun have been struck with wonder at this monument, 1

and, until the inscriptions were deciphered, many

extraordinary theories were propounded with regard

to the meaning of the sculptures. Thus Otter, who

travelled in Persia in the eighteenth century, im-

agined that the figure of the god Auramazda upon

the rock at Behistun was a heraldic device. 2 Gar-

danne visited Behistun in 1808, and he supposed the

winged disc to be a cross and the figures beneath it

the twelve apostles

;

3 and even Sir Robert Ker Porter

thought that the figures represented the tribes of

Israel in captivity. 4 In the year 1836 Rawlinson

began his work of deciphering the inscriptions.

1 For references to the sculptures in the works of the earlier

writers and travellers, see Hoeck’s Vet.eris Mediae et Persiae Man-
umenta (Gottingen, 1818), pp. XIII ff., 138 ff.

2 Speaking of the road which passes beneath the rock of

Behistun, Otter says: “On a encore pratique uu petit chemin
“sur sa face par ou on monte, et Ton voit a une grande ite-

ration donze figures d’hommes en relief taillees dans le roc, et

“surmont^es d’une cotte-d’arnies.” See Voyage en Turquie et en

Perse (Paris, 1748), Vol. I, p. 187.
3 “Plus loin”, he says, “sur un rocher eleve, on voit une

croix et les douze Apotres sculpt4s.” See Journal d'un voyage
dans la Tnrquie-d'Asie et la Perse (Paris, 1809), p. 83.

4 The high cap, worn by the figure at the' end of the row
of captives, Porter thought was perhaps “an exaggerated re-

presentation of the mitre worn by the sacerdotal tribe of Levi”.
See Travels

, pp. 159 ff.
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To make a copy of the inscription was no easy

matter, because, as we have already said, it was cut

on the face of a nearly precipitous rock some three

hundred, feet above the ground. To engrave it Da-

rius must have erected a huge scaffolding, and once

this was removed there was no means of obtaining

access to the sculptures. Diodorus, in speaking of

the mountain of “Bagistan
” 1 or Behistun, attributes the

sculptures to Semiramis, who, he says, climbed the

rock by laying the packs of her beasts one on top

of the other, a story which shows that the true

history of the monument was soon lost and that tales

were invented to account for the existence of the

sculpture. Its height from the ground preserved it

from destruction, and, although many travellers have

left descriptions of it, none of them succeeded in climb-

ing the rock. Sir Robert Ker Porter climbed up some

distance and made an accurate sketch of the sculp-

tured figures, but he was too far away from them

to copy the inscriptions. “To transcribe the whole

“of the tablets”, he remarks, “could I have drawn

“myself up sufficiently high on the rock to be within

“sight of them, would have occupied me more than

“a month. At no time can it be attempted without

“great personal risk .” 2 The dangers of the rock,

however, did not prevent Rawlinson from pursuing

1 to Bayiatavov opo;
;

cf. Bk. II, ch. 13.

2 See Fravels, Vol. II, p. 158.
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his investigations. In the years 1836 and 1S3< he

devoted all the time he could spare from his public

duties to climbing the rock and making careful cop-

ies of the inscriptions. In the early summer of 1844

he again visited Behistun, and he at that time com-

pleted his copies of the Persian text and of the Susian

version. The Babylonian text of the great inscription,

however, he did not succeed in copying until 1847,

for it is higher than the Persian text and is engraved

upon an overhanging slab of rock. On this visit Raw-

linson provided himself with ropes and ladders and

a miscellaneous assortment of tackle. He sent a

small and wiry Kurdish boy up a cleft in the rock

with directions to drive pegs into holes in the rock

at some distance above the Babylonian version of

the inscription. The boy succeeded in driving in

the pegs and in tying a loose rope from one to the

other. Then using the rope as a swing he hung

over the face of the rock and managed to take a

“squeeze” 1 of the inscription.

During the first two years in which Rawlinson

was copying and working at the inscription he made

a careful analysis of the first two paragraphs of

the Persian text, which record the titles and geneal-

ogy of Darius, and in the year 1837 he forwarded

to the Royal Asiatic Society a translation of this part

1
I. e., an impression taken by means of a specially pre-

pared paper, which is first wetted and then beaten into the char-

acters of the inscription with a brush.
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of the Behistun inscription. In working out his in-

terpretation Rawlinson made considerable use of his

knowledge of Zend, the ancient language of the Zend-

Avesta, a work treating of the religion of Zoroaster

which is still used by the Parsees. Zend and Peh-

levi together enabled him to construct a skeleton

of the Old Persian grammar : and the excellent re-

sult of his investigations was the complete transla-

tion of the Persian text of the Behistun inscription,

which he published in 1847 together with a full

grammatical commentary. 1 This monumental treatise

has remained, practically, the standard work until

the present time.

The importance of the decipherment of the Old

Persian cuneiform inscriptions consists, not so much

in the information obtained from the texts deciphered,

as in the fact that it supplied the key to the read-

ing of the Babylonian and Assyrian inscriptions.

As soon as one of the three languages in which the

various trilingual inscriptions were drawn up could

he read, the decipherment of the second and third

columns, which contain the Susian or “Scythic

and the Babylonian versions, was only a matter of

time.

In order to illustrate the three classes of cuneiform

writing and to show how the Susian and Babylonian

1 PI is memoir is entitled The Persian Cuneiform Inscription

at Behistun ,
and was published as Vol. X of the Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Society.
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versions reproduce the Persian text almost word tor

word, the name and titles of Darius are printed

below in the three languages :

—

The name and titles of Darius the Great as written

in Persian, Susian, and Babylonian, upon the Roek
of Behistun.

I. Persian text.

>• \ Ttt.’tT ^TtT

2
- \ Tf frt ST r<~ "IS <1TV\

3
. «TT S m t<- T<T n r<- \ PSM
ST T~ \

4
- «TT V m K- T<T TT t<- \ «TT S
ttt r<- T<T ff K- ttt t< fit -TtT \

5
- v TT «" -TtT iff IS ^ <t< r<- iff

N ^TT \
6

- <-< «TT iff PtT -< TT S TT r<- \

II. Susian version.

>• I -ITT

2 - 1 SPT -TTK B=r
T
r 1ST < t^TT
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3
- T Tilt Em T Em ‘-^ETT-

4. T Tilt T T1T> MIT Em -SIT-

5

-

1 <Efc MIT S-TT IE H I r C--
-ttk

6-

1 lb M (= <- <y- Ee/T

III. Babylonian version.

>• II ~>1 El

2. 1 EKT 11 -TO EElI ii 1H<
3. ET- 4m
4. H«
o.

y ^<y TT^

6. 1 11 T<f< ET -HP
- kd ^TI <1- ^

It will be noticed that in the Persian text the

words are divided by the sloping wedge, Div-

iding the values of the separate signs by hyphens,

the text may be transliterated as follows :

—

(1.) a - da - m (2.) Da - a - ra - ya - va - u • sh

I Darius,

(3.) kh-sh-a-ya-th-i-ya va-z-ra-ka (4.) kh-sh-a-ya-th-i-ya

the king great, the king
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kh-sh-a-ya-th-i-ya-a-na-a-m (5.) V-i-sh-ta-a-s-pa-h-ya-ci

of kings, of Hystaspes

pu-u-tra (6.) Ha-kha-a-ma-n-i-sh-i-ya'1

the son, the Achaemenian.

In the Susian language the upright wedge,
J,

is

used as a “determinative”, 2 and is placed before

proper names, names for classes of men such as

“king”, “son”, the personal pronouns for the 1st and

2nd person and the relative. In the following trans-

literation of the Susian version (II) the sign is not

represented by a special symbol :

—

(1.) u (2.) Ta-ri-ya-mci-u-sh (3.) zunkuk ir-sha-r-ra

I Darius, the king great,

(4.) zunkuk zunkuk-ip-ir-ra (5.) Mi-ish-ta-ash-pci

the king of kings, of Hystaspes

sha-ak-ri (6.) A-ak-ka-man-ni-sh-ya

the son, the Achaemenian.

In the Susian version it will be seen that one

of the signs is used for a whole word {zunkuk),

others are used for syllables, and others for letters.

Such a system of writing is more complicated than

the Persian alphabetic system, and it employs a con-

siderably larger number of characters
;

in all, one

1 From this transliteration it will be seen that the Persian
signs are not entirely alphabetic, inasmuch as a short vowel
may be supplied after certain of the consonants.

2 See below, chapter III.
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hundred and eleven separate characters are used in

the Susian inscriptions.

In the Babylonian version (III) the upright wedge,
is also employed as a determinative, but it is only

placed before proper names
;
and the sign

(1. 4) is used to indicate that the word preceding it

is in the plural. The following is a transliteration

of this version:

—

(1.) a-na-ku (2.) Da-a-ri-ia-a-mush (3.) sharru,

I Darius, the king

rabu(ii) (4.) shar sharrani (5.) mar Ush-ta-as-pa

great, the king of kings, the son of Hystaspes,

(6.) A-kha-ma-an-ni-ish-shi

the Achaemenian.

In the Babylonian method of writing it will be

seen that none of the signs are employed for sep-

arate letters, but are used for syllables or for com-

plete words. Of the three forms of writing in these

trilingual inscriptions the Babylonian is the most

complicated, not only from the number of the signs

employed, but also from the polyphony of many of

the characters.

The work of deciphering the Babylonian versions

of the inscriptions was carried out by Rawlinson,

Hincks, De Saulcy, Oppert, Fox Talbot, and other

scholars, who obtained considerable help in their

decipherment by comparing the Babylonian words
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with kindred roots in Arabic, Syriac and Hebrew.

Moreover, their interpretation of the Babylonian and

Assyrian language was rendered more certain by a

study of the Assyrian tablets and historical inscriptions

which had meanwhile been excavated at Khoi sabad,

Nimrud and Kouyunjik, the sites of the Assyrian

cities of Dur-Sharrukln
,
Calah and Nineveh. The

excavations which have been carried on since that

time both in Assyria and Babylonia have yielded

rich results, and a considerable portion of the litera-

ture and history of these two countries has now been

recovered.

In conclusion it may be well to note that, although

the results obtained by the decipherment of the

cuneiform inscriptions are now accepted on all hands

by competent judges, the earlier investigators ex-

perienced considerable difficulty in obtaining credence

for their statements. Many able thinkers at first

refused to acknowledge the possibility of recovering

the meanings of inscriptions which had been written

more than two thousand years ago, the clue mean-

while having been entirely lost, and there were not

wanting those who openly branded the pioneer As-

syriologists by the name of charlatans. At length,

in the year 1857, with a view of deciding the credib-

ility of the statements made by the decipherers,

the Royal Asiatic Society devised a test which should

settle the question authoritatively. A long and re-

cently discovered cuneiform text was chosen (the
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cylinder-inscription of Tiglath-Pileser I), and the deci-

pheiers weie invited to prepare independent versions
of the inscription without communicating with each
other, “each version to be sent sealed to this Society,

“m order to be subsequently submitted to a com-
“mittee, who would compare the results”. The chal-

lenge was accepted by Rawlinson, Hincks, Fox Talbot
and Oppert, each of whom produced a translation and
sent it to the Society. When the committee met the

seals were broken by the Secretary of the Society

and the several versions were compared. In May
ot that year, at the General Meeting of the Royal

Asiatic Society, the President publicly stated the

opinion he had formed after an examination of the

lour translations sent in. His decision is recorded in

the annals of the Society 1 in the following words:

—

“He [i. e., the President] had made himself suf-

ficiently acquainted with the several translations to

“be satisfied that there was a very close agreement

“with regard to the value of the characters, so that

“the powers of the alphabet, if it might be so termed,

“in which the inscription is written, may be regarded

“as satisfactorily determined, whatever slight and

“unfrequent modification may be hereafter found

“necessary. It was somewhat different with respect

“to the words, the meanings of very many of which

1 See the Proceedings of the Royal Asiatic Society, 23rd. May,

1857, p. X.
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“were differently expressed
;

yet at the same time,

“although individual terms were variously rendered,

“there was a remarkable concurrence as to the gen-

“eral meaning of each paragraph, showing that the

“translators were agreed as to the sense of a great

“proportion of the words and the construction of the

“sentences
;
upon the whole, therefore, it appeared

“to him that a very considerable proportion of the

“vocabulary had been determined, and it might be

“confidently anticipated that the ability and persev-

erance which had accomplished so much, would,

“eventually, leave little to be questioned.



CHAPTER III.

CUNEIFORM SIGNS AS SYLLABLES, IDEOGRAMS,

AND DETERMINATIVES.

It has already been stated in the first chapter

that the system of cuneiform writing was in its origin

pictorial
;

that is to say, the earliest forms of char-

acters were pictures of different objects in nature.

When the early ancestor of the Sumerians desired

to record the fact that he possessed so many oxen,

we may suppose that he took a fragment of stone

and either scratched upon it pictures of the heads

of oxen to the number he possessed, or he may

have scratched a number of straight lines followed

by the head of an ox. The rough picture of an

ox’s head served to convey to the beholder the idea

of an ox
;
in other words it was an ideogram. When

clay was adopted as a more convenient writing

material than stone for the ordinary business of daily

life, the forms of the characters gradually ceased to

be pictures, and became mere groups of wedges, and
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in the case of only a few signs is it now possible

to trace the pictures from which they are des-

cended.

But the change from outline pictures to mere

groups of wedges was not the only one which cunei-

form writing underwent. It will be obvious that a

simple picture-writing, or the method of expression

by means of ideograms, must from its nature be

very limited in its powers. It can convey simple

ideas concerning familiar objects, but to pass beyond

these limits and to delineate abstract conceptions

would be impossible. The most carefully drawn

picture may be open to various interpretations, and,

when the draughtsman's skill is only equal to scratch-

ing outlines on some hard material, it is clear that

in order to be intelligible he must confine his record

to the barest narrative of simple facts. But at a

very early period the Sumerian scribe hit upon an

expedient to get over this difficulty
;
instead of using

his pictures to represent ideas
,

he used them for

sounds. Now each of his pictures, or signs, originally

represented some object in nature and such objects

had names
5

his new expedient consisted in using

his signs to express the sounds of their names only,

without any reference whatsoever to their meanings.
In other words he evolved from his his pictures, or

ideograms, a system of phonetic writing, and by this

means he was enabled to place on record any fact

or idea which he could express in speech.
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To illustrate the process by which a phonetic

system of writing was evolved from a writing by

means of pictures, we will take an example of one

of the difficulties which may have beset the early

Sumerian scribes. Let us go back to the time when

the cuneiform characters were pictures and were

simply used to represent the objects which they

resembled. We may suppose that the Sumerian king

of this period received an embassy from the king

of a neighbouring country, who made proposals for

an alliance. He would, naturally, desire to retain

a record of the event, and would order his scribes

to make the necessary entry in his archives con-

cerning the arrival of the embassy. The Sumerian

scribes by means of their picture-signs would be able

to describe the arrival of the ambassadors and the

presents which they brought with them, but, when

they came to record the name of the foreign king

who sent the embassy, they would be met with a

difficulty. The only way in which they could record

the name would be to choose the pictures of a

number of objects, the words for which most closely

resembled in sound the different syllables of the name.

In some such way we may suppose that the Sumerian

scribes came to use the characters for their sounds

only, apart from their meanings.

The Babylonians and Assyrians adopted from the

Sumerians their method of writing, and, although

they modified it in some degree to suit the requiie-
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ments of their own speech, they did not make any
very great improvements in the system. The sounds
which their signs represent are syllabic

;
that is to

say they represent complete syllables, for, unlike

the Persians 1 and the Egyptians
,

2 the Assyrians did
not make a further advance by inventing an alphabet.

Moreover, although they recognized the advantages
of a phonetic method of writing, they retained to a
gieat extent the use of ideograms. Thus the same
sign may be sometimes employed as an ideogram
for a whole word, and at other times phonetically
for a syllable. This mixture of ideographic and syl-

labic writing would at first sight seem to present
consideiable difficulties to the decipherer

;
for it

might well be supposed that he would frequently be
m doubt as to the way in which a particular

. char-
acter should be read. The Assyrians themselves,
however, had two expedients for simplifying their
system which will be described later on in this
chapter, and,, as a matter of fact, the interpretation
of the majority of the signs is seldom ambiguous.
But of this the reader will be able to judge for him-
self after a more detailed description of the Assyr-
ian method of writing.

Although the Assyrians did not possess an alpha-
bet it will be convenient, before we go further, to
give a list of the Assyrian vowels and consonantal

1 See above, p. 42 f.

2 See Budge, Easy Lessons in Egyptian Hieroglyphics, pp. 30 ff.
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sounds. The Assyrian language possesses four short

vowels a, e, i and u
;

four long vowels a, e, l and

u
;
and the two diphthongs ai and ia. The language

also possesses eighteen consonantal sounds which are

given in the following list
;
they are arranged in the

order of the Hebrew alphabet, the corresponding

Hebrew characters being given within parentheses :
—

Consonantal Hebrew
Remarks

1.

sound
•>

equivalent

(K)

xvGincirK8

the soft breathing

2. B (2)

3. G O
4. D (n)

5. Z (i)

6. H (n) a guttural ch

7. T (to) a harder dental than No. 18

8. K (3)

9. L 6)

10. M (»)

11. N (3)

12. S ()

13. P (B)

14. s (as) pronounced as ts

15. K (p) a guttural k l

16. R (-i)

17. § (tW pronounced as sh

18. T (n)

1 Fi•euuently not distinguished from No. 8 by the Assyrians

pronounced by the Babylonians as g.
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In the sign AHF- the Assyrians possessed a char-

acter for indicating the breathing (see the above list,

No. 1), but it is very rarely used
;
and with this ex-

ception they did not possess separate signs for the

consonantal sounds. They had a syllabary, not an
alphabet, at their disposal, and, if they wished to

write out a word phonetically, they had of necessity

to wnte it in syllables. This will be clear if we take

examples of a few Assyrian phrases written phonet-
ically. Thus the phrase madatusu avihur

,
“I re-

ceived his tribute”, could be written phonetically
by the Assyrians as

£1 £TT -m I K4 -TI IH
ma ' da - tu - ho am - hu - ur

tribute his I received.

Oi the phrase ittisun amdahis
}

“I fought with
them”, could be written

~T< l tJH wp ^ tj
it - ti - ho - ion am - da - hi - is

with them I fought.

Or the phrase sa la iknuho ana nlria
,
“who had

not submitted to my yoke”, could be written

y -£T -TI* V- I P
*a la ik - mo-su a
who not had submitted

-tti
na

HFF-

ni - m - ia

yoke my.to
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Or the phrase usarsid temenSa
,

“I laid its foun-

dation”, could be written

s=TTT«= V <WT3 <1- Estf *T T- -II

T

u - §a - ar - Si - id te - me - en - Sa

I laid foundation its.

Or the phrase attima rabati
,

‘‘thou (f.) art great”,

could be written

e=ET -T< ET E-TT Tt ~T<
at - ti - ma ra - ba - a - ti

thou art great.

Or the phrase puluhti ilutika
,
“the tear of thy

divinity”, could written

y- m A-fff ~T< PE M ~T< -tH
pa - he - uh - ti i - lu - ti - ka

the fear of divinity thy.

In the above examples it will be noticed that each

of the syllables employed consists of a vowel or a

diphthong by itself, or else of one vowel and one

consonant. Such syllables are termed simple syl-

lables. The following is a list of vowels, and of

simple syllables which begin or end with the var-

ious consonantal sounds in Assyrian. They are here

arranged alphabetically in the order explained abo^ e

on p. 52.
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„i,

{

It (“)

Diph-
J Tr H (

ai
)

thongs
|

(i)

-It (
e
)

^It
t

(
ia

)

W (
ia

)

<! («)

^TTT^ («)

-^=T O) ziw (6m)

B ^ (be)

tsT 0 s) IdJ (it) (w6)

o' -HU -IIA (JO (9U)

G
l -S OsO -IU (%) OsO

D J HfT (<*«) <ItL (*) W
1 (ad) (id) *TM

Z -|

TT (
za

) -TT^ (
z0 --TI O)

1 £=Vyy (az) -T M y-n («*)

H |
TT< (£a) A (&i) -TX (ja)

W

AHfff (
a -) (

i-) (
w

2IT (f«) <13= (A nmw
A (fi)

1

£^-I (?e)

(«o 530 (if) *T (wf)

K |
-tfcj (*«) <mi <k) 10 (*m)

1 —]^f (a/c) -TI^ (<*)
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-ETw («) EH (
Zw

)

tl<l (al) S^TTW
tJ^TTT M

<-T^ («o

t] (
ma

) (mi)

V (
me

)

(m«)

(aw) i^4f (
im

) tCTTT (
wm

)

„

(na) ^ («*)

t^T («)

>^A (tim)

(an) (in)

^11 (
en

)

^Th (««)

(
sa

) ^Tf (
s0

Et H
^TT (

sw
)

(as) (**) v-TI («*)

(pa) (pO (pn)

T<J (pit)

(°p) fcU (
i» (

WP)

f TT (?a) ceTT <fO (sw)

1 (as) -T ('•>') (
u?)

1 -I (W Eli (*o £23 (*»)

1 -£j (ai) -TE (*&) t?>?f («£)
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^TT (
ra

) -III (-) *111 (ru)

R <WTI (
ar

) Cm («•) IH (-)

(ar)% --IT (
er

) ^TT o
T^TT O) <T- <>') I O)

§ '

*£(**) M oo
gE (at) ^TT w Cml (

u§
)

(a§) («*)

sfTTT (
ta

) O') -£^I OO
T vT O)

-^T (
ai

) 0) (
ut

)

The above list will be somewhat simplified by ob-

serving that the same signs are employed for a.b,

ib
,
ub and for ap, ip, up respectively

;
that the same

signs are employed for ag, ig
,
ug, for ak, ik, uk and

for ak, ik, uk
;

that the same signs are employed

for ad, id, ud, for at, it, ut and for at, it, ut
;
and

that the same signs are employed for az, iz, uz, for

as, is, us and for as, is, us.

The other class of syllabic signs employed by the

Assyrians are termed compound syllables, each of

which consists of a vowel between tvm consonants

such as pal, rat, sam, bit, sir, lik, kun, lud. In

the following examples of sentences written phonet-

ically both simple and compound syllables are em-

ployed :

—
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! «* - IH It pEH II -TTI
mu - hal - lik za - ia - a - ri

The destroyer of foes.

2- EHT ^H- ETH I E ^IT M cHk Sf
ta - mar - ta - su-nu is - su - u - ni

Their presents they brought.

3
. eEfcJ E-TT -H< -« v EH ^U1 I-

isar - ra - ti kul - lat da - ad - me

Queen of all habitations,

*-m< *1 <1- -IT- *1 y pff ~f<
mu§ - te - H - rat te - ni - se - e - ti

directress of mankind.

4. tt H Ml *- s=nyt et h ET -e^I
pa - a - su i - pu - Sam - ma a - ma - tu

His mouth he opened and the word

i - zak - kar

he spake.

5. PE
i - na

On

<1E El II ~R
di - ma - a - ti

poles

II Jk
a - lul

I hung up

-II -HI I pill
pag - ri - su - un

their corpses.
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o. -El I r tjf fc&pT ‘A!

a - na la na - se - e HI - te

To no longer bring tribute

*TTT M -;TI *T

lib - bio - Su ik - 2m ~ ud

his heart planned.

In this syllabic method of writing it was not al-

ways easy to mark the difference between a long

and a short vowel, and, as a matter of fact, the

difference between them is frequently not marked at

all. There were, however, two methods of indicating

a long vowel. One was to write the sign for the

vowel in question after the sign for the syllable end-

ing in that vowel
;
thus the word ilati, “goddesses”,

may be written £:£: i-la-a-ti, when

the fact that the vowel a is long is indicated by the

insertion of the sign a
,

after the syllable la.

The other and less common method was to double

the following consonant
;
thus the long a in tabdhu

,

“slaying, sacrifice,” may be indicated by writing the

word ta-ba-ah-hu. The

doubling of a consonant, however, usually indicates

that the consonantal sound is sharpened in pronun-

ciation and not that the preceding vowel is long.

At the beginning of this chapter it was stated

that, although the Assyrians employed a method of

writing phonetically by syllables, they still retained
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the use of signs as ideograms, that is to say as

symbols for complete words. Thus the sign HP- was

the symbol, or ideogram, for the word ilu, “god”
;

the sign was the ideogram for amelu
,
“man”

;

the sign was the ideogram for abu, “father”
;

the sign was the ideogram for katu, “hand”
;
the

sign ^ was the ideogram for alpu
,
“ox”, and so

on. It has already been explained that many of

these ideograms, consisting of one sign only, can be

explained as descended from outline pictures of the

objects they represent. Other ideograms, less fre-

quently met with, consist of more than one sign

;

thus TP is used as the ideogram for zunnu
,

“rain”, for abullu
,

“city -gate”. Such

ideograms may be explained by the fact that the

Assyrians borrowed their method of writing from

the Sumerians. The sign for “water” in Sumerian

was and the sign for “heaven” was and

the group
|y

“water of heaven”, was used

by the Sumerians for “rain”
;
the Assyrians borrowed

the Sumerian method of writing “rain” as
TT -a.

and used the group to represent their own word

for “rain”, zunnu. Similarly, S?=P Eh consists of

two signs meaning “gate” and “great”, and was

used by the Assyrians as an ideogram for their

own word abullu
,

“city-gate”’. In this way groups

of two and even more signs came to be employed

as symbols, or ideograms, for various words in As-

syrian.
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Another fact about Assyrian which may prove at

first a little puzzling is the use of the same sign

for more than one syllable, and in some cases as an

ideogram for more than one word. For instance, the

sign is employed as an ideogram not only for

samsu, “sun”, but also for umu, “day”, and pisu
,

“white”, while in addition to its common syllabic

values of ud and tu, it is also employed for the syl-

lables tain, pir, lah, and his. The majority of the

signs, however, are not so polyphonous as the sign

and after a little practice in reading the inscrip-

tions the student is rarely in doubt as to the value

to be assigned to any particular character.

Moreover, the Assyrians themselves had a method

of indicating the classes and meanings of many of

their words which is of great assistance in reading

the inscriptions. They added to various words cer-

tain signs which are called determinatives, and which

indicate in each case the class of thing to which the

word belongs. Thus before male proper names they

wrote the single upright wedge
J ;

before female

proper names they wrote £-, the ideogram for “fe-

male”
;
before the names of gods they wrote Hb

the ideogram for ilu
,

“god”. In reading an in-

scription these determinatives were never pronounc-
S-S i

ed
;
they were only inserted as an aid to the reader

and they helped him to understand the text. Most

determinatives are placed before the word to which

they apply, but a few follow it. A list of the most
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common determinatives is given below, together with
remarks as to their use.

Sign Meaning Use as determinative

1.
T

£-

Sign for “one”. Placed before male

proper names.

2. sinniHu
,

“fe-

male”.

Placed before female

proper names.

3. HF- ilu, “god”. Placed before the

names of deities.

4. t>»- amelu
}
“man”. Placed before the

names of tribes

and professions.

5. V mdtu
,
“country”. Placed before the

names of countries.

6. V sadu, “moun-

tain”.

Placed before the

names of mountains

7. -tTT
alu

,
“city”. Placed before the

names of cities.

8. ndru
}

“river”. Placed before the

names of rivers.

9. 4 fsw, “wood”. Placed before the

names of trees,

woods and wood-

en objects.

10. 4TE Sammu
,
“plant”. Placed before the

names of plants.

11. abnu, “stone”. Placed before the

names of stones.

12. El subdtu
,

“gar-

ment”.

Placed before the

names of garments.
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13.
svpatu

,
“fleece,

wool”.

14. -ip
karpatu

,
“ves-

sel”.

”

15. m immeru
,
“lamb,

sheep”.

16. C3 arhu, “month”.

17. TTTT T kakkabu,“star”

.

18. <10 asm
,
“place”.

19. -11 issuru
,
“bird”.

20. TT<
nunu

,
“fish”.

Placed before the

names of wools

and woollen stuffs.

Placed before the

names of vessels.

Placed before words

for sheep, and of-

ferings.

Placed before the

names oftlie months

Placed before the

names of stars and

planets.

Placed after the

names of towns

and districts.

Placed after the

names of birds.

Placed after the

names of fish.

In the above list it will be observed that only

three determinatives (Nos. 18, 19 and 20) are placed

after the word to which they refer. To these we may

also add the signs and A>~<, which are placed

as determinatives after numbers, and the sign-groups

11 -+ and -111 11
which are placed as

determinatives after numbers and measures.

The plural of ideograms was also indicated by

means of signs placed after the word. The sign for
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the plural, which is most frequently used, is
,

e. g. Hu, “god”, T— ,
ildni, “gods”

;

belu, “lord”,
y

bale, “lords”; V> tndtu,

“land”, mdtdti, “lands”; sarru,

“king”, sarrani
,
“kings”. The signs

J»-,
and are less frequently placed after

words as signs for the plural
;
the two upright wedges,

H, are used to indicate the plural of ideograms for

objects which often occur in pairs, e. g. ^y, katu

,

“hand”, ^yy, kata, “hands”
;

Sepu, “foot”,

<EeTT, stipe, “feet”. Another method of indicating

the plural of a word was to write the ideogram for

it twice, e. g. HF- Hb ilani, “gods”
; -II -II-

belu, “lords”.

It has already been stated that some ideograms

are employed for more than one word
;

in certain

passages therefore, in which the context is not very

clear, the reader might well be in doubt as to the

word for which an ideogram was intended to stand.

Moreover, in the case of verbs written ideographic-

ally, he would have to guess the exact form of the

verb which the writer intended him to read. The

Assyrians, however, got over this difficulty by the

use of what are termed phonetic complements
;
after

the ideogram they frequently wrote a phonetic sign

expressing the final syllable of the word which they

intended the ideogram to represent. Thus the sign

by itself might stand for ilu, “god”, or samu,

“heaven”
;
when the scribe intended the sign to be
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read as Same, “heaven”, (the plural of samu), he

placed after the ideogram Hf- the syllable
6=J^,

e,

thus fcTf The sign by itself might stand for

matu, “land”, or Sadu, “mountain”, or for some part

of the vei’b kasadu, “to conquer”
;
when the scribe

wished to be read as aksud, “I conquered”, he

placed after the ideogram the syllable ud
,
thus

AJ. In these two examples e, and A|, ud,

are the phonetic complements of their respective

ideograms, and in transliterating a text they are

placed within parentheses after the words to which

;
thus is transliterated as sa-

me(e), and "V as aksud(ud). It should he borne

in mind, however, that the phonetic complement was

not sounded as an additional syllable to the word,

but was simply added by the scribe as a guide to

the correct reading of the ideogram
;
thus ~f«=TT

is read simply as same
,
and "V as aksud.

From the above remarks it will have been seen

that signs were employed by the Assyrians (1) as

syllables, and (2) as ideograms
;
and that this mixed

system of phonetic and ideographic writing was sim-

plified and rendered more certain of interpretation

by means of determinatives and phonetic comple-

ments. We may now take some short extracts from

historical inscriptions to illustrate the different uses

of the cuneiform signs. In the extracts given the

ideograms have been marked by *, the determina-

tives by f, and the phonetic complements by}; the

they apply

5
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rest of the signs, which are left unmarked, are syl-

labic. Beneath the signs are set their transliteration

in italics, and beneath the transliteration are the

meanings of the words. In the transliteration phonetic

complements are enclosed within parentheses
( ) ;

determinatives are transliterated in small characters

above the line, e. g. amelu
}

the determinative before

classes of men
;

«*«, the determinative before the

names of cities
;

m
,

the determinative before male

proper names, etc.
;
similarly the signs for the plural

are transliterated in small characters above the line,

e. g. pi, and H. By this means every sign which oc-

curs in the text is represented in the transliteration,

but in reading the text it should be remembered

that only that portion of the transliteration which is

in large italics, and which is not within parentheses,

is pronounced.

i. tf t- ~t< -ti* m -m sen
i - na me - ti - ik gir - ri - ia

In the course of my expedition

-cTT+ *=TTTT* ETT^ -tTT 1 «=T
alu Bit - da - gan - na aiu la - ap-

Beth-dagon, Jop-

tint tyit Mty -'y h tt -f -t
pu - u alu Ba - na - at - bar - fca

pa, Bene-berak,
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ctt+tj-*'rrun t~t^t ’m
alu A - zu - ru alani pl

(
ni

)
sa

Azuru, the cities of

m Si - id - ha-

a

§a a - na sepell - ia

Sidka, who to my feet

-ET eWT-
ar - hi§ la ik - nu-su al - me aksud(ud

)

quickly not had submitted, I besieged, I captured,

SM-EI ir-ET«lT
as - lu - la sal - la - sun

I carried off their spoil.

tei v+ ^^ ~yyy
sarrani pi (ni) matu Mu - su - ri

The kings of Egypt,

ESStq*T~~t ty+^j* c
T
+ £f*y^t

amelu sabe pl - hu kasti *>“ narkabati pl

the men of the bow, the chariots

v * s-yy* y^ + ^IT fc&WF
sise pl sa §ar

(and) the horses of the king

vt y- tyyy<^ «=Tf^ <10 -ET
matu Me - luh - hi e - mu - hi la ni - bi

of Ethiopia, forces without number,
5*
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-ti* *t *,m <^y ey -eST is
ik - tti - rw - mm - ma il - li - ku

they summoned and they came

=yy-yyy is*
ri - su - us - su - un i - na tukulti(ti

)

to their help. With the help

«f+ -II* ^yy eesp ~y< i syy
ilu Assur beli - ia it - ti - su - mi

of Assur my lord with them

tA eyy A s ei £
am - da - hi - is - ?na as - ta - kan

I fought and I accomplished

<y-*<y—* IMTOF
abikta - ho - un

their defeat.

3
.
yt y?< yj 4HF- Hf-* V vt I*
m Ha-za - ’ - i7ti sa Dimaski

Hazael of Damascus

yy ^y -yy^ syy< *y*^yy* y—+

1

a - na gi - bis ummanati Pl - §u-

in the multitude of his troops

EE3J ttyyy a et T~~+ 1 il ^y
it - ta - kil-ma ummanati pl - Su a - na

trusted and his troops in
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ET T tfcj II *t 4* *HI
ma - ’

- dis id - ka - a $adu Sa - ni - ru

great numbers lie assembled. Saniru,

JIMP V* e=TP V
ubdn §ade(e

)
sa pu-ut

thesummit ofthe mountains which (is) at the entrance

e=7TI -nf It ^7 «=mv-«T<I
iarfu Lab - na - na a - na dan - nu - ti - su

to Lebanon as his fortress

t^TT -TAHfff
is - kun

he made.



CHAPTER IV.

A SELECTION OF CUNEIFORM SIGNS WITH THEIR

SYLLABIC AND IDEOGRAPHIC VALUES.

In the preceding chapter an account has been

given of the various functions of cuneiform signs.

It has been shown that the Assyrian method of writ-

ing was partly ideographic and partly syllabic, and

that a cuneiform sign could be employed in the in-

scriptions in two ways: (1) as a syllable of a word,

and (2) ideographically for a whole word, either by

itself or as part of an ideogram consisting of two or

more signs. In the present chapter a list of three

hundred of the commoner signs is given together

with their syllabic and ideographic values. The syl-

labic values are printed in heavy type to distinguish

them from the ideographic values which are printed

in italics
;
when an ideogram is usually accompanied

by a determinative, the determinative is also given,

but it is placed within parentheses.

The reader should not attempt to learn the list,

but should use it for reference when studying the
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examples and extracts given in other parts of the

book. By using the list in this way he will find that

he soon gains a knowledge of the principal Assyrian

signs. In order to enable him quickly to find any

character in the list, a word must be said of the

principle on which the signs are arranged. The signs

are classified according to the direction and number of

the wedge or wedges with which they begin. In the

first part of the list are given the signs which begin

with horizontal wedges
;

first those beginning with

one horizontal wedge >— (Nos. 1—78), then those

beginning with two wedges (Nos. 79— 164), then

those beginning with three wedges fcj (Nos. 165— 180),

and lastly those beginning with four (or more)

wedges (Nos. 181— 188). In the central part of

the list are given the signs which begin with diagonal

wedges
;

first those beginning with one diagonal

wedge A (Nos. 189—199), then those beginning with

the two wedges £ (Nos. 900—205), then those be-

ginning with the three wedges ^8 (Nos. 206—215),

and lastly those beginning with the large diagonal

wedge ^ (Nos. 216—254). In the concluding portion

of the list are given the signs the beginnings of

which contain upright wedges
;

first those beginning

with the single upright wedge
|

(Nos. 255—272),
then those beginning with J (Nos. 273—277), then

those beginning with (Nos. 278—287) and lastly

those beginning with two. or more upright wedges
(Nos. 288—300).
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It may be noted, that within each of these main
divisions the same general order is followed with
legal d to the second and third wedges of each sign.

At the end of the list of signs are given lists of

numerals and of the common ideograms for the months.

1 . »—

2 .

3 .

4 -

5 - «eTT

6. ^T!

->j=W

Syllabic values : as, rum
,

dil
,

til .

Ideographic values: ina

,

“in”
;

ab-

breviation for Assur, Assyria, written

(V) - «IEJ) ;
employed in proper

names for the god As§ur
,
for nadanu

,

“to give”, and for aplu, “son”.
(

)

(fcr|) ^y<, kussu, “throne”.

Syllabic value : hal .

Ideographic values : employed as sign

for the plural. ( baru “seer,

magician”
; (If B) - Idiklat

,

Diklat
,
the Tigris.

Syllabic values : muk
,
muk .

Syllabic value : ba .

Ideographic value : ka§u, “to give”.

Syllabic value : zu .

Ideographic values : idu
,
“to know”

;

li’u, “wise”, ^^yy --y, apsu
}
“abyss”.

Syllabic values : su, kus
,
kus .

Ideographic values : maSku
,

“skin,

hide”
5
erebu

,
“to increase”.

Syllabic values : sin
,
sun

,
rug

,
ruk

,

ruk .
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8 .

9. ^TTT

10.

11 .

12
. ^

13 .

Syllabic values : bal, pal.

Ideographic values :
palu

,
“reign, year

of reign”; nabalkutu, “to cross over”;

enu
,
“to make void, to humble”; naku,

“to pour out (a libation), to offer (an

offering)”
;
supelu

,
the Piel-Shafel of

[pelu], “to conquer”.

Assur, the city.

Syllabic values : ad, at, at, gir.

Ideographic values : patru, “dagger”,

w^jyy fcz, akrabu, “scorpion”.

Syllabic values : bul, pul.

Syllabic values : tar, kut, kud, kut,

kut, sil, has, haz.

Ideographic values : nakdsu, “to cut off”;

parasu, “to decide”
;

suku, “street”.

Syllabic value : an.

Ideographic values : ilu, “god”, samu,

plur. same
,
“heaven”. ana-

ku, “lead”
;

parzillu, “iron”;

tHTT. elu, “high, situated a-

bove”
;

atalu, „eclipse”;

«f cTTf lamassu, “sacred colossal

bull”; fczjy*— sedu, “sacred

colossal bull”
; seru, “field,

plain”.

i. e.
,
as, and sur (see Nos. 1

and 64), employed in the following

proper names : Assur,
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the god; (
—

,
ASSur

}
the city

;

YY
ASSur

,
Assyria.

14. Syllabic value : ka .

Ideographic values
: pu, “mouth” ;

Si

n

-

nu
,
“tooth”; cmatu

,
“word, command”.

Jcibu
,

“to speak”;

_ tfcj£*=ET< suluppu
,
“date”.

Ideographic value: tahazu
,

“battle”.

:Tr^ Ideographic values : liSdnu, “tongue,

speech”. Sumer

Southern Babylonia.

Syllabic values : nag
,
nak

,
nak .

Ideographic value : Satu
,

“to drink”.

Ideographic value : akdlu
,
“to eat”.

Syllabic value : er.

Ideographic value : alu
,
“city”.

W Ideographic value
: puhru

,
“totality,

whole”.

Ideographic values: zikaru
,
“male”;

ardu
,
“slave”.

^ Ideographic value : ar/m, “month”.— Syllabic values : sah
,
sah

,
si'h.

Ideographic value : Sahu
,
“wild boar”.

24. Ideographic value: ebiiru
}

“crops,

harvest”.

25. Syllabic value : la .

26. Ideographic values : uS§u
)
“foundation”,

cess) er. ikkaru
, “gardener”.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20 .

21 .

22 .

23.

27 Syllabic value : mah .
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28.

Ideographic value : slru
i,

“exalted”.

Syllabic value : tu.

29. ^^7

Ideographic values : erebu

,

“to enter”.

summatu

,

“dove”.

Syllabic value : li.

30. ^

Ideographic value : (tj) bura-

§u, “pine-tree”.

Syllabic values : bab
,
pap, kur

,

31.

kur.

Ideographic values : nciJcdru, “to be

hostile”; nakru

,

“hostile”; nakiru,

“enemy”
;
naphar

,

“total”
;
employed

in proper names for ahu

,

“brother”, and

for nasaru, “to protect”.

nakru, nakiru, “enemy”.

Syllabic value : mu.

32. »^T

Ideographic values : sumu

,

“name”
;

zakaru, “to name”
;

zikru, “name”

;

Sattu

,

“year”; employed in proper

names for nadanu, “to give”.

^}, Sattu
,
“year”

;

musaru, “inscription”.

Syllabic value : ka.

<
<1COCO

Ideographic value : ka, a measure.

Syllabic values : kad, kat, kat.

34. Syllabic values : kat, kad.

35. Syllabic values
: gil

,
kil .

36. ^TTT Syllabic values : ru
,
sub

,
sup .

Ideographic value : nadft
,
“to cast’

7

.
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37. ^ Syllabic values : be, bat, bat, bad,
bit, mit, mit, mid, til, ziz.

Ideographic values: matu, “to die”;

38.

39.

mltu, pagru, “corpse”; damn, “blood”.

Bel, the god.

Syllabic value : na.

Syllabic value : sir.

40. >-<£, >4^ Syllabic values : kul, gul, kul, zir.

Ideographic value : zeru, “seed”.

41. ^[<, »_y< Syllabic value : ti .

42.

Ideographic values : laku, liku
,
“to take,

to receive”. balatu,

“to live”.

Syllabic values : bar, par, mas, mas.
Ideographic values : asaridu, “chief”.

Hb Ninib, the god
; jQ)

f : Idiklat, Diktat
,

the

Tigris.

43. Syllabic value : nu.

Ideographic values: la, ul, “not”; salmu,

“image”. niSakku, “govern-

44. Ideographic values : sibtu
,

“revenue,

interest”.
HfA Sultu, “dream”.

45. Syllabic values : kun, gun.

46 . -y<[,

.

Ideoghaphic value : zibbatu, “tail”.

-11 Syllabic values : hu, pag, pak, bag,

bak.

Ideographic value : issuru
,
“bird”.
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47. -!<’[¥', Syllabic values : nam, sim.

Ideographic values : Hmtu

,

“fate, des-

tiny”
;
pahatu

,
pihdtu, “district, pro-

vince”. (F^yn)
“gov-

ernor”
5 -T<T* H<T) ,

sinuntu
y

“swallow”.

48 . »-y^y^,^ Syllabic values : ig, ik, ik.

Ideographic values : basu
,

“to be”

( Crjj daltu

,

“door”.

49 . -y<y^, -yj^ Syllabic values : mud, mut
,
mut.

50 .^ Syllabic values : rad, rat, rat.

51 . -TT* Syllabic value : zi.

Ideographic values: napistu

,

“life”,

-yy^ SSSff, imnu

,

“right”, kinu
y

“true”.
^

52 . -TTA Syllabic value : gi.

Ideographic values: kanu, “reed”,

-jy^ *“^~y, kanu, “to stand”, kinu,

“firm, true”.

53 . -TT<T. —TTI Syllabic values : ri
,

dal, tal, taL

54 . -TTTT. -TH. ffi Syllabic values : nun, zil, sil.

Ideographic values : rubu
,

“prince”.

-TUT T—,
abkallu, “director, min-

ister”
; -TTTT <11- Eridu, the city.

55 . -Til Syllabic values : kab, kap.

Ideographic value : sumelu, “left”.

56 . -TMI Syllabic values : hub, hup.

57 . Syllabic values : kat, kad, gat, kum
y

kum, gum.
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58 .

59 .

60 .

61 .

62
. ^

63 .

64. ^f
T

65. -y|
T

J!
66. ^j?y

67. ^Tr

«. 4#T

Ideographic value :

"cloth”.
(HJ) kitu,

Syllabic values : tim . dim .

Syllabic value : mun .

Ideographic value : tabtu, "kindness”
;

tabtu, "salt”.

Syllabic values : ag
,
ak

,
ak .

Ideographic values : epe’su, “to make”;
banu, “to build”. (-f) ~j5f, fre-

quently written Nabu, the god.

Ideographic value : tahdzu, “battle”.

Syllabic value : en .

Ideographic values : belu, “lord”
;
adi,

"up to”. wassartu,

"watch”;
j frequently

written Sin
,
the Moon-

god
; Hf-) -II -HI. frequently

written
tzJJJ, Bel

,
the god

;

.
-ii eiiim Nippur, the city.

Syllabic value : dar.

Ideographic values : tura.hu
,

"ibex”.

-mil ailu
,
"stag”.

Syllabic values : sur
,
sur.

Syllabic value : suh .

Ideographic value
: Hh) -VT, fre-

quently written - Istar, the

goddess.

Syllabic value : sa .

Syllabic values : kar
,
kan .
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69. PA Syllabic values : tik
,
tik

,
gu .

Ideographic values: kisadu
,

“neck

;

bank (of a river)”. O-tTT)

_ ^ If «M)> Kutu, the city Cuthah.

70. Syllabic values : tur
,
dur

,
tur.

n. JZ&W Ideographic value : biltu
,

“tribute
;

burden
;
talent”.

is. Ideographic value : dispu
,
“honey”,

73. ^ir Syllabic values
: gur

,
kur .

Ideographic values : taru, “to turn,

return”; gur
,
a measure.

74. ^yy Syllabic value : si .

Ideographic values : karnu, “horn”.

-II <Ttk [
eseru\,

“to be straight”;

(t|) tigaru

,

“bolt”.

75. -IAT Syllabic value : tar.

Ideographic values: burrumu, “brightly

coloured”; birmu, “brightly coloured

cloth”.

78

79

76. ^TTtb Syllabic values : sak
,
sak

,
sag

,
ris

,
ris .

Ideographic values : reSu, “head”.

^Ty^^],kakkadu

,

“head”;^y^
t=yyy, asaridu

,

“chief”; (

^yy^fr, saku, “high officer, ruler”.

7

7

• ^||| Ideographic values
: (

tzj) ^yy, elippu,

“ship”KEsS)^TT-T-T,(E5s)
^yyy malahu, “sailor”.

"IIIt Syllabic values : dir
,

tir
,

tir
,
mal .

Syllabic values : tab
,
tap

,
dap

,
tab .
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80. Ideographic values : arba’u, fem. ir-

bitti, “four”.
j fX®)»

Arba’ilu

,

the city Arbela.

Syllabic values : tak, tak, tag, sum.81.

82.

83.

84.

Syllabic values : ab, ap, es.

-T

4-+

85.

86.

87. e£ry
88 .

89. tt y

90. tCTTT
9i- -HITT

Syllabic values : nab, nap.

Syllabic value : mul.

Ideographic value : kakkabu
,

“star”.

Syllabic values : ug, uk, uk.

Syllabic values : az, as, as.

Ideographic value : eru, “copper”.

Ideographic values: babu
,

“gate”.

cibullu
,
“city-gate”;

~*f e-TT «M)> Babilu
,
Babylon.

<y Ideographic value :

Ninua
,
Nina

,
Nineveh.

Syllabic value : um.

Syllabic value : dup.

Ideographic values : duppu, “tablet”;

(ESS) tCTTTT dupSarru,

92. j^TTT

93. Pt

94.

“scribe”.

Syllabic value : fa.

Ideographic values : istu, ultu, “from”,

^yyy yy
-y-, determinative after

numbers.

Sytllabic value : i.

Ideographic values : naidu, nadu,

“exalted”.

Syllabic values : kan, gan.
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95.

101 .

102 .

103.

Ideographic values : employed as deter-

minative after numbers. HMk>
hegallu

,
“abundance”.

Syllabic value : tur.

Ideographic values : maru
, “son” : sahru ,

sihru
,
“small”, apZtt, maru

,

“son”. martu
,

bintu
,

“daughter”.

Syllabic values : ad, at, at.

Ideographic value : a?m, “father”.

Syllabic value : si.

Syllabic value : ia.

Syllabic value : in.

Syllabic values : rab, rap.

Ideographic value : sarru
,
“king”.

fcgfcj Syllabic values : sar, sar, sir,

hir.

Ideographic values : sataru
,
“to write”

0=9 kiru
,

“plantation,

garden”.

Ideographic value : duru
,

“wall, for-

tress”.

104. m,m Syllabic value : se.

Ideographic value : nadanu
,
“to give”.

105. Syllabic values : kas, ras, ras.

Ideographic value : harrdnu
,
“way”.

106. Syllabic values
: gab, gap, kab, dah,

duh, tah, tuh.

6
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107.

108.

109.^
no.

in.

Ideographic values : irtu
, “breast”: tarsi

in phrase ana tarsi
,
“against”.

Ideographic values : seru
,
“field, plain”;

sir
,
“against”.

Syllabic values : dah
,
tab.

Syllabic value : am.

Ideographic values : rlmu
,
“wild ox”;

pirn
,
“elephant”.

Ideographic value : §iru
,

“flesh”.

Syllabic values : ne, te, de, bil
,
pil

,

kum
,
kum, bi.

Ideographic values : isatu
,
“fire”; essa

,

“new”. (^*f) ^4^y -yy^, Gi-

bil
,
the Fire-god.

112. Syllabic values : bil
,
pil.

Ideographic value : essu, “new”.

113. £l<>«< Syllabic values: zik, zik
,
sip.

114. Ideographic value: £:^<« T «IeI ).

Uruk, Erech.

115. Syllabic value : ku.

116.
K

Syllabic values: gaz, gas, gas, kas.

Ideographic values : daku

,

“to slay”

;

dlktu, “a slain host, the slain”.

117. -<gy Syllabic value : sam.

118. Syllabic value : ram.

Ideographic value : rdmu, “to love”.

119. jz£ryy Syllabic value: ur.

Ideographic value : sunu, “loin, thigh,

side”.
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123.

124. r;

120. Ideographic value : isdu, “foundation”.

121. Syllabic value : il.

122. Syllabic values : du, gup
,
kup, kup,

gub, kub
,
kub, kin.

Ideographic values : alaku, “to go”

;

nazazu
,
“to stand”

;
kanu, “to stand”,

Piel, kunnu
,

“to set”
;
klnu, “true”.

italluku (Ifteal of alaku),

“to go, walk, proceed”.

Syllabic values : turn, dum
,

ib.

Ideographic values: imeru
,
“ass”; ivieru,

a measure. V fP^y, sisu,

“horse”;

<E -fflf ~n, paru, “mule”

;

Tf £^15: \ ^y, gam-

malu, “camel”.

Ideographic values : arku, “situated

behind, future”
;
arki

,
“behind, after”.

Ideographic value : karanu
,
“wine”.

Syllabic values : us, nit.

Ideographic values : zikaru
,

“male”

;

Sussu, “sixty”.

128. £Z?yy Syllabic values : is, mil.

125.

126.

i2?
- ^7

129.

130.

Ideographic values : epiru, epru, “dust”.

Syllabic values : bi, kas, gas, kas.
Ideographic values : Hkaru, “date-

wine”; ^y^, kurunnu, “sesame-

wine”.

Syllabic values : sim, rik, rik , rig.

6*
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131. £3f
132.

133. ^Z

1 34. t^Z

135. CffT

136.

137. fspfs^

138.

Ideographic value : rikku
,
“beam (used

of sweet-smelling woods)”.

Syllabic values : kib, kip, kib
,

kip.

Syllabic values : tak, tak, dak.

Ideographic value : abnu
,
“stone”.

Syllabic values : kak, kak, da.

Ideographic values : banu
,
“to build”;

epeSu
,

“to make”
;

kalii
,

“all”.

Syllabic values : ni, zal, sal, sal, i,

li, Hi.

Ideographic value : Samnu
,

“oil”.

Syllabic value : ir.

Syllabic value : mal.

Ideographic values : rapd.su
,

“to be

broad”; rapsu
,

“broad”; ummu
“mother”.

“oil”
;
kisallu

,
“platform”.

£;T Ideographic values : Samnu,

139. ŷT
Ideographic value

: (t|) ^ £WFF| ,

guSuru

,

“beam”.

140. Syllabic values: dak
,

dak, tak

,

par.

141. Syllabic values: pa, hat, hat.

Ideographic values
: (t=J) >3=, hattu,

“sceptre”; ^ iSSakku
,

“ruler”; Nabu, the god.

142. eMf- Ideographic value :
parsu, “command,

ordinance”.

143. s4IdJ Syllabic values : sab, sap, sap.
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144. fcftgf Ideographic value
: ( -y-) Nus-

ku, the god.

145. XHgJ Syllabic values : sib
,
sip.

Ideographic value
: (

re’u, “shepherd”.

146. Syllabic values : iz, is, is, gis.

Ideographic values : isu, “wood”,

^y, kakku, “weapon”, tukultu, “help”;

£=y tzj, nlru, “yoke”; S=T y*~, tukuntu,

“battle”; ^y usurtu, “sculpture,

relief”, usurtu, “boundary,, end”;

S=T sillu, “shadow, protection”;

(Wf-) tr| *f, Gibil

,

the Fire-god.

147. Ideographic value : alpu, “ox”.

i48. ^i<y Syllabic value : al.

149. tzfe Syllabic values : ub, up, ar.

Ideographic value : kibratu, “quarter

of heaven”.

150. t=yy^ Syllabic value : mar.

Ideographic value
: (V) fc^y*- ^^y

«Ef), Martu, “the Western-land”.

i5i. ^yy Syllabic value : e.

Ideographic value : fc^y Babilu,

Babylon.

i52. ^yy* Syllabic values : duk, lud, lut, lut.

Ideographic value : karpatu
, “pot,

vessel”.

153. Ideographic value : inbu
,

“fruit”.

154. sryyy Syllabic value
;
un.
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155 . eJIT

156. yn

Ideographic value : niSu, “people”.

Syllabic values : kid, kit, kid, kit,

git, sah, sib, lil.

Syllabic values : rid, rit, sid, sit, lak,

lak, mis, mis, mis, kil.

Ideographic values : minutu, “number,

reckoning”. (££$£) Sangu,

“priest”; ^TTL kunukku, “seal”;

(«f )
fcJD. Marduk, the god.

157. *m*= Syllabic values : u, sam.

Ideographic values : Samviu
,

“plant”

;

ammatu, an ell.

158. ~TTT*
Syllabic value : ga.

Ideographic value : sizbu, “milk”.

159. eTMTET Ideographic value: nasu, “to raise”.

160. *m< Syllabic values : lab, lih
,
luh, rib.

Ideographic value : sukkallu, “minister”.

Syllabic values : kal, rib, lab, lap,

lib, lip, dan, tan, tan.

Ideographic value : dannu
,
“mighty”.

Syllabic values : bit, bit, pit, e.

161.

i62. tim
Ideographic values: bitu

,
“house”.

eTTTTEH ekallu
,
“palace”; -HIT v.

ekurru
,
“temple”.

163 . Syllabic value : nir.

164
. MTA Syllabic value : gi .

165. Syllabic value : ra.

166 . Kw Ideographic values : amelu
,

“man”.

^yTTy Jg[J,
amelu

,
“man”;
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167 -

168. EEE<

169.^
no.

171. £<$>< Syllabic value : lil.

172. ^*«<
J

Ideographic value: kablu, “midst

;

battle”.

i73. gyy Syllabic values : da, ta.

Ideographic value : ddru,

“enduring, everlasting”
;

dannu, “strong, mighty”.

Syllabic value : as.

ns. ty Syllabic value : ma.

Ideographic value : many.,

“maneh”.

176. ey- Syllabic values : gal, kal.

Ideographic value : rabu, “great”.

177. E& Syllabic value : bar.

Ideographic value
:
parakku

,
“shrine”.

V- CT s£W amel urki, “gar-

dener”.

Syllabic values : sis, sis, sis, sis.

Ideographic values : ahu

,

“brother”

;

nasaru, “to protect’

<m, Nannaru, Sin, the Moon-god;

EES* e<2ST <IiI>
Uru, the city Ur.

Syllabic values : zak, zak.

Ideographic values: imnu

,

“right”;

pdtu, “boundary”.

Syllabic values : kar, kar, gar.

Syllabic values : id, it, it.

Ideographic values : idu, “hand, side”.

ESkT -TI nasru

,

“eagle”.
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178. £}}<
179. ^yfey

180. gy
181. HI

182.

183 . >gyy
184

- JiT

185. Jft:

Syllabic values : bis, pis, kir
,
gir.

Syllabic value : mir.

Ideographic value : agu

,

“royal head-

dress, crown”.

Syllabic values : bur, pur.

Ideographic value : italluku, “to go,

to walk, to proceed”.

Ideographic value : beltu
,
“lady”.

Syllabic value : sa.

Syllabic values : su, kat
,
kat.

Ideographic values : katu
,

“hand”,

jy *^yy> ubanu, “finger”; ^>J|L

«M), Babilu
,
Babylon.

Syllabic values: lul
,

lib
,

lip
, 7up,

pab, nar.

Ideographic values
: (r^Try) zam-

meru

,

“male musician”;

zammertu, “female musician”.

186. Ideographic values : damaku
,

“to be

favourable”, (g) gHsim-

maru, “date-palm”.

187. Ideographic value : salmu

,

188.

189.

190.

“image”.

Ideographic values : Urartu

,

Armenia.

(V) 1=^7 «M)> Akkadu, Akkad

or Northern Babylonia.

\ Syllabic values : gam, kam, gur.

V Syllabic values : kur, mat
,
mad, sad,

sat, sat, lat, nat, nad, kin.
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Ideographic values : matu
,
“land, coun-

try”; Sadu
,
“mountain”; kakadu

,
“to

conquer”.

191. ^ Syllabic value: se.

Ideographic values: seu
,

“grain”.

* magaru
,
“to be propitious”;

§emu
,
“favourable”; ^ frT £yy..,

*ama §-

sammu
,
“sesame-seed’ .

192. Syllabic values : bu, pu, sir, git, kit.

Ideographic value : £>^T, ardku
,

“to be long”, arku
,
“long”.

193. ^T<I Syllabic values : uz, us, us.

194. ^ Syllabic values : sud, sut, sir.

Ideographic value : ruku
,
“distant”.

195. Syllabic values : mus, sir.

Ideographic value: siru
,

“serpent”.

196. ^ Syllabic value : tir.

Ideographic value
: (

fc:T
)

kistu
,

“wood, forest”.

Syllabic value : te.

Ideographic values : temenu
,
“foundation-

stone”
;
talm

,
te.hu

,
“to draw near, to

approach”.

Syllabic value : kar.

Ideographic values : kdru
,
“wall, strong-

hold”; eteru
,
“to protect, to spare”.

Syllabic values : lis, lis.

Syllabic values : ud, ut, ut, u, tu,

tarn, bir, par, pir, lah, lib, his, his.

197. ^y

198. *yyy

199.
x
y

200. ^y
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201
. ^

202. ^yyy

203. ^y^y
204 .

205 .

206
. ^

207
. ^

Ideographic values : umu
}
“day”; pisu

“white”. <[ J^jT, o»s, “to go forth”;

*T ttIT> urru
>
“light”;^ “f t

siparru, “copper”; (V*]L) gamaS,
the Sun-god, samSu, “the sun”

;

T Samsi, “sun-rise”;

*~HF“ *T I Tf erSb SarnE, “sun-set”

;

^ K<«T Larsam
,
the city;

^TTTT KEft Sippar, the

city;
(
yT &) *y~Myyy (<m

ruratu
,
the Euphrates.

Syllabic values
: pi, jua, me .

Ideographic value : uznu
,
“ear”.

Syllabic value : lib .

Ideographic values : libbu
,

“heart”.

KIT) ^yyy ^^yy;
the city.

Syllabic value : uh.

Syllabic values : sab
,
sap

,
zab, bir,

pir, lah
,

lib.

Ideographic values:
(

r

^iyy ) saiw,

“man, warrior”; ^ y^ ),
ummdnu,

plur. umvmnati
,

“host, troops”; ^
fc^, niraru

,
“helper”.

Ideographic value
: pir

’

u
}

“offspring,

descendant”.

Syllabic values : zib, zip
,
sip.

Syllabic values : bi, ii, sar.

Ideographic values : ki$8atu
}
“host, the

world”; ^ tiyy^, “good”;
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HF-) A, Asher, the god
; “V

a (<m> Ahiur, Assyria
; (--TO

A- Eridu, the city.

208. Syllabic value :
’

(i . e., ’a,
’e

,
’i, and ’u).

209. Syllabic values : ah, ih, uh.

210. A- Syllabic values : kam, kam, ham.

211. Syllabic value : im.

Ideographic values : saru
,

“wind”.

HD Rammanu
,

the god

;

JgJ, sutu
,
the Sonth-

wind
; ^4r -TT

i§tanu
>

il-

tdnu
,

the North- wind; AfltTT-
aharru

,
the West-wind

; A-flf-

VE^yy;
sadu

,
the East-wind

;

T|>-, na’

idu
,
nadu

,
“exalted”

;

^im> irpitu
,
urpatu

,
“clouds”.

212. Syllabic values : bir, pir.

Ideographic value : sapdhu
,

“to bring

to nought, to destroy”.

213. AS Syllabic values : har, hir, hur, mur,

kin.

214. Syllabic values : hus, rus.

215. A!? Syllabic value : sun.

Ideographic values : ma ’ddu
,
madu

,

“many”
;
employed as sign for the

plural.

216. ^ Syllabic value : u.

Ideographic value : Ram-

nianu
,
the god.
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217

218

219

220
.

221 .

222.

Syllabic value : muh.
Ideographic value: eli, “over upon"

<-TT Ideographic value
: HU <-TT> Ner-

galj the god.

<^1^1 Ideographic values :

Istar, the goddess
;
istar, “goddess”!

\»

—

Syllabic values : lid, lit, lit
, rim.

<£HL Syllabic value : kir.

(+«< Syllabic values : kis, kis, kis.

Ideographic value : kiSSatu, “host, the

world”.

223. Syllabic value : mi.

Ideographic values: musu, “night”

;

salmu, “dark”.

<<<7 Syllabic values: gul
,

kul
,

kul,

sun.

Ideographic value
: 04)

irsu

,

“couch”.

<^T Syllabic values : nim, num.
Ideographic value :

Elamtu, Elam.

<K! Syllabic value : turn.

<3fT Syllabic value : lam.

224.

225.

226.

227.

228.

229.

230.

231.

y*-< Syllabic values : zur
,
sur.

Ideographic value : Mar-

duk, the god.

Ideographic value
: (M) * niku,

“offering”.

Syllabic values : ban
,
pan .
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Ideographic value: kastu
,

“bow”.

232. <SJT Syllabic values : kim, gim
,
dim.

Ideographic value : klma
,

“like, as”.

233. <*T* Syllabic value : ul.

234. Ideographic values : §epu
,

“foot”, the

plur. sometimes written
. (f-^yyy )

^|, sakkanakku
,
“governor”;

Hf-) t0« I’
Nergiil

,
the god.

235. <Et>- Ideographic value : kabtu
,
“heavy”.

236. Syllabic values :
gig

,
kik.

Ideographic value : marsu
,
“sick”

;
ma-

rasu
,

“to be difficult, steep”.

237. <k Syllabic values : si, lim.

Ideographic values : inu, “eye”
;
panu

,

“face”
;
mahru

,
“front”

;
amaru

,
“to

see”. <H*", amaru, “to see”; ^
<V, abiktu, “defeat”.

238. <MTI Syllabic value : ar.

239. Ideographic values : tukultu, “help”;

ittu, “sign, portent”.

240. Ideographic values : damaku
,

“to be

favourable”; damku
,

“favourable”;

dumku, dunku
,
“favour, good fortune”;

damiktu
,
“favour, mercy”.

241. <HBI Syllabic value : u.

Ideographic value : u, “and”.

242. <HH Syllabic value i hul.

Ideographic value : limnu“evil
9
wicked' 7

.
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243. <Tt^ Syllabic values : di, ti.

Ideographic values : Saldmu
,

“to be
complete

;
Sulmu

, “prosperity, greet-

ing- Kr, daianu
, “judge”.

244. <M Syllabic values : tul, til.

Ideographic value : tilu
,
“mound”.

245. Syllabic value : ki.

Ideographic values : irsitu
,

“earth” •

asm
,
“place”; itti

,
“with”.

Saplu
,
“low, lower”; <mm ‘

Subtu
,

“dwelling”; fcjyy, dannatu
,
“dis-

tress
; <;[^y karasu

,
“camp”;

Sumer, Southern Babylonia.

246. <]gyyy Ideographic value : sign of repetition,

“ditto”.

247. <T< Syllabic values : din, tin.

Ideographic values : balatu
,
“to live”.

yr
iK Babilu

,
Babylon.

-4b. Syllabic values : dun, sul, sul.

249. Ideographic values: ellu
,

“bright”.

{}} kurasu
,
“gold”; ^

kaspu
,

“silver”.

250. Syllabic values :pad, pat,pat, suk,suk.

Ideographic values : kurummatu
,
“food”.

<
r

^
T

-^y^y, nindabu
,

“offering”.

251. Ideographic values : ivinu
,

“right”.

M-) <
t
tV-

Istar
,
the goddess; (Star,

“goddess”.
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252. «

253. «<

254. <$

255. y

256. y^

257. Of

258. jgy

261. gj

262. j<gy

Syllabic values : man
,
nis .

Ideographic values: §arru
,

“king”

;

Manias, “the sun”.

Syllabic values : es
,
sin .

Ideographic values
: <«; Sin

7

the moon-god
;

Sin, “the moon”

;

«<+> purussu
,
“decision”.

Ideographic value
: («f) % Bel, the

god.

Syllabic values : dis
,
tis

,
tis

,
tis

,
ana .

Ideographic values : ana, “to”

“when”
;

isten, “one”, with phonetic

complement frequently written

-HI ;
determinative before male

proper names.

Syllabic values : lal
,
la .

Ideographic values : sakalu, “to weigh”.

(Vf )
y^

;
simittu

,
“yoke”.

Syllabic values : kil
,
kil

,
gil

,
rim

,
rin

,

hab
,
hap

,
kir .

Ideographic value: (t^) nar-

kabtu, “chariot”.

Syllabic values : zar
,
sar .

Syllabic value : u .

Ideographic value
:ama p,

senu, “sheep”.

Syllabic value : pu
,
tul .

Ideographic value : burn
,
“spring, well”.

Syllabic values : bul
,
pul .

;
enuma,
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263. Jgy
264. tD

Syllabic values : zuk
,
zuk, suk.

Ideographic values : puhhuru (Piel of

paharu
),

“to collect, to strengthen”

;

napharu
,
“whole, total”.

265. y- Syllabic values : me, sib, sip, sip.

Ideographic value : sometimes used in

266. y^
place of

y
as a sign for the plural.

Syllabic values : mes, mis.

Ideographic value : sign for the plural.

267. tlf
268. Jgf

Syllabic values : ib, ip.

Syllabic values : ku, dur
,
tus.

Ideographic values : tukultu, “help”
;

subatu, “garment”
;
asabu, “to dwell”.

269. gif Syllabic values : lu, dib, tib, tib.

Ideographic values : sabatu

,

“to take”;

senu, “sheep”. immeru
,

“lamb, sheep”.

270. Jgft Syllabic values : ki, kin, kin.

Ideographic value : sipru
,

“letter”.

271. MIE Syllabic value : sik.

Ideographic values: Sipatic, “wool”;

Mrtu, “hair”.

272. TSBJT^ IJI
Ideographic value: (fc:|)

erinu, “cedar”.

273. 1
Syllabic value : su.

Ideographic values : kiSHatu
,
“host, the

274. f
275. J0E

world”. Mardukj the god.

Ideographic value: siptu
,
“incantation”.

Ideographic value : Sardpu
,
“to burn”.
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276 .

277 .

278 .

lEflffeJ Ideographic value : ( t=|)

“yoke"nine .mt
Ideographic value : hidutu

,
“joy”.

Y- Syllabic value : sal, sal, rag, rak,

279 .

280 .

281 .

282 .

283 .

284 .

285 .

286 .

287 .

288 .

mim.

r*

Ideographic values : determinative be-

fore female proper names.

nukurtu, “hostility”
j ^ <Mf. da-

miJctu, “favour, mercy”
; <Hfc*

Ivmuttu, “evil”
;
Sdt-J ({. e., mim,

and md), minima, “anything”.

Syllabic values : su, rik.

Syllabic value : nin.

Ideographic values: 6eZiw,“lady”; ahcitu
,

“sister”, fryyy
;
Belit

,
the

goddess
; Hf-£ET<®ET*~Allatu

,

the goddess of the Lower World.
Syllabic values : dam, tarn.

Ideographic value : assatu, “wife”.

Syllabic value : gu.

Ideographic values : kussu,

“throne”
; (^) Ba’u, the

goddess.

Ideographic value : amtu
,
“maid”.

Syllabic values : nik, nik.

Syllabic value : el.

Syllabic values: lum, hum, kus.
Ideographic value : libittu

,
“brick”.

Ideographic value : frequently employed
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289. It

290. IH

291. TT«<
292. ]}

293. H Tf

LIST OF SIGNS.

as a sign for the plural of things

that occur in pairs, e. g., hands, feet.

Syllabic values : tuk
,
tuk .

Ideographic value : isu, “to have, to be”.

Syllabic values : ur, lik
,
lik

,
fas, fas,

das, das, fis, tiz
,

tis .

Ideographic values
: IH *=TTs?=.

dw, karradu
,

“strong, valiant”;

IHIS kalbu
,
“dog”

;W -£11,
“lion”

;
^or"

iarn, “jackal”.

Ideographic value : sumelu
,

“left”.

Syllabic value : a.

Ideographic values : ma.ru
,
“son”

;

mu “water”; Jy
zananu

,
“to

rain”; “sea”;

jrjy}, mZw, “flood”
; *yjy, eklu,

“field, estate”
; T?E2i> ugaru, “land,

region”;
yy ^y>~, baku, “to weep

,
bi-

kltu
,
“weeping, tears”

;
naru,

“river”
; yy Y^J, iddu, “bitumen”

;

It 1ST ^T lb ,£“P™>
‘'
bit-

; (II £3

)

T
! -IT

Puratu
,
the

Euphrates
;

y]r
mdr

sipri, “messenger”; fy^^y,
asu, “seer, physician”.

Syllabic value : ai.

Ideographic value
: Hf-) II II-

^
the wife of Sama§, the Sun-god.
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294. ft

295. }}{

Syllabic values : za, sa.

Ideographic value
: yy

uknu
,

“lapis lazuli”.

Syllabic value : ha.

Ideographic values : nunu
,
“fish”.m,

halakUj “to be destroyed; to fly”.

296. II, <TI Syllabic values : sik, sik
,
sik

,
zik,

pik, pik.

Syllabic value : tu.

Ideographic value : siklu

,

“shekel”.

Syllabic values : sa, gar.

Ideographic values : sakdnu

,

“to set”
;

akalu

,

“food”. V JT. V J,
busu,

“property, possessions”
; W *TTy*>

makkuru

,

“property, possessions”;

W It; mesru, “wealth”; ^
kudurru

,
“service, vassalage”; (V|)

V hattu, “sceptre”; (p^ )

297. JTTgf

298. y

299. ™

30°. $

saknu
,
“governor”.

Syllabic value : ia.

Ideographic value
: HF-) H TT,

Igigi,

the spirits of heaven.

Syllabic value : as.

The Numerals.

The numerals in Assyrian are written as follows: —

T>
“°ne”.

2.
J|,

“two”.

3. yyy, “three”.
4. ^ or £fc, “four”.

7 *
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5. % “five”.

7. or yjy, “seven”.

9. m or “nine”.

11. <|, “eleven”.

13. <yyy, “thirteen”.

15. <\V, “fifteen”.

17. “seventeen”.

19. “nineteen”.

30. “thirty”.

50. % “fifty”.

70. y< ;
“seventy”.

90. T<«> “ninety”.

200. ITT “two hun-

dred”.

1000. <y^, “thousand”.

6. “six”.

8
- W or

ffl,
“eight”.

10. <, “ten”.

12. <yy ;
“twelve”.

14. “fourteen”.

16. “sixteen”.

18. “eighteen”.

20. “twenty”.

40. <<<
;
“forty”.

60. y,
“sixty”.

80. or “eighty”.

100. y-;
“hundred”.

300. mi>—
,
“three hun-

dred”.

2000. TT<1 “two thous-

and”.

The fractions are expressed as follows :

—

>f, “half”. TJ_ ;
“one third”.

TtT, “two thirds”. JfX, “five sixths”.

The Months.

The following is a list of the common ideograms

for the months of the year :

—

1. Nisannu, Nisan.

2. C=y^, Airu, Iyyar.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8 .

9.

10 .

11 .

—I Jf.

t

T

r <M.
t

w-T—

T

1Ml

Simanu
;

Sivan.

Du’uzu
}
Duzu, Tammuz.

Ab.

Ululu, Elul.

Tisrltu
}

Tisri.

Arahsamna, Marcheswan.

Kislimu, Kislev.

Tebetu, Tebet.

Sabatu

,

Sebat.

12. Addaru, Adar.

13. >^:
TTT'f ^ HU the second Adar,

or intercalary month.

=1

l



CHAPTER V.

PRONOUNS AND PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES.

The two preceding chapters have been devoted to

a description of the method of writing by means of

cuneiform signs, which was employed by the Assyr-

ians. We now pass on to a consideration of the

Assyrian language and to an examination of the

diffei'ent parts of speech. The pronouns and pron-

ominal suffixes are first treated; then substantives

and adjectives are described; lists of particles, ad-

verbs, prepositions, and conjunctions are next given;

and lastly a chapter is devoted to the verb. Examples

in cuneiform are added to illustrate the forms and

uses of the different parts of speech, and by working

through these the reader will further familiarize

himself with the cuneiform characters and their

values. In the present chapter the forms of the

pronouns are given both in transliteration and in

cuneiform. It should be remembered, however, that

for many syllabic sounds there are duplicate signs
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in Assyrian, and that it is sometimes possible to

write the same word in several different ways. The

forms selected are those which are most commonly

met with in the inscriptions.

The personal pronouns to express the nominative

are :

—

Sing. 1. anaku

,

Tf^TIEJ
„ 2. m. a tta, s=ET ctTTT 1 “thou

„ 2. f. atti

,

s£T ^T< 1

„ 3. m. su, “he”

„ 3. f. si, <h ct, “she”

Plur. 1. aninu, If SL •/-

anlni, If
> “we”

ninu,
. ^mm, Tf-

„ 2. m. attunu, “ye
”

„ 3. m. sunu, ji^ i “they

„ 3. f. sin a, <h~T 1

N. B. It should be noted that there are alternative

ways of writing some of the above pronouns. Thus,

anaku “I”, in addition to its form
if ^i m, «•<-

ku
,
may also be written

| ana-ku
;

su, “he”,

may also be written JK su-u
;
sunu

,
“they”, may

also be written J Su-nu, etc.

The personal pronouns to express the genitive

and accusative are :

—
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Sing. l. iati
}

TTYTT

l CL 1 »

iasi
, -Elf I? <p

j- “me

;;
2. m. katu, -tfcj If *T

kasu
, tfcj If I

kasa
, -tH If V > “thee’

;;
2. f. kati, -tfcj If ~T<

kasi
, cfcJTKT- 1

;;
3. m. sasu

, V Tt I “him”

;;
3. f. sasa, V It W “her”

Plur. 1. niati, ST etll ^T<
v cc ty

niasi
, 1

• “us

;;
2. m. kasunu

, I? I V-

1

katunu
,

you

;;
3. m. sasunu

, V If I + “tLoTV,

sasun
, W If I tiff )

tnem

N. B. There are alternative ways of writing some

of these pronouns also. Thus, saiu, “him”, may also

be written ^ Jy sa-a-su
;
sasunu, “them”, may

also be written
|y >/-, sa-a-su-nu, etc.

The pronominal suffixes attached to nouns are :

—

Sing. i. i, a, ia “my”

;;

;;

2.

2.

m.

f.

ka
\

ki |

“thy”

;;
3. m. su, s “his”

;;
3. f. sa, s “her”
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1. ni “our”

2. m. kunu
;
kun “your’

3. m. sunu (rarely sunuti
) |

“their’
3. f. sina, sin

\

The following examples illustrate their use

JT<~ Su-mi “my name”

pa-ni “my face”

-TUT eh TT
ekalli-a “my palace”

ttfclT ~T< fcETT sap-ti-ia “my lip”

belti-ia “my lady”

-&T -tfcj arad-ka “thy servant”

*TTT «tT <HT lib-ba-ki “thy heart”

--TT JT alu-su “his city”

TTTTT W If >—

<

i-di-su “his side”

<T- ET ^T ^T H-ma-tu-u§ “his destiny”

-f ilani pl -sa “her gods”

<Itf'gTT<TtT='gTT ki-sa-di-sa “its bank”

T? *- a-bu-ni “our father”

^T M na-lcar-ku-nu “your enemy”

y^. t dame pl -§u-nu “their blood”

ECT 4= <T- ^T ap-pa-H-na “their counten-

ance”
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The pronominal suffixes attached to verbs are :

—

Sing.

;;

1.

2. m.

anni
,
ani, inni

}
ni

ka
,
akka

\

“me”

“thee”
;;

2. f. ki
,
akki

;;
3. m.

V V V Vsu
,

s, assu “him”

;;
3. f.

V . V V V *

si
}

s, assi “her”

Plur. 1. annasi “us”

2. m. kunusi
\

;;
2. f. kinasi

you

;;
3. m. sunu

,
sunuti

|

sin a: sinati \

“them”
;;

3. f.

The following examples illustrate the manner

which the suffixes are attached to verbs :

—

ispur, “he sent”, is-pur-an-

ni, “he sent me”; likrubu
,

“let them bless”, TV~|

^.TTT lik-ru-bu-kci, “let them bless thee

(m.)”; usalli, “I pray”, -Hi-^ -mu <m, -
sal-li-ki, “I pray unto thee (f.)”; atrud, “I despat-

ched”, ^TTT gyy at-ru-da-a§-Su
}
“I des-

patched him”; iddin, “he gave”, mi dtp
«f <K id-di-na-an-na-si, “he gave us”; usuh

,

“remove”, -TTTc -,s=TT M ~T<>
uh-Su-nu-ti, “remove them (m.)”

;
aSkun, “I set”,

jx T^y ^yyy ^y>- ^"y >-<y^, a§-ku-un-H-na-ti, “I set

them (f.)”.

The reflexive pronoun is expressed in Assyrian

by the substantive ramanu, or ramnu, “self
7

,
in

combination with the pronominal suffixes which are
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attached to nouns (see above, p. 104 f.). The following

examples illustrate the use of the word :

—

EMT t]^
?PF-

s^TT £T^M
tpp- >^1?

Ml

ra-ma-ni-ia
|

ram-ni-ia (

ra-ma-m-Jci,

ra-ma-nu-su
|

ram-ni-ho J

ra-man-ku-nu,

ra-ma-ni-su-nu,

“myself”

“thyself”

“himself”

“yourselves”

“themselves”

The demonstrative pronodns most commonly em-

ployed are:

—

(1.) suatu or satu, “that”.

Sing. m. suatu

,

M U -eET
satu

,

; “that”

f. siati, <T~ TI ~T< J

Plur. m. suatunu
} J! T1 T V-

satunu, V TJ -e£T y-
* “those”

;;
f. suatina

; JTTM<^T
satina, t ~T< 1

In place of the above the folloAving forms are

sometimes used :

—

Sing. m. su,

» f- si,

JT «=TTTe= i

<T- tE I

“that”
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Plui . m. sunu
,

sunuti
, JT^ «T< 1

;;
f. sinati

, <P^TTM< (

sinatina <P-rM<'~rU
(2.) annu, “this”.

Sing. m. Nom. annu
,

Gen. annl,

v ;; Ace. anna, -nr if

;;
f. Nom. annltu

;; ;; Gen. anniti
, Jtp Hf<

;;
Ace. annlta

> ifIII

Plur. m. annuti

))
f. annati

; HP-~niM<

“those”

“this”

N. B. It should be noted that, as in the case of

the personal pronouns (see above, p. 103f.), there are

alternative ways of writing some of the forms of the

demonstrative pronouns. Thus Satu
,
“that”, may be

written gn t? -mi Sa-a-tu • sunuti
,
“those”, may

be written I ^ su-nu-ti
;
annati

,
“these”, may

be written Hft etc.

The interrogative pronouns most commonly em-

ployed are:

—

(1.) mannu , ^ “who?”, “whom?”

(2.) minu, “what?”
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Nom. minu, + tTTk
Gen. mini,

mine, TTTT *1

Acc. mina, yVTTTT

The indefinite pronouns most commonly employed

are :

—

(1.) manma, ^
mamma,

(2.) minma, ^

“any, anyone”,

“any, anything”.

When the indefinite pronouns are employed with a

negative, they may he translated, “no, no one, nothing”.

The relative pronoun is :

—

sa, ^ or >gj|,
“wh°> whom, Avhich”.

N. B. The form sa, written ^ or is used

for all numbers, genders, and cases. When the re-

lative pronoun sa has the force of a genitive and

would be translated in English by “whose”, the sub-

stantive in the relative clause takes the corresponding

pronominal suffix; this rule will be made clear by

an examination of the following examples :

—

"m timi-EM E0T—

t

sarru sa ip - sa - tu - su ta - ba

A king of whom his deeds are good,

[i. e. A king, whose deeds are good.]
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2--«f V -£T -yyiHI
ilu 5a la e - nu - u mil - lik-5u

A god ofwhom not void is his counsel,

[i. e. A god, whose counsel is not void.]

3. mW m < “ETT cey y— ^yy
ai - rw ru - u - ku 5a abe pi - ia

A place distant of which my fathers

-ey ~yy^ tyyyc -yy* eyy< -v i
la is - mu - il zi - kir sumi-Su

not had heard mention of its name.

[i. e. A distant place, of whose name my fathers

had not heard mention.]

4. «f ^yy ttyyy -yyy w
ilu Is - ta - ri - turn 5a id - da-

Istar of whom side

Tr W ^T1 «E1 -ET «fW -II <
a -5a u man-ma la i - ti - hu - u

her god any not can approach.

[i. e. Istar, whose side no god can approach.]

*iTT EIIET—
immera pi 5a Sipati pi - 5u - nu

Sheep of which their fleeces
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<MIMTT*«^- 10 <V
ar - ga - man-nu sar - pat

with crimson are dyed.

[i. e. Sheep, whose fleeces are dyed with crimson.]

In each of the examples 1, 2 and 3 the substan-

tive in the relative clause takes the 3. m. sing, pro-

nominal suffix (§u), as the substantives sarru, “king”,

ilu, “god”, and as-ru, “place”, are masculine and in

the singular. In No. 4 the substantive in the relative

clause
(
'id-da-a

)
takes the 3. f. sing. pron. suffix (

sa
),

as the goddess Istar is feminine. In No. 5 the sub-

stantive in the relative clause
(
sipati

)
takes the 3.

m. plur. pron. suffix, as immere
,
“sheep”, is masuline

and in the plural. Similarly, when the relative pronoun

sa has the force of an accusative or dative, the gov-

erning verb in the relative clause may take the

pronominal suffix, while a preposition invariably

does so.
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SUBSTANTIVES AND ADJECTIVES.

Substantives and adjectives in the singular end in

one of the three vowels u, i and a, which are case-

endings, and, as a general rule, may be regarded as

marking the nominative, the genitive and the accus-

ative case respectively. The following examples il-

lustrate this rule :— 1 .

t^TTf >

5^, Sarru ra-bu-u sarru dan-nu, “the

great king, the mighty king”. 2
. W *=TTTe=

sa-an-gu-u si-ru
,

“an exalted priest”.

3
- EJ ^ ^ T{ ^11 T

tj;
lu-u Sul-mu

a-na b&li-ia
,
“Greeting unto my lord!”. 4 .

^TTT tu-ub lib-bi
,

“joy of heart”. 5. ^
Tf -TIL Id-sad na-a-ri

,
“the bank of the river”.

6 . tt] tt] ^yy tfr, ba-ab ap-si-i, “the gate

of the abyss”. 7.

J^yy yy,
a-Uk ur-ha e-ti-ik §a-da-a

,
“take the

road, traverse the mountain”. 8
. if ET

^yyy? a-ma-ta i-zalc-kar
,
“the word he spake”.

o. ^yyy^ ^yyy ^y, u-sai-ut ub-ba, “he
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pierced the heart”. In examples 1 and 2 every word

is in the nominative, and in example 3 the substan-

tive Sul-mu
}
“greeting”, which is the subject of the

sentence, is also in the nominative. In examples 4,

5 and 6 the substantives lib-bi, na-a-ri and ap-si-i

are in the genitive
;
and in examples 7, 8 and 9

ur-hcij Sa-da-a, a-ma-tci and lib-ba are in the accus-

ative after the verbs in each sentence.

To this rule, however, exceptions constantly occur,

and the case-endings are frequently employed indis-

criminately. The following examples illustrate the

indiscriminate use of the case-endings:— 1.

fct <(|t^ Sar-lmt di-pa-ra-ka
,

“mighty is thy torch”. 2.

ta-pat-tar ar-nu
,

“thou removest sin”. 3.

EHd! rn tiEs^ JT q ***-
ru-'-in-ni su-ict-ti, “they caused me to behold a dream”.

In example 1 the subject of the sentence, di-pa-ra
}

is in the nominative, but it has the accusative case-

ending
;

in example 2 ar-nu is in the accusative

after the verb ta-pat-tar
,
but it has the nominative

case-ending; and in example 3 Su-ut-ti is for a

similar reason in the accusative, but it has the genitive

case-ending. It should be noted that the termination

i in substantives in the nominative or accusative is

frequently not the case- ending but the pronominal
suffix of the first person singular, e. g.

an-ni pu-tur, “remove my sin”; for

other examples see above, p. 105.

8
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Genders.

There are two genders in Assyrian, masculine and

feminine. The majority of substantives are either

masculine or feminine, but some are of common gender.

The feminine of adjectives in the singular and of

some masculine substantives is formed by the addition

of atu
,
or itu

,
or of the shortened form fu, to the

nominal stem. The following examples illustrate the

formation of feminines from masculine substantives:

—

fcEfcJ *ffl Sar-ru

fcEfcJ E-TT -m sar-rci-tu

<MTI ar-du

<MTI 5T -eET ar-da-tu

t] ^TTT ma-ru

C:jy>- mar-tv,

“king”

“queen”

“slave”

“handmaid”

“son”

“daughter”

The following examples illustrate the formation of

the feminine of adjectives in the singular :

—

dan-nu “strong” masc.

*=TTT til dan-na-tu fern.

*m v- (=m«=
ru-bu-u “great” masc.

m Ti -m ru-ba-a-tu
;>

fern.

el-lu “bright” masc.

iMIT *T el-li-tu
;;

fern.

rim-nu-u “merciful” masc.

rim-ni-tu
)>

fern.
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E-TT v- tint ra-bu-u “great” masc.

e^TTEI-eET ra-bi-tu
}}

fern.

~tt *jn *=m«= da-ru-u “lasting” masc.

£TT -TTI-m da-ri-tu fern.

rap-§u “broad” masc.

e^TTeUS-eET ra-pa-as-tu fern.

'-n w na-ak-ru “hostile” masc.

na-ki-ir-tu fern.

-Til *T kab-tu “heavy77
masc.

e=TTTT *T ka-bit-tu
;;

fern.

ETT T? ta-a-bu “good 77
masc.

ETT «=T -eET ta-ab-tu fern.

A few adjectives form their feminine in utu
,

e. g

-W v- < sur-bu-u “great” masc.

Sur-bu-tu
;;

fern.

The Plural of Substantives.

The plurals of substantives and adjectives in

Assyrian are formed by adding various terminations

to the nominal stem. The plurals of substantives are

formed in the following ways :

—

I. Some substantives form their plurals in e. As,
in writing, the vowels e and i frequently interchange,

the e of this form of the plural is often written i.

The following examples illustrate this form of the
plural

:

—
8*
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W -TTT= §a-mu-u “heaven”

V T- tjf &a-vie-e “heaven” (plur.)

•* -Hit mu-u “water”

T-tTf me-e “water” (plur.)

1IH *«- r=TTT*=
ru-bu-u “prince”

W S3 *T¥ ru-bi-e “princes”

e=I<J^ al-pu “ox”

tw *T- al-pi “oxen”

Cfrl ni-su “people”

St1 ni-si “peoples”

ka-ak-ku “weapon”

-a <m ka-ak-ki “weapons”.

II. Other substantives form their plurals in ani

or arm, e. g.

TIM a-lu “city”

TT -ET TT bp a-lci-a-ni “cities”

AsLJT hur-su “mountain”

hur-sa-a-ni “mountains”

sa-al-mu “image”

S^TTT^ scil-ma-a-nu “images”.

III. Other substantives form their plurals in a,

especially names ol parts of the body which occur

in pairs, e. g.

fE^T i-du “side”

te an T?
i-da-a “sides”.
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IV. Substantives with the feminine termination in

the singular form their plurals in ati or eti. A few

substantives, though they are without the feminine

termination in the singular, form their plurals in the

same way. The following examples illustrate this

form of the plural :

—

sar-ra-tu “queen”

e-TT II ~T< sar-ra-a-ti “queens”

Kf EvTT hib-ra-tu “region”

KSf Evil If ~T< kib-ra-a-ti “regions”

- fcdTJ *1 be-el-tu “lady”

- -mv -If HT< be-li-e-ti “ladies”

-^1 II 'ilH na-a-ru “river”

~n evil II «T< na-ra-a-ti “rivers”

ku-dur-ru “boundary stone’’

M®-IU«=1M< ku-dur-ri-e-ti “boundary stones”.

V. Many substantives employ more than one of

the forms of the plural which have been described

in sections I—IV, e. g.

su-u-ku “street”

-All -1 If 5? su-ka-a-ni
|

su-ka-a-ti (-All -1 If -d<
“streets’

A kar-nu “horn”

kar-ni
j

“horns”
ii -i< kar-nci-a-ti

[
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m *jn

EH< -HI
EH<-HMM<

gir-ru “expedition”

gir-ri-e
|

gir-ri-e-ti \

“expeditions”.

In the examples of the forms of the plural which

have been given above, instances have been taken

from words written syllabically. It should be noted,

however, that in the inscriptions substantives are

frequently expressed by ideograms, and their plurals

are then generally indicated by the addition of the

plural sign J
»>- (see above, p. 96), e. g. md.ru,

“son”,
I*

***-; mare, “sons”
; J,

belu, “lord”,

bele, “lords”; Hu, “god”, .

ilani
,
“gods”; matu

,
“land”; J

viatati,

“lands”
;

jClT, narkabtu
,
“chariot”, -ta t—

•

narkabati
,

“chariots”. Sometimes the form of the

plural of a word expressed by an ideogram is in-

dicated by means of a phonetic complement (see

above, p. 64 f.), e. g. "V, sadii, “mountain”, plur. V
tjy, sadepl(e) i. e. Sade, or ^ £yy- ;

Su-

dani pi (gii) i. e. Saddni.

The Plural op Adjectives.

The masculine plural of adjectives is formed by

means of the termination Uti, and the feminine plural

by the termination ati, or eti. The following examples

illustrate the formation of the plural of adjec-

tives :

—
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davi-ku

Ell
*=TTT*= ~T< da-am-lcu-u-ti

-t 11 ~i< dam-ka-a-ti

*111*- dan-nu

*m *- ~i< dan-nu-ti

^11 if *T dan-na-a-te

E-TT till- ra-bu-u

TTT TX ra-bu-ti

E*=TT«tTTW< ra-ba-a-ti

<h*- lim-nu

<1- *- Hf< lim-nu-ti

<1- ifV *if lim-ni-e-ti

“favourable”

masc. plur.

fem. plur.

“strong”

masc. plur.

fem. plur.

“great”

masc. plur.

fem. plur.

“evil”

masc. plur.

fem. plur.

As in tlie case of substantives, adjectives are fre-

quently expressed by means of ideograms, and tlieir

plurals are then indicated by the addition of the

plural sign J It may here be noted that an

adjective generally follows the substantive to which

it refers and with which it agrees in gender and

number
;
the following examples illustrate this rule :

—

tE&lM £^4. id-lu kar-du
,
“the valiant war-

rior“; §arru dan-nu
,
“a strong king”;

V -f' *T>
beltu Sur-bu-tu

,
“a great lady”;

Hf- 1—- ET- 1— ,
ilani pi rabuti pl

}
“the great

gods”; y^. J t^yyy >£- <y^, alani pl-§u dan-

nu-ti
,
“his strong cities”

; JJtt <HJ T
katdll
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damlpati v\ “favourable hands”
; HI ‘A ~T< <H

ip-Se-ti-ki lim-ni-e-ti, “thy evil

deeds”.

The Construct State.

When to one substantive is joined another in the

genitive, the former is said to be in the construct

state. The two substantives so joined are closely

connected, and as they are pronounced together there

is a tendency to lighten and shorten the first of the

two. The noun in the construct state, therefore, if

it is a singular noun in the nominative or accusative,

generally drops the case -ending
(
u or a), e. c.

MI E54T»f <T si-it Hu i§am$i(H), “sur-

rise”, rib Hu Samsi(si
),

“sun-

set”, >~< be-el ilani pi, “lord of

the gods”. If the noun is in the genitive, however,

the i of the genitive does not disappear, e. g.

—

I—EM— ina tu-kul-ti

ilcini rabuti pi, “with the help of the great gods”.

In some words a short vowel of the stem has al-

ready dropped out before the case-ending and this

in the construct reappears, e. g. zikru, “mention”’,

J,
zi-kir su-mi-Su, “mention of

his name”; bukru
,
“first-born”,

bu-kur Bel
,

“first-born of Bel”. With plural

nouns in the construct state, the plural terminations

Uni, dti, eti and uti may become respectively an,

at, ft and fit, e. g. "V
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ba-’-lat Bel, “the realms of Bel”. It should be

noted that exceptions to the above rules are not un-

common.

Another way of expressing the genitive relation

between two nouns is by the relative pronoun sci

(see above, p. 109), which is placed between the two

nouns so related, e. g. VHF- 0K
<10 ilani pi §a same(e

)
u irsiti(ti), “the gods

of heaven and earth”.

Apposition.

When two substantives are in apposition it is not

essential that they should agree in number
;

thus a

substantive in the singular sometimes stands in ap-

position to one in the plural, e. g. -til I— I

0Ti ~T< 0TTTtm & gTT v 0Tf
<Ttf. alani pl-su dan-nu-ti bit durani pi

(
ni

)
Sa rnatu

Kal-di, “his strong cities, fortresses (lit. a dwelling

of walls) of the land of Chaldea”. Similarly parti-

cipial expressions may be in the singular though in

apposition to substantives in the plural
;

a good

example of this rule may be seen in the common
phrase £^;

Sar-

rani pi a-lik mdh-ri-ia
,
“the kings who went before

me” (i. e. who preceded me upon the throne), in

which the participle a-lik
,
which is in the singular,

stands in apposition to the plural substantive Sar-

rani.
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The Mimation.

The particle ma, or its shortened form m, is fre-

quently appended to substantives and adjectives. Ori-

ginally the use of this mimation, as it is termed, may
have been to convey emphasis (see below, p. 126),

hut it has been so weakened in use that its addition

to a noun in no way affects its meaning. Thus “O
lord” may be expressed indifferently by *-< T£=ff.

be-lu, or be-lum
;
“a holy place” may be

expressed by iMTT IBDf.
“•

r, as-ru el-lum
;

“the merciful

mother” may be expressed by

um-mu ri-mi-ni-tu, or
7

J

ummu ri-mi-ni-tum
;
“unto favour” may be

expressed by Tf SIT <££= ^T<, a -na

da-mi-ik-ti
,
or ci-na

da-mi-ik-tim. The mimation is but very rarely at-

tached to words in the construct state (see above,

p. 120).



CHAPTER VII.

PARTICLES, ADVERBS, PREPOSITIONS AND CON-

JUNCTIONS.

The negative particles in Assyrian are

-eT If la-a

-ET la

A la

AN ul

A ul

“not

The following examples illustrate their use :
—

'gVSF’-Hf -ET ]} tE JT t=TTfo la Sa-ni-

na la-a i-su-u, “who hath not a rival”; IIEJ-ET

J ana-ku la i-du-Su-nu-ti
,
“I know

them not”; ^pjyy^-, mursu la tabu
,

“a sickness that is not good”; <m -TTTT -tfcj
<cp A <H ki-bit-ka ul im-mas-si

}
“thy

command is not forgotten”; -A <I0<EI
<rT^ *5^ an-ni-ki lci-nim sa ul enu(u)

}

“thy true mercy which is not altered”.
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The particle la, when used in prohibitions, is

followed by the Present, e. g. la
tol-lok

,
“thou shalt not go”; -El *= £ -E^n <1-

It ^a tap-pa-li-H-na-a-ti, “answer them
not”; Jy ^ HT<^T ]

[HP
[ ^ a-ma-ti la

ip-pa-aS-Sar, “my word shall not he annulled”. Other

particles op prohibition are : ai,
Jy Jy, “not”, which

is followed by the Preterite, e. g. TJUEs&MI
S^yyytz £p_, ai it-hu-u-ni

,
“may they not approach”;

and e, fc^yy, “not”, which is employed with the 2nd

pers. sing, of the Preterite, e. g.

tal-lik
,
“do not go”.

The ADVERB OF EMPHASIS, lu cm -m£:, lu-u,

IglJ, lu), is placed before verbs (the 3rd pers. masc.,

sing, and plur., and the 1st pers., sing, and plur.,

of the Preterite), especially in the historical inscrip-

tions. It was originally employed for emphasis, but

in use it has been so weakened that its insertion

or omission does not affect the sense; thus

al-lik, and I^yy Eyyy^y jv-y, iu-u ai-uk
,
both

mean “I went”. As a precative particle, lu is

employed with the Preterite and Permansive to

express a wish (see Chapter VIII, p. 143). Of rare

occurrence are the cohortative particles I, E^.

“come!”, which is employed with the 1 st pers. plur.

of the Preterite, and e, t^y, or I, “up!”, which

is employed with the 2nd pers. sing, of the Imperative.

The folloAving are the principal interrogative

adverbs. In the centre column the forms are gnTen
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under which they are most commonly found written

in the inscriptions.

menu J*—^
minu *7^

me-i-nu

mi-i-nu

>/-

mini ^ £rp-

ana meni It ^1 1^ *=£^
ammeni J*— £pf-

ammlni

adi mati THIBET -<T<

mi-nu

mi-i-ni

ci-nci me-i-ni

am-me-ni

am-mi-ni

a-di ma-ti

*
o

iff

“how long?"

The following is a list of the principal adverbs

of time and manner, together with the forms under

which they are most commonly found written :
—

adu TJ S2T fcTTT= a-du-u “now”

uma s=TTT- ET TT
u-ma-a “now”

eninna e-nin-na “now”
(opposed to “formerly”)

matlma

matema
ET -<!< ET

ET -<!< -TT ET

ma-ti-ma

ma-ti-e-ma

j
“whensoever,

l at any time";

|

with negative,

J “never”.

ki’am <MTTfc& ki-a-am “so, thus”

ma
umma

ETTf

t:m et

ma-a 1

uvi-ma j

“thus, asfollows"
(introducing di-

rect speech)
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The following particles are appended enclitically :
—

ma, appended for emphasis to pronouns, nouns, verbs

and adverbs, e. g. et=Tt£TTTET*^T*C:
-<T<, at-ta-ma mu-bal-lit mi-i-ti

,
“thou

art one who giveth life to the dead”

;

T— EM— Tf IH eE <Tsp ET-
ilani pi rabutipl a-lik i-di-ia-ma

,
“the great gods

who go at my side”

:

J— > f^= M|<, adrki-e-ma XXII
sarrani pi main Hat-ti

,
I summoned twenty-two

kings of the land of Hatti”
; til t-ET

ty ^Z^Z IV] J ^yy y^y, e-nin-na-ma mi-lik-Su

mil-ku
,
“now (i. e. thereupon) he came to a

decision”.

ni, appended for emphasis to verbs, especially in

relative clauses, e. g. ^ S^yy^ W E^Vtt ^
T £a u-Sa-as-bi-tu-su-nu-ni

,
“(the

Assyrians), whom he had settled (in Halzidipha)”.

u, appended as an interrogative particle, e. g. £H?yT

'

:III -HItm <

^

TM -HI-
Awn ttZ ana-ku-u, “am I not a goddess ?’

The adverbial ending is (or es) is of very com-

mon occurrence, e. g. y^
a-dan-niS. exceed-

ingly”; e-liS, “above”; ttVIf ^ sap-lii,

“below”. This adverbial termination is also employed

for comparison, e. g. ^yyt^p, is-su-ris
,
“like

a bird”.
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Prepositions in Assyrian are sometimes written

phonetically and sometimes expressed by ideograms.

In the centre column of the following list the forms

are given which the propositions most commonly

assume when written phonetically; when a preposition

may be expressed by an ideogram, this is also

added. Thus the preposition ina, “in”, may be written

phonetically ^T, i-na, or may be expressed

ideographically by the sign — ,
ina. The following

is a list of the principal prepositions in Assyrian :

—

ina i-na

Ideogr. >~-

“in”

ana a-na

Ideogr.
J

“to”

istu ^yy ^^y, i§~tu

Ideogr. J^yyy

“from”

ultu <-y^ ^y, ui-tu

Ideogr. J^yyy

“from”

itti ^<1<, it-ti

Ideogr. <;^y

“with”

eli t=yy -^yy, e-zi

Ideogr.

“on, upon”

sir -^yy^ ?i-ir

Ideogr.

“on, upon, against”

adi
yy <y^y=;

Ideogr.

“up to, to, together

with”
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gadu S=TTT* 9a
~du “up to, to, together with”

arki <MTI <Ef,
Ideogi’. ^

“after, behind”

balu ^y i^ry, ia-iu

^fc:, ba-lum

“without”

kl kiri “like, as”

klma ki-ma

Icleogr. <^J|

“like”

assu T, as-§u

aS-su

Y V y

“concerning, with a

view to, because

of”
>— ], as-su

a§-Sum

kum Ig ^yyy, ku-um “instead of”

kirib <M -TT^ ki-rib “in, within”

libbi
^TTT k»-m

icieogr. ^yyy

“in, within”

pani Va'ni

Ideogr.
<J>-

“before”

mahar ma-har “before”

kabal AJ ka-bal

Ideogr. £$«<}

“in the midst of”

kabalti Ay >~Ayi< ^y<?
ka-bal-ti

t<*«< y -<y<, kabal-ti

“in the midst of”

blrit ^ yiL W-ri* “between”

put ^y, pu-ut “opposite”
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Some prepositions occur in combination with ina,

ana, or istu
;

tioned :
—

of these the following may be men-

ina muhhi i-na muh-hi
;

Ideogr. >— ina muhhi :

“on, concerning, to, against”.

ana muhhi
Jy

a -na muh-hi
;

Ideogr.
J
<V^y, ana muhhi :

“on, concerning, to, against”.

ina blri bi-ri : “be-

tween”.

ana tarsi
yy
^ry Kr t:^yy 7

a-na tar-si : “a-

gainst”.

ina tarsi — ^yy, ina tar-si : “opposite,

into the pi'esence of, in the time of”.

istu tarsi ^yy ^y t^yy, ^-tu tar-d .•

“from, since”.

Some of the prepositions, which have already been
given in the list on p. 127 f., are also found in combi-

nation with ina
,
ana, istu, ultu and adi. As the

commoner forms of these prepositions have already

been given in cuneiform, in the following list they
axe given in ti’anslitei’ation only :— ina &li, ana
eli, “upon, concerning, against”; ina kirib, ina
kirbi, “in”; ana kirib, ana kirbi, “to”; istu kirib,
ultu kirib, “from, from out of”; ina libbi, “in”;
ana libbi, “to”; istu libbi, ultu libbi, “from, from
out of”; ina pan, istu pan, “before”; ina mahar,
“before”; ana mahri, adi mahri, “into the presence

9
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of”; ina kabal, ina kabalti, “in the midst of”,

ina birit
,
ina blrti

,
“between, within”; ina put

,

“opposite”.

The following is a list of the principal conjunctions

in Assyrian. In the centre column of the list the

forms are given under which they are most com-

monly found written in the inscriptions.

u

ma

enuma

inuma

inu

inum

kl

kl sa

aki sa

adi

istu

ultu

arki sa

summa

<H0»

«

<> w

0, ma

“and” (connecting senten-

ces and nouns)

“and” (connecting two

verbs, to the first of

which it is appended)

0, e-nu-ma

^/- 0, i-nu-ma

>/-, i-nu

y- tCTTT»
{-nu-um

<10 ku

<I@ V, kM sa

“when”

“as, when”

yy <10 ^ a-kU *a “as
”

TI /Yrfz, a-di “while, so long
IT >in"

as; till, until”

mu
j

,w ,

<0*^b uUu
I

^ <10 or-fci Sa “after”

0, Sum-ma “if”'



assu sa

assu

CONJUNCTIONS.

“because”

131

J y ,
as-sio 5a

£jb as-§u

1U Zw

a <bm> u

u m <y-^u EPf, « *« I

la ...la ...m<-m< . .
.,

lu-u . . . Zw-w . .

.

lu ...u ... j|=yj ^ ^ Za-w . . .u . . .

in ..am ..
y^yy ^...^y^y^yy T^yy iu-u ...uiu-u.

.

The conjunctions “lu . . . lu . . etc. may be trans-

lated “neither . . . nor . . ”, when they are followed

by a negative.

9*

“either...

or

.

whether...

or..



CHAPTER VIII.

VERBS.

Roots or stem-words in Assyrian consist of two,

three and four consonants, of which triliteral roots,

or roots of three consonants are by far the most

common. Roots are not words in themselves hut

are the frameworks, or skeletons, of words. Many

words have the same skeleton, or framework ot

consonants, and they are therefore said to be derived

from the same root; moreover, each root contains

in itself a meaning or idea which may be traced in

every word derived from that root. The nature ot

roots may best be explained by citing a few examples

with their derivatives. The three consonants GMR
contain the inherent idea of completeness and form

the skeleton or root of the verb gamaru, “to com-

plete”, of the adjective gamru
;
“complete”, and of

the substantives gamrutu, “completeness”, and gimru,

“all”. The three consonants DMK contain the inher-

ent idea of being favourable, and form the root ot

the verb damdJcu
,

“to be favourable”, ot the adjec-
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tive damku, “favourable”, and of the substantives

damiktu and dumku “favour, mercy”. The three

consonants DNN contain the inherent idea of strength,

and form the root of the verb dananu “to be strong”,

of the adjective dannu
,

“strong”, and of the sub-

stantives dunnUj “might”, and dannatu
,

“fortress”.

The three consonants RKB contain the inherent idea

of riding, and form the root of the verb rakabu
,

“to ride“, and of the substantives rakbu
,
“messenger”,

and narkabtu
,
“chariot”. The three consonants §KN

contain the inherent idea of placing, arranging or

making, and form the root of the verb sakanu
,
“to

place, to make”, and of the substantives Saknu,

“governor”, saknutu, “governorship”, siknu “a thing

made, a creature”, and maskanu “a place”.

From the above examples it will be clear that a

root may be compared to a skeleton, which, when
clothed with different vowels and sometimes with

additional consonants, gives rise to verbs, substan-

tives and adjectives, each of which bears some relation

in meaning to the root from which it is derived.

We may now go further and state that by the addition

of other vowels and consonants to the root the various

meanings of the verb are obtained. Taking, for

example, the triliteral root KSD, which contains the

inherent idea of “conquering”, and clothing it with

different vowels we may obtain the following verbal

forms: kasddu
)
“to conquer”; iksud, “he conquered”;

ikcisad, “he conquers”; kusud, “conquer thou”. In
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these examples the three consonants of the root, which

convey the inherent idea of conquering, are printed

in heavier type
;
the vowels printed in lighter type

convey the different verbal meanings. For the root

K§D let us now substitute the root §KN which

contains the inherent idea of “placing”; by adding

the same vowels as before we obtain similar verbal

forms, thus :— sakanu
,
“to place”

;
iskun

,
“he placed”;

i&akan
,

“he places”; Sukun
,

“place thou”. If we

substitute the root PTR, which contains the inherent

idea of “loosening”, and add the same vowels as

before, we again obtain similar verbal forms :
—

pataru
,

“to loosen”; iptur, “he loosened”; ipatar
,

“he loosens”; putur, “loosen thou”. It will be clear

from these examples that certain vowels when added

to the root convey certain definite verbal meanings

;

we may now pass to the description and paradigm

of the simple stem of the regular verb.

The Assyrian verb possesses the following tenses :

the Preterite, the Present, the Imperative, the

Participle, the Permansive and the Infinitive. The

Preterite refers to past time
;
the Present is employed

for the future as well as the present
;
the Permansive

is somewhat similar to the Participle in that it

expresses a state or condition, and its use will be

referred to later (see p. 142 f.). Taking as an example

for conjugation the root K&D, which has already

been referred to as conveying the inherent idea of

“conquering”, the forms assumed by the tenses in
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the Kal
,
or simple stem, of the verb, may be seen

from the paradigm printed on the preceding page.

In the paradigm the tenses of the simple stem are

given in transliteration
;
the following parsed examples

illustrate some of the forms of the simple stem of

the verb when written in cuneiform:

—

is-pur, “he sent”, 3. m. sing. Pret. from

Sapdru.^y^ u-bu-uk, “he poured out”,

3. m. sing. Pret. from tabdku. ^ytz, aS-lul, “I

carried ofi”, 1. sing. Pret. from Salalu. ^ttm
iS-ku-nu

,
they set

,
3. m. plur. Pret. from Sakanu.

^yy Fyr ^y^-^yyj, i-Sa-ta-ar
,
“he writes”, 3. m.

sing. Pres, from satd.ru. £TTT W £>->-, ta-sa-kai i,

“thou dost set”, 2. m. sing. Pres, from Sakanu.

S^yyy yy ^*^-y ^^y^? ta-sa-ba-ti, “thou takest”, 2. f.

sing. Pres, from sabatu. mu-hur
,
“receive”,

2. m. sing. Imper. from maharu. ET -HA <HL
ma-gi-ru

,
“obedient”, m. sing. Part, from magaru.

yy< ^y >^^y, ha-ba-tu
,

“to plunder”, Infin. from

habatu.

We have hitherto described the simple stem of

the verb, which is termed “Iyal” from the Hebrew

adjective kal
,
“light”; this term is borrowed from the

Hebrew verb, the Jewish grammarians having applied

the word to the simple stem of the verb in Hebrew,

to distinguish it from the stems weighted with form-

ative additions which they termed “heavy”. In

addition to the Kal, the verb in Assyrian possesses

nine stems which take their names from the paradigm
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of the verb “to do” in Hebrew and Arabic. The

folloAving is a list of the stems of the verb, with

summaries of their signification and foi’mation:

—

The Ival is the simple stem of the verb. See the

paradigm on p. 135.

The Piel has an intensive signification. It is

formed by doubling the middle consonant of the

root.

The Shafel has a causative signification. It is

formed by prefixing the consonant s.

The Nifal has a passive signification. It is formed

by prefixing the consonant n.

From these four stems are formed four more by

the insertion of a they are

The Ifteal, which is generally not to be disting-

uished in meaning from the Kal.

The Iftaal, which sometimes has the same meaning

as the Piel, and sometimes serves as its passive.

The Ishtafal, which sometimes has the same

meaning as the Shafel and sometimes serves as its

passive.

The Ittafal (contracted from Intafal), Avhich like

the Nifal has a passive signification.

By the further insertion of an n in the Ifteal and

Ittafal are formed two more stems which are

The Iftaneal, Avhich has an active signification.

The Ittanafal (contracted from Intanafal), which

has sometimes a passive, sometimes an active,

signification.
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The significations of the stems here given hold

good as a general rule, but in some cases the stems

of a verb have acquired special meanings, e. g.

abatu, “to destroy”, in the Nifal means “to fly, to

escape”; and lamadu
,
“to learn”, in the Piel signifies

“to teach”. 1

The scheme of the regular verb is printed on

p. 139. The verb kasadu, “to conquer”, is selected

for displaying the forms which the various stems of

the regular verb assume. It should be noted, however,

that all these forms do not occur in the inscriptions

in the case of any one verb. For convenience of

comparison, however, it has been assumed that all

the forms are found in the case of kasadu. In the

Preterite, Present, and Permansive the 3rd pers.

masc. sing, is given, and in the Imperative the 2nd

pers. masc. sing. The tenses are inflected in the

other stems as in the paradigm of the Kal or simple

stem (see p. 135) ;
the initial u in the Pret. and Pres,

of the Piel, Shafel, Iftaal and Ishtafal is retained

in those tenses. With the help of the scheme the

student should have little difficulty in parsing any

form of a regular verb.

1 Mention should perhaps be made of two other stems of

the verb, in addition to the ten stems mentioned above. These

are a Shafel and an Ishtafal formed from the Piel, and are

termed the Piel-Shafel and the Piel-Ishtafal. They are however

rarely met with and may here be disregarded.
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The following parsed examples illustrate some of
the commoner forms of the regular verb when written

in cuneiform :— ^TTT^ u-na-aS-

Si-iJc, “he kissed”, 3. m. sing. Pret. Piel from namfru.

^Tr?y <gy tu-nak-ki-ir
}

“thou didst

alter”, 2. m. sing. Pret. Piel from nakaru.

u-dan-nin
,
“I strengthened”, 1 . m. sing.

Pret. Piel from dananu. tyyrc ^y <jej
u-na-ak-ki-mUj “they heaped up”, 3. m. plur. Pret.

Piel from nakdmu. >/- nu-um-mir,

“make bright”, 2. m. sing. Imper. Piel from namaru.

mu-tak-kil
,
“who strengtheneth”, m.

sing. Part. Piel from takdlu.
<=TTfc tyyyc cyyy,

sam-Jat, “he overthrew”, 3. m. sing. Pret. Shafel from

makdtu. tu-sak-lil, “thou didst

complete”, 2. m. sing. Pret. Shafel from \kalalu\.

«=m«= v s -Till u-sa-aS-Hr, 1. sing. Pret. Shafel

from satdru. ^ >-<, tu-Sa-as-bat, “thou

shalt take”, 2. m. sing. Pres. Shafel from sabdtu.

JT S5?AS §u-uS-kin
,

“cause to place”, 2. m.

sing. Imper. Shafel from sakanu. J7 SpT^ EJ>
su-us-pu-lu, “to abase”, Inf. Shafel from Sapdlu.

^TT is-sa-kin
,

“it was set”, 3. m. sing.

Pret. Nifal from sakanu. T»^f[ ^111 ^Vtt .

ip-ta-ra-as
,

“he hindered”, 3. m. sing. Pret. Ifteal

from parasu. -na t= -m i mut-tap-ri-su
,
m. sing.

Part. Ittafal from [pardSu],

In describing the lval, or simple stem, of the reg-

ular verb it was stated that the form of the Pre-
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terite of the verb kaSadu is iksud
,
that of the I resent

ikaSad, and that of the Imperative kusud. The vowels

here added to the stem K&D hold good for these

tenses in the majority of verbs, but it should be

noted that in a few verbs other vowels are found,

e. g. labaru
,

“to grow old”, has for its Present the

form ilabir, not ilabciv
5
baldtu

}
to live

,
has foi

its Present the form ibalut
}
not ibalat

;
paktidu

,
to

inspect, to entrust”, has for its Preterite the form

ipkid, for its Present the form ipakid
}
and for its

Imperative the form pikid
;
and sabcitu

,
“to seize

,

has for its Preterite the form isbat
,

for its Present

the form isabat, and for its Imperative the form

sabat.

In the Preterite, the Present, and the Permansive

all forms of the verb which end in a consonant, may

take in addition, at the end of the word, one of the

three short vowels a, i
,
or u, e. g. £m -

lu-la (for a§lul), “I carried off”, 1. sing. Pret. Kal

from Salalu • ^eyy
u-u-ka (for

illik
),

3. m. sing. Pret. Kal from alaku. In relative

clauses the final vowel it is of frequent occurrence,

e. g. usamkit
,

“he overthrew”, •glT «=TTT*= -HI-
<M -Ely, sa u-savi-ki-tu

,
“who (3. m. sing.) over-

threw”; ihSuh, “he desired”, 'gTTAHfffJt-n.
5a ih-su-hu

,
“whom he desired”

;
ibel

,
“he conquered”,

HIT CE -< HU> §a i-be-lu
,
“who (3. m. sing.) con-

quered”
;

iksud, “he had conquered”, V-TI*
^T, 5a ik-su-du, “whom he had conquered”

;
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iskun
}

‘he had set”, sa i5-ku-nu
,

“which he had set”.

It will be noticed that in the Paradigm of the

Kal of the regular verb on p. 135 the second syllable

of the Present is accented, and that a similar accent

is placed on the second syllable of the Preterite and
Present of other stems in the Scheme of the verb

on p. 139. The accent indicates that in pronunciation

the tone falls upon the accented syllable, with the

result that in writing the Avord the following radical

is frequently doubled. Thus ikasad is written ikas-

Sad, iktcisad is Avritten iktasSad
,

etc. This will be

clear from the following parsed examples :

—

^111? i-zak-kar
,
“he speaks”, 3. m. sing. Pres.

Kal from zakaru
; :£>!< £z£z|, ta-zak-ka-

aP, “thou dost set up”, 2. in. sing. Pres. Kal from

zakapu • ^ V, ik-kas-sad
,
“he will be con-

quered”, 3. m. sing. Pres. Nifal from kascidu
;

a§-ta-ak-ka-an
}

“I set”, 1.

sing. Pret. Ifteal from Sakanu • ~TI ^ tb 2D
ih-tap-pa-ru-ni

,
“they sent”, 3. m. plur. Pret. Ifteal

from saparu.

The Permansive is a tense which resembles the

Participle in that it expresses a state or condition :

it differs from the Participle in that it expresses the

person by means of certain additions which are af-

fixed to it (see the Paradigm, p. 135). In the Kal

the Permansive may have a transitive, an intransitive,

or a passive meaning, in the Sliafel an active or a
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passive meaning, while in the Piel and Nifal it has

a passive signification. The following examples illus-

trate its use:— ^ Sa-lim, “he isjafei

,
3. m.

sing. Perm. Kal from Salamu
; I§eJ>

1mt '

ma-ku, “I am overwhelmed”, 1. sing. Perm. Kal from

katamu
;

'jjj ^TT!^
Sa-cik-nu-u-ni,

“they are set”, 3. m. plur. Perm. Kal from sakanu
;

^TT A-ffHI *JH> su-uh-hu-ru, “it is turned

away”, 3. m. sing. Perm. Piel from sahdru
; ^

mm, Suk-lu-lu, “it is completed”, 3. m. sing.

Perm. Shafel, from [kalalu].

The tense for expressing a wish, which is termed

the Precative, is formed by means of the precative

particle lu (see above, p. 124) in combination with the

Preterite or with the Permansive. The particle pre-

cedes the verb, and, when the first syllable of the

Preterite begins with a vowel, the lu unites with it

and they form a single word. The following examples

illustrate the use of the Precative :— ^TTHJ
IEIPT, li-ib-lu-ut (for lu iblut

),
“let him live”

;

4 V MI. liS-sa-kin (for lu is§akin)
}

“let it be

set”
; m ev. lu-us-pur (for lu a§pur)

}
“let

me send”
;

lis-ku-nu (for lu iSkunu
),

“let

them set”
; TfEW<IS!<EM3-TT a-ma-ti

lu-u ma-ag-rat (Perm.), “may my word be favourable”
;

Tg[J <gyy lu sak-na (Perm.)

HUpa-ka, “may thy feet be set”.

Under the head of the Regular Verb, the tenses

and stems of which have been described, all verbs
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in Assyrian may be classed which contain three

strong radicals
;

that is to say, all those verbs in

which the three consonants of the root appear in

every verbal form. In addition to these regular verbs

there are in Assyrian a number of “weak verbs”:

that is to say, verbs in which certain consonants of

the root are liable to undergo phonetic changes, or

in which one or more of the letters of the root are

represented by vowels in Assyrian although in other

Semitic languages they are represented by consonants.

The beginner, however, should not trouble himself

at first with a study of the forms assumed by these

“weak verbs”; for he will find they present few

difficulties to him, when he has thoroughly mastered

the forms of the regular verb. The reader is there-

fore recommended to accept for the time the forms

they assume without attempting to classify them .
1 In

the extracts from historical inscriptions which are

given in the following two chapters a number of

weak verbs occur, and in order to facilitate the study

of the texts such forms are parsed in the footnotes

to the translations. The regular verbs which occur

in the text are also parsed in the footnotes, and the

reader will be able to verify the forms which occur

by referring to the paradigm and the scheme of the

regular verb which have been given earlier in this

chapter.

1 For a description and classification of the “weak verbs”

in Assyrian, see First Steps in Assyrian, pp. LXXXI ff.



CHAPTER IX.

TEXTS WITH INTERLINEAR TRANSLITERATION AND

TRANSLATION.

In the present chapter some extracts are printed

from the historical inscriptions, together with inter-

linear transliteration and translation. Under each

character its value is given in italics, and the system

of transliteration adopted is that which has been

explained above on p. 65 f. So far as possible the

meaning of each word will be found beneath it, but

sometimes the order of substantives and adjectives

has not been retained in the English version. The

adjective in Assyrian as a rule follows the substan-

tive which it qualifies, when in English it would

precede it; it sometimes happens therefore that the

order of a substantive and adjective in the English

version is not the same as in the original. The
reader, however, will have little difficulty in identi-

fying the different words, with the help of the glossary

printed at the end of the volume.

10
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I. The Genealogy of Tiglath-Pileser I.

[Cun. Inscr. West. Asia, Yol. I, pi. 15, Col. VII, 11. 36—56.]

36. y fcj Ef ~y< ^y tyyyy A t-vyy

m Tukulti(ti
)

- apil - E - sar - ra 1

Tiglatk - Pileser,

-fflPF tejy «n 37 . vyyy Tf <H0f
rzt&it si - rw sa ilu A - sur u
the exalted prince, whom Asur and

C
:
eT fcU Tf > 3 fcH v as. ^yyy&g

ilu JSfin . ib a - na bi - ib - lat 2 lib - bi-Su

Ninib unto the desire of his heart

*m jy ey 39. ^y— ^y

it - tar - ru - §u-ma 3 arki nakrut pi (u£)

have brought and (who) after the foes

«f Tf >¥ 40
. <v <^JT ~TTI JT *

ilu A - Sur pat gim - ri - su - nu

of Asur, all of them,

I

1 The meaning of the name is, “My help is the son of E-

sara”. 2 bi-ib-lat
,
construct state of bibiltu

;
for the construct

state, see above, p. 120 f.
3 it-tar-ru-Su, 3. m. plur. Pret. Ifteal

from aru, with the 3. m. sing. Pron. suffix.
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-T.TI ^e!Me! MTM £<^T Mil
it - tcil - la - ku-ma 1 u - Sam - ki - tu 2

went and overthrew

"T ^ A 42
- It It

ka - US mul - tar - hi 3 apil ilu A-Sitr-

altogether the mighty, the son of Asur-

M!s4 <T- « efflf 5? -cfcj
reS - i - si 4 Sarri dan - ni ka - Sid 5

re§ - isi, the powerful king, the conqueror

43. V V ¥ MIIE t^MT
matati nakrati mu - Sik - ni - Sit

6

of hostile lands, who brought to subjection

44. cMIIIEMTMM 45. TJ !?
^

gi - mir al - tit - u - te apil apli

all the arrogant, the grandson

MIT ! -¥ 5=8q -4- thM MTT «f !! -V
Sa m Mu - tak - kil - U« Nusku 7 Sa tlu A - Sur

of Mutakkil-Nusku, whom Asur

1 it-tal-la-ku, 3. m. sing. Pret. Ifteal from alaku
;
for the ex-

planation of the final vowel u, see above, p. 141 f.
2 u-Sam-

ki-tu, 3. m. sing. Pret. Shafel from makatu. 3 mul-tar-hi (for

mus-tar-hi) , Part. Ifteal from sarahu. * The meaning of

the name is, “Asur, raise the head!”; i-H is 2. m. sing. Im-

perative Kal from nasu. 5 Ica-sid, Part. Kal. from kasadu.
6

mu-ii/c-ni-iSu, Part. Shafel from kanasu. 7 The meaning of

the name is, “Nusku is one who givetli strength”; mu-tak-kil

is Part. Piel from takalu.

10*
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-ii tb 46. -17 -set ei tiff
belu rabu i - na a - tu - ut ku - un 1

the great lord through the choice of his un-

ei 47. A-ffi ei -Ti ei 1?

lib - bi - Su ih - §u - hu - via 2 a - na

changing heart desired and to

« ^y 48. V Hf- If ^ <E1 «
fci - nis

righteously

re m - ut

the shepherding

matu ilu A - SUV

of Assyi’ia

tu y- Ei 49
.^ ^i <m -if ^ mi

- bu - Hit 3 apfot ki - e - nu §a

called him, the legitimate successor of

t hi- if mi if «f 50 - ~n m -1 ^
m ilu A - Sur - da - a - an i na - as 5 *?«

Asur-dan, who wielded a shin-

<yy yy KHf- IH *t- un 6i. yy ejn
ellite(te) rmZ - - joi - ru 6 te - ni - sit

ing sceptre, who ruled the men

1 ku-un, construct state of kunnu

,

Inf. Piel from kanu, em-

ployed as a substantive. 2 ih-su-hu, 3. m. sing. Pret. Kal from

hasahu. 3 ib-bu-Su, 3. m. sing. Pret. Kal from nabu, with the

3. m. sing. Pron. suffix. 4 The meaning of the name is “Asur

is judge”. 5 na-aS, Part. Kal, from nasu. 6 mul-taS-pi-ru (for

muS-taS-pi-ru), Part. Ishtafal from saparu.
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-s=TH *=TTT 'gTT
ilu Bel sa ip - Sit ka - ti - su

of Bel, the deeds of whose hands

52. <Hgj cTTl E3 M B3 -

u nci - dan 1 zi - hi - su eli

and the presenting ofwhose offerings unto

ildni pl rabuti pi

the great gods

cE A El
i - ti - bu - ma 2

were pleasing and

64. y ¥*- ttITT <H07
§e - bu - ta u

(who) to grey hairs and

-El -< ttTTI
la - be - ru - ta

old age

c^tt -mi m 55. *TTT E4 1=!T
il - li - ku 3 lib - lib - bi sa

attained, the descendant of

T ffET fcU tS JST s=TTTT > «».
fc>»-

m ilu Nin - ib apil - E - kur 4 sarri

Ninib apil - Ekur, the

da - pi - ni na - mad Hu A - Sur

mighty king, the darling of Asur.

1 na-dan, Inf. Kal from nadanu. 2
i-fi-bu, 3. m. plur. Pret.

Kal from tabu. 3
il-li-lcu, 3. m. sing. Pret. Kal from alaku.

4 The meaning of the name is “Ninib is the son of E-kur”.
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II. The titles of Sargon II.

[Winckler, Die Keilschrifttexte Sargons, pi. 48.]

i. T -MM V MII0IT
m Sarru - ukln 1 sa - ak - nu Hu Bel

Sargon, the ruler of Bel,

^«=T4H CMJH <w
niSakku Hu A- Stir ni - sit me 11 Hu A-nim

the priest of Asur, the darling 2 of Anu

<Hin «f -xi«=m « *my- « <22
u Hu Bel Sarru dan-nu sar kiSSati

and Bel, the mighty king, king of hosts,

« vMMM
sar mdtu Asstcr KI

king of Assyria,

« Eff 4k - tE
Sar kib - rat - arba’i(i

)

king of the four quarters
(of the world),

<ctER< «fT— EM— 2. t^igD
mi - gir ilani pi rabuti pi re’u

the beloved of the great gods, the leg-

<10 01 0- V «T U ^
ki - e - nu sa Hu A - Sur Hu Marduk

itimate shepherd whom A§ur (and) Marduk

1 The meaning of the name is ”He hath established the king
;

ukln is 3. m. sing. Pret. Piel from kanu. 2 Lit. “the raising

of the eyes”; see Glossary, sub nasu.
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*T -E0 Jf ET

ut - tu - su - ma 1

chose and

-nv- e?t<

zi - Mr
the mention

.0 <£= I
Su - mi - Su

of his name

tiHcy -nf
u - Se - su - u 2 a - na

caused to go forth for

—TTI * 0?
ri - Se - e - te

the greatest deeds,

3 . -tH *jn
zi -ha - ru

the mighty

dan - nu

hero

H< JTt
ha - lip 3

girt with

AS E^TI W Tf
,-r

T ^
na - mur - ra - te Sa a - na sum - hut 4

terror, who for the overthrow

<10 -HI
na - hi - ri

of the enemy

J1 0 < sf 10 JT
su - ut - bu - u 5 hah - hu - su

sendeth forth his arms,

*-^!i MT <fcT* -E0
id - lu har - du Sa ul - tu

the valiant warrior, unto whom from

1 ut-tu-Su

,

3. m. plur. Pret. Piel from atu, with 3. m. sing.

Pron. suffix. 0 u- se- su-u
,

3. rn. plur. Pret. Shafel from
asu. 3

Jpa-lip, Part. Kal from halapu. 4 Sum - kut ,
Inf.

Shafel from makaiu. 6 Su-ut-bu-u, 3. m. sing. Perm. Shafel

from tibu.
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cm -<m h< i scm & -m i
u - urn he- lu - ti - su mal-ku gab - ri-Su

the (first) clay of his dominion a rival prince

fclj JT ^ W
la ih - Su-ma 1 mu - ni - ha §a - ni - na

there was not and (who) a conqueror (or) adversary

-El ce JT tTTJc 5 . > v sp <T- ttTTT
la i - su - u 2 matati kali -si - na i§tu

did not have, (who) all lands from

tETTT EsiT
si - it

the rising

H- *T <1- Ti <TC tTr tRf
ilu tiamSi(si) a - di e - rib

of the sun to the setting

-H/KT- *E -< IEU ET
ilu Samsi(si') i - be - lu - via 3

of the sun hath conquered and

ul - tas - pi - rw 4

hath ruled

ha -
5

- lat

the realm

HP- -II -ITT
ilu Bel

of Bel.

1 ib-Su, 3. m. sing-. Pret. Kal from basu. 2 i-su-n, 3. m. sing.

Pret. Kal from Mu
;

the long final vowel is due to the occur-

rence of the word in a relative clause. 3 i-be-lu
,

3. m. sing.

Pret. Kal from belli. 4 ul-tas-pi-ru (for uS-tas-pi-ru) ,
3. m.

sing. Pret. Shafel from saparu.
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III. The revolt of Tirhakah, king of Egypt, against

Ashur-bani-pal.

[CW. Inacr. West. Asia

,

Yol. V, pi. 1, Col. I.]

53. i^ *m*= « <
m Tar - kit - u sar matuMu - sur u

Tirhakah, king of Egypt and

YEMTT^TT 54 . A -
matu Ku - u - si sa m ilu Asur - ah-iddina 1

Ethiopia, of whom Esarhaddon

« > HF-A <m -ET T < T?

sar matu Hu Asur KI abu ba - nu-u-a 2

king of Assyria, the father who begat me,

55. <mt- i -tie t et tf -< m
abikta-iu is - ku - mo - via i - be - lio

3

his defeat had accomplished and had conquered

v **TT <H0[ M< T — E23 <
mat -sit 4 u su - u m Tar - ku - u
his land, — even he, Tirhakah

1 The meaning; of the name is “Asur hath given a brother”;

iddina is 3. m. sing Pret. Kal from nadanu. 2 ba-nu-u-a, Part.

Kal from banu, with 1. sing. Pron. suffix. 3 See opposite page
note 3. 4 mat-su for mat-Su

;
after the preceding t the $ be-

comes s.
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56. SPfy -Tf ^ MA HF-<W <
da - na - an Hu ASur llu IStar u

the might of Asur, I§tar, and

-4-1»+- !»>-
ilani pl rabuti pi bele pl - ia im - Si-

the great gods, my lords.
,

forgot

ET si- t^TTl D TIM -If M
ma 1

it - ta - kil 2 a - na e - muk
and trusted in his

Ml El 5^ I 0f -cE=l! W-
ra - ma - ni - Su e - li Sarrani pl

own strength. Against the kings

58. <IeI s*= If w m eIIf v^ <3
amelu ki-pa-a-ni Sa ki - rib matuMu-sur

(and) governors, whom in Egypt

*TTT*= ef= <10 -T -El M < If

u - pa - ki - du 3 a&w ia - nu-u-a
had installed the father who begat me,

59- IfM 01 Tf <10 ff< If VI <HEH
a - na da - a - ki ha - ba - a - te u

to slay, to plunder and

1 im-Si, 3. in. sing. Pret. Kal from masu. 2 it-ta-kil, 3. m.

sing. Pret. Nifal from takalu. 8 u-pa-ki-du, 3. m. sing. Pret.

Piel from pakadu.
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4T v v -y <4
e - ki - mu 1 matuMu - sur

to seize Egypt

60 . E^f I
sir - us - Su - un

Against them

*ttm-
u - sib 4 ki - rib

settled himself

61. ^TI
alu

a city

-!!< M tA ET
ik - Su - du - ma

had conquered and

v 4 A «
matu ilu Asur KI

of Assyria

44TT -e^JT
il - li - ka 2

he marched.

nn cm et

e - ru - um - ma 3

he went in and

-tTT k Afl 4-
alu Me - im - pi

Memphis,

4 e=TTTe= TJ

ba - nu - u - a

who begat me

<K *-JTT<
mi - sir

the border

414 mi
u - tir - ru h

had annexed.

in

V cel
sa abu

which the father

Tf

a - na

to

1 da-a-ki
,

ha-ba-a-te

,

and e-ki-mu are all Infinitives.

2

See

above, p. 149, note 3. 8 e-ru-um-ma for e-ru-ub-ma\ e-ru-ub, 3.

m. sing. Pret. Kal from erebu. 4
u-itib, 3. m. sing. Pret. Kal

from asabu. 5 u-tir-ru, 3. m. sing. Pret. Piel from taru-

the doubled r indicates that the preceding vowel (i) is long,

see above p. 59.
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62. HKf -ET Ef ff< «f EEf
ctl - la - ku ha - an - tu

A swift messenger

- <m
ina lei - rib

into

Nina KI

Nineveh

IH ET
il - lik - am - ma

came and

es. ciHt y
u - Sa-

in-

Hf- ^7 T
f ^Tf TfH< <HH HI^ 7fH<

an - na - a 1 ia - a - ti eli ip - $e - e - ti

formed me concerning these

If 64
- 71! H gfvNT

ci?i - - a - ti lib - bi i - gu - ug-

matters. My heart was wroth

ET -T If W AHfff -efcl -TTTT H<
ma

2

is - sa - ru - uh s ka - bit - ti

and stirred was my spirit

;

65. gE <T- JItt Mjfl tTTTc -t^TT «fA
as - si A k;ate II-ia u - sal - li

5 U^ASur

I raised my hands, I prayed unto Asur

1 u-Ha-an-na-a, 3. m. sing. Pret. Piel from sanU. 3 i-gu-ug,

3. m. sing. Pret. Kal from agagu. s i$-.m-ru-uh, 3. m. sing.

Pret. Nifal from sarahu. 4
a$-£i, 1. sing. Pret. Kal from

6 u-sal-li, 1. sing. Pret. Piel from [sa/u].nasu.
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< ^4- <y/ ~Ve=E*T ee. ce! <I§T tlf

u »7m Istar ASSur - i - tu ad - ki - e

and Istar of Assyria
;

I summoned 1

^ <M &eTt ^eTT e-TT t?

V

e - mu - ki - ia si - ra - a - te sa

my supreme forces, with which

HP A { 67 - -TIT- EQf ^
Uu Asur u ilu Istar u - mal - lu - u 2

Asur and Istar had filled

JTtt <

T

i Il^T < VIEK^TT
katull-u-a a - na matuMu-sur u matu Ku-u - si

my hands, (and) to Egypt and Ethiopia

68. «< E^TT AftEtTT4 •••

us te - es - Se - ra 3

I directed

78. T e=TTT*

m Tar - fyu -

Tirhakah

u sar

king

bar - ra - me . . .

the way . . .

<
matu Mu - SUr U

of Egypt and

*IEJ<^TT <IsiMP
matu Ku-u - si ki - rib

Ethiopia in

cTT T- M
alu Me - im - pi

Memphis

1 ad-ki-e, 1. sing. Pret. Kal from diku. 2 u-mal-lu-u, 3. m.

plur. Pret. Piel from malu. 3 u§-te-e3-$e-ra, 1. sing. Pret. Ishta-

fal from eseru; for the explanation of the final vowel a, see

above, p. 141.
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’f-
t? yn etr -tti tETf
a - lak

1

gir - ri - ia

of the advance of my expedition

T- ET
is - me - e - ma i

heard and

If -R tIf ETR E<2«f NT IEJT—- 80. CT-^R
a - na e - pis

3

kabal kakke pi u

to wage war and

S3 - -HI -TTI -ETT E^T tfcj TI
tahaza ina mail - ri - ia id - ka - a*

battle against me he summoned

-SHI
amelu sake pi tahdzi - Su

his fighting men.

81. - 10
ina tukulti(ti

)

With the might

A ^HP- <Yy
T

<!

Aswr Istar u ilani pi rabuti pi

of Asur, Istar, and the great gods
;

-II T-— cETr 82
- Tt -E^TT ^.Trr s=ETt

bele pi - ia a - li - kut 5 ide II - ia

my lords, who go at my side,

1 a-lak, Inf. Kal from alaku. 2 iS-me-e-ma, 3. m. sing'. Pret.

Kal. from semu, with the copula ma. 3 c-piJ, Inf Kal from

epesu. 4 id-ka-a, 3. m. sing. Pret. Kal from diku. 5 a-li-

kut, m. plur. Part. Kal from alaku.
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ina tahazi

in the battle

siri rap - si as - ku - na 1

on the broad plain I accomplished

<T- <T- ^ ATI I 83. r ^ ES3 < -
abikti ummanati ph§u m Tar - ku - u ina

the overthrow of his forces. Tirhakah in

<m*w
ki - rib alu Me - im - pi

the midst of Memphis

^TT ET IT

is - via - a 2

heard of

*T AVj I 84. -|J[v -Til -III
tali - te - e ummanatipl-§u nam - ri - ri

the defeat of his forces. The glory

A (
Hu Asur u

of Asur and

~f <V.
T A -II *- I ET

Hu Istar is - hu - pu - Su-ma 3

Istar overwhelmed him and

EpTT -£^=TT
il - li -

he went

85. I- <^TI T-
me - lam - me

the splendour

--H -KI -TI IH
ka i mail - hu - tas

distracted
;

fc&Bf < -<T< -ETT -TI*
sarru - u - ti - ia ik-

of my majesty cov-

1 aS-ku-na, 1. sing. Pret. Kal from sakanu. 2 i$-ma-a, 3.

m. sing. Pret. Kal. from semu. 3 is-hu-pu-hi, 3. m. sing.

Pret. Kal from saliapu
,
with 3. m. sing. Pron. suffix. 4 See

above, p. 149, note 3, and p. 155, 1. 59.
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-E0 I ET 86- 0JT =TTT= If 4Hf- =E ^
- mu-Su-mci ^ act zt zct - - ^ - tim-

ered him, wherewith had endowed

in - ni

2

me

T*^
i7cmi pi

the gods

MV1 «T- <10
su - w£ Same irsiti

of heaven (and) earth.

87. -tyr T- 44
alu Me - im - pi

Memphis

011= *f Ef
u - mas - sir - mas

he deserted and

Tf ~n Ml «*TT AT* 1 88. tSs
a - na Su - zu - ub i nap istim(tim)-su in-

to save his life he

^T0TTT Tf^I <10 =W *fcTT3f AHf-
na - bit 5 a - na ki - rib alu Ni .

fled into Thebes.

89.-0T- JHPT
ala su, - a - tu

That city

=!5E~< 0ATf=Eff
as - bat 6 ummanati pl-ia

I took
;

my troops

1 ik-tu-mu-Su, 3. m. sing. Pret. Kal from katamu, with 3. m.

sing. Pron. suffix. 2 u-za- -i-nu-in-ni, 3. m. plur. Pret. Piel

from [za'anu], with 1. sing. Pron. suffix. s u-moS-sir, 3. m.

sing. Pret. Piel from [xnasaru]. 4 Su-su-ub, Inf. Sliafel from

ezebu. 5 in-na-bit
,

3. m. sing. Pret. Nifal from abatu. 0 as-

bat, 1. sing. Pret. Kal from sabatu.
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89. tyyye v eyyy cyyyt v y*-

u - $e - rib 3 u - se-sib 2

I caused to enter (and) I stationed (them therein).

h4v»¥-« v igy < ^yy w
mainMu - SUV matu Kli-U - SU SCI Clbu

Egypt (and) Ethiopia, which the father

~=T < If -TI* JI ~T TT^T «< JT -d<
ba - nu-u-a ik - su - du a - na es - su - ti

who begat me had conquered, anew

ns. -u -tttt t—
as - bat masarati pl

I took in possession. The garrisons

-e^TT
e - li

more

v t- & -TTT- -ny c-et et
u - vie pa ' ni u • dansa nm - via *

than in former days I strengthened and

116.=ttt- £- <m &
u - rak - ki sa

I made stringent

^yy jm t? *y
rik - sa - a - te

the decrees.

E3*y -<T< -Ti -<y< et a-t <y^
it - ti hu - ub - ti ma di

With much booty,

1 u-Se-rib, 1. sing. Pret. Shafel from erebu. 2
u-Se-Sib, 1.

sing. Pret. Shafel from asabu. 3 u-dan-nin, 1. sing. Pret. Piel

from dananu. 4 u-rak-ki-sa, 1. sing. Pret. Piel from rakasu.

11
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fr- -El -<T< m • -tfcj e=TTTT -<T<

sal - la - ti ka - bit - ti

a heavy spoil,

saZ - ?ne«

in safety

N-^lEtTT Tf
~r

T

a - tu - ra l a - na

I returned to

Nina KI

Nineveh.

IV. The rebuilding of Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar II.

[Cun. Inter. West. Asia, Yol. I, pi. 56 f., Col. VII, 1. 9—Col. VIII,

1. 18.]

9. tT ET =CTTT
pa - na - ma

Formerly

ul - tu

from

u - um
days

M -<T<

ul - lu - ti

of old

10. U <Tc^=

a - di

till the reign

11 - -TIT- ^3= IfcJ

ilu Nabu - apil - u - su - ur 2 sar

of Nabopolassar, king

2< m ana Ti -E^ll [CTtfc] -ET?

Bcibili KI a - bi a - li - di - ia 3

of Babylon, the father, my begetter,

1 a-tu-ra, 1. sing. Pret. Kal from taru. 2 The meaning

of the name is “Nabu, protect the son!”; u-?u-ur
,

2. in. sing.

Imperative Kal from nasaru. 3 a-li-di-ia, Part. Kal from

aladu, with 1. sing. Pron. suffix.
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is. tSw [I—] ET -<T< TI EfcJ

Sarrani pi ma - du - ti a - lik 1

many kings who went

si -m
mail - ri - ia

before me,

5a i - lu

whom the god

IfS
a - na

unto

sar - ru - tim

the kingdom

i5. *t 10 *jn
iz - ku - ru 2

had called

-IT* <10
zi - ki-

by

ir - su - un

their name,

16. y

i - na

in

alani ni - is

cities that

^ JI *sh

i - ni - su - nu 3

were dear to them,

is. cTTTT ET- e=TTTT 0-
ekallati

palaces

cE ‘0 fcU M
i - te - ip - pu - su 4

they built,

19. ^ <Hgj
ir - mu - u 5

they set

1 a-lik, sing. Part. Kal from afalcu; for the use of the parti-

ciple in the singular in apposition to a substantive in the plural,

see above p. 121. 2 iz-ku-ru, 3. m. sing. Pret. Kal from zakaru.
3 Literally, “the raising of their eyes”; see Glossary, sub nasu.
4 i-te-ip-pu-iu, 3. m. plur. Pret. Ifteal from epesu. 5 ir-viu-

u, 3. m. plur. Pret. Kal from raitiu.

11 *
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M ~0 «=ET ^11 011 20.^ -gn jj <~y
su - ba - at - su - un bu - Ha - &u - num 1

their abode, their possessions

01k^1 <10 •*
i - na &i - ir - hi u - na - alt - ki-mu 2

therein they heaped up.

... 26. -mi HI^1 Hf- Sp HF- <~0
. . . . is - fat i& - ?ia - an - ni 3 ilu Marduk

. . . . Since the time that Marduk created me

27. 11 tEH 01k
-<J<

28. «f
a - na sa?’ - rw - u - ti *&* Nabu

for the kingship (and) Nabu

T1H
a - bi

t£tTT JT <10 te <~1 29
. HU <10 ~1

- il - su 4
fci - i - nim ip - fci - du b

his true son entrusted (to me)

01k -El 11 -E0 J[
ba • u - la - a - tu - hi

his dominions,

30. <10 El
fci - ma

like

1 It is unusual for a pronominal suffix to take the mimation

(see above p. 122). 2 u-na-ak-Jci-mu, 3. m. plur. Pret. Piel from

nakamu. 3 ib-na-an-ni

,

3. m. sing. Pret. Kal from banu,

with 1. sing. Pron. suffix.
4 a-bi-il-iu, for a-pi-il-su.

5 ip-ki-

du, 3. m. sing. Pret. Kal from pakadu.
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»T “gTT -<K II Si -<T< si. II E^TT *¥
na - ap - sa - ti a - Jcar - ti a - ra - mu 1

my life that is precious have I loved

Tf -El «f JT 32 . -s^TI
ba - na - a 2 la - an - su - un e - li

their bright image. Beside

S< ^IJIJ <M <fIEH *fHT*«¥=<E
Babili KI u Bar - zi - pa -ST

Babylon and Borsippa

as. <tp e=TTT*= 'gll tb -til <M 34.

ul u - sa - pa

3

ala i - na

I have not made beautiful (another) city . In

^ Hf- EvTT <!EJ 35. ^T1 Sr -TI
Babili KI a [{ n{ . ^
Babylon, the city of my

<Mtf'II W II Evil eT 36. tjTTT et-
Ine II - ia^ §a a - ra - am- via 5

ekallit

delight which I love, of the palace,

1 a-ra-mu, 1. sing. Pret. Kal from ramu. 2 The adjective
here precedes the substantive it qualifies; cf. p. 119. 3 u-ga-pa,
1. sing. Pret. Shafel from [apuj. 4 See above, p. 163, note 3.
6 a-ra-am-ma, 1. sing. Pres. Kal from ramu; the doubled m in-
dicates that the preceding vowel (a) is long (see above, p. 59);
for the explanation of the final vowel a, see p. 141.
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-TTTT
bit

the house

cETTT ccT T? ~<T<

ta - a& - ra - a - ti

that is the wonder

ni - Si

of men, . .

.

6i. <T-Ee^T 4?? 62 - ^TIT- "gTT <MTI
i - H - id - sa 1 u - sa - ar - si-

its foundation I laid

septet
id - via 2

and

63. ~^y

i - na

with

U^ -Til
fctt - up - ri

bitumen

<H£U
u

and

Ti ,tyy -yyy c»i.m i.syyyt yy-a <E!^’g!T
a- guv - ri u - za - ak - ki - ir. - sa 3

brickwork I raised it on high

3. ^y jgUMflf
isu erini

Cedars

2. -yy ^ryy ^ ^ -yy
hu - ur - sa - ni - i§

like a mountain.

0T^t«T< Ti^T
dannuti (ti) a - na

that are mighty for

~-yym jt
zu - lu - li - su 4

its roof

1 i-Si-id-sa
,
for i-Si-id-Sa.

2 u-ia-ar-si-id, 1. sing. Pret. Shafel

from [rasadu]. 3 u-za-ak-ki-ir, 1. sing. Pret. Piel from za-

•fcaru; -ia is the form of the 3. fem. sing. Pron. suffix which

is usually attached to nouns, not verbs (see above pp. 104 ft'.).

4 zu-lu-li-Su, for su-lu-li-Su.
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4 . s=TTT*= 0T =e! -HI cT 5
- 0 -TI*- T~—

u - ihi - at - ri - is 1 *>“ dalati pi

I spread. Doors

cj jgUMfff 6. tETTT AHPFF0 -H<
ta - ah - Ztt - up - ti

with coverings

- m 0- <i-0
as - A:u - up - pi u

thresholds and

8.*M<-TI* -0 cRey
pi - ti - ik en 2 e - ??ia

fashioned of copper within

JT 9- cTI55 *T -<T< 10
. <H

bdbani - su e - ir - te - it - ti
3 kaspa

its doorways I set. Silver,

<?} -TTA SV •cTT -TI*
hurasa ni - si - ik abni mi - im - ma
gold, precious stones, what-

jt tcm jt jt si -an » jt «=m00
5a - itm - sm sit - ku - ru su - un - du - lit

soever was costly (and) sumptuous,

1 u-Sa-at-ri-is, 1. sing. Pret. Shafel from tarasu. 2 Literally,

“a construction of copper”; a substantive in the singular may
stand in apposition to one in the plural, see above, p. 121.
3

e-ir-le-it-ti, 1 . sing. Pret. Ifteal, from ritu .

i?u erini

of cedar

*T -tld -f
siparri

of copper,

^ HI * -H
nu - ku - Se - e

pivots
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is. -gyy yy
cy jej *yyy u . >^yy ty tEy

bu - ,sct - a via - cile - leu - vu si - vici - cit

property (and) possessions, an exalted

eth ~n eh h -it
ta - na - da - a - turn

splendour, 1

is. tyyyt tyyy^ ~yyy

u - ga - ri-

I piled

in 2

<M -TTI HI JT
ki - ri - ib - Hu

therein.

i6
- E* ih ~y

gu - ur du 3

A

EH! EH -TTI A-ffi *HHT<H<
ta - as - ri - ih - turn ni - sir - ti

mighty hoard, a royal

tHH *jn -<T< 18 . tyyyt ^y <jej^
sar - ru - ti u - na - ak - ki - im 4

treasure, I heaped

JT«= tST JT
lib - bu - us - su

within it.

1 Literally, “a splendour of exaltation”, i. e. an exalted

splendour. 2 u-ga-ri-in, for u-ka-ri-in, 1. sing. Pret. Piel from

karanu. 3 gu-ur-du, for ku-ur-du. 4 u-na-ak-ki-im, 1. sing.

Pret. Piel from nakamu.



CHAPTER X.

EXTRACTS FOR READING.

The arrangement of the texts here printed is

different from that adopted in the preceding chapter.

The text is here given in cuneiform on one side of

the page
;

a transliteration of the text is given

separately on the opposite page
;
and beneath this

is an English translation. By this arrangement the

reader will become familiar with the look of an

Assyrian text when unprovided with an interlinear

transliteration and translation, and he will be able

to make an attempt to read the inscription himself

without the help of a key. It would be a good

exercise to write out the text of the inscriptions,

leaving a space between each line
;
and afterwards,

with the help of the transliteration and translation, to

till in beneath each character its value and beneath

each word its meaning. In writing the cuneiform signs

it is not necessary to fill in the heads of the wedges,

the method usually adopted being to write the separ-

ate wedges in outline, e. g. Y, in place of
J,

The reader will find that, with a little prac-

tise, he will be able to write the character quickly

and with ease.
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I. The First Campaign of Ashur-nasir-pal.

[Own. Inscr. West. Asia, Vol. I, pi. 18, Col. I, 11. 43— 54.]43.

^ -V -II-

44. - Ett -TTI

U

It v V +
<y^=^ IIJM AtTTT*

<-tH II

«H< eT-BT eTTT*=<T~*-*

45. yT A-*f tET* -WW TI^T

JT^eTJ ^YT—ir ^TBT—
II -EKIil

5

EIK-ITI

cfc - YT YT~~ -TJ-fr^YT

V TI^T
46. fcjB !«**- < -El VV-*

tj? YT I? y <E^T I- II IH
8

^IT-E^TT-tTI -tTT *TTf^~T<I

+ -til v=IT IH EHI *tTT II Y>-

1 iS-ku-nu, 3. in. sing. Pret. Kal from sakanu. 2 u-H-bu, 1.

sing. Pret. Kal from asabu. 3 mur-te-'-at, fern. sing. Part.

Ifteal from re’u. 4 u-Sat-me-liu, 3. m. sing. Pret. Shafel from

tamahu. 5 ad-lci

,

1. sing. Pret. Kal from diku. 6 iakrui,

3. m. plur. Perm. Kal from sakanu. 7 e-te-tik, 1. sing. Pret.

Ifteal from eteku. 8 a-lik, 1. sing. Pret. Kal from alaku.
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Transliteration

43. ina Sur-rat scirru-ti-ia

44 ina mah-ri-i pali-a sa tlu Sa-mas daian kibi dti pt

sa-lul-su tabu eli-a iS-ku-nu ina kussi sai i u-ti

rabi§(i§) u-ti-bu hatta

45. mur-te--at nise pi a-na kdti-ia u-sat-me-hu l?u

narkabdti pi ummandti Pl -a ad-ki gir-ri pa-as-

ku-te sade pi mar-su-te sa a-na me-tik

46. narkabdti pi u ummandti P l la saknu(nu)
e-te-

tik a-na mcitu Num-me a-lik u^u Li-be-e ali dan-

nu-ti-su-nu a^u Su-uv-ra a^u A-bu-ku

Translation.

43. In the beginning of my reign

44. In my first year, when Samas the judge of the

world had set his kindly protection over me and

I had seated myself gloriously upon the throne of

the kingdom, and the sceptre

48. Which ruleth the peoples he had placed within

my hand, I collected (my) chariots and my

troops and by difficult roads over steep moun-

tains which for the passage

46. Of chariots and troops were not prepared I

marched, and to the land of Numme I went.

Libe, their fortified city, and the cities of Surra,

Abuku,
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«• *tTT T? *jn ecTT -cyy yy *jn ^ tyy V
- tsyn V (=TTTfc -TTI ft: >TJ*in
tfh v^TMc^ -cyyy— cyyy y~—

>^y

2

t<r;y— y^ s

48. & yy y~- yy eyy^< $. ^ ^tyy y-»

TIKIf !/- -^yt c

v tyy^gt
cy ^y *y * <E^yA

2

^yyy

«

fc^f I +
49 - -ET Tf Xt=T

10

^yyyt <^jy -yy^^y

—HI «f*f *«=TJ^yy
u

^TTt
t

<T^= < -TI Hf-HRf ~TIAt=-mr
<M tyyy \ ^y ce AHf- *jn» <^jy

Miss:
so. tyyyc <y^^ .yy - <i§y tyyy v *=yj

1 See above, p. 170, note 6. 2 aMud, 1. sing Pret. Ival from

kasadu. 3 dlkta is the acc. sing, of diktu, the sign for the plural

referring to its meaning; the adj. maatta.
,
which qualifies it, is

also singular.

4

a-duk, 1. sing. Pret. Ival from daku. 5 iaf-

la-su-nu, i. e. sallat-sunu.

6

aS-lul, 1. sing. Pret. Ival from

salalu. 7 ig-dur-ru
,

3. m. plur. Pret. Ifteal from [gam], 8
iy-

ba-tu, 3. m. plur. Pret. Ival from sabatu. 9 many
,

3. m. sing.
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47. aZu A-ru-ra alu A-ru-be-e sa ina bi-rit matu Jj-ri-

ni matu A-ru-ni matu E-ti-ni alcini pi dannuti pi

$aknu(nu) aksud(ud) dzkta pl-su-nu

48. maatta pi a-duk sal-la-su-nu bu§a pl-Su-nu alpe

pl-5u-nu as-lul sabe pi ig-dur-ru sadu mar-su is-

ba-tu sadu marts dan-nis arki-su-nu

49. la a-lik 5adu(u)
kima zi-kip patri parzilli se-

e-su na-a-di u issur §ame(e) mut-tap-ri-su ki-rib-

$u la i--ru klma kin-ni

50. u-di-ni(issuru)
ina ki-rib sade(e)

47. Arura, and Arube, which lie within the lands of

Aruni and Etini, fortified cities, I captured.

Their forces

48. In numbers I slew
;
their spoil, their possessions,

and their cattle I carried off. Their soldiers

escaped and occupied a steep mountain
;

the

mountain was exceedingly steep, and after

them

49. I did not go. The peak of the mountain rose

like the point of an iron dagger, and no bird

of heaven that flieth reacheth there. Like the

nest

50. Of a vulture within the mountain had they set

Perm. Kal from marasu. 10 See above, p. 170, note 8. 11 Se-e-

8ii, i. e. Sed-Su
;
the sentence reads literally, “the mountain like

the point of a dagger of iron its peak was high”. 12 mut-tap-

ri-iu, Part. Ittafal from [parasu], 13
i-'-ru, 3. m. sing. Pres.

Kal from ’aru.
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em^T^TT^ 1

^TIIEJ^ 2 w -

« T-*— Sr= *=ET T-— stTf B] eT

- <M -ITT I V- -El s=TTT*=
3 -

m ^tt-

5i.IH^TTs4 vtiiit teAHfT* t*M
^TTTI tTT -3 -et “ tN-miV
- <~BHI v tfflMsAH’ A-TTT

*t-‘ jgu-nfiv- -qmv-
62-=TTTtt^-TTlSrr

8

TIT- ^T— -<T<

E2T<MI^- - ^TMT-~ -TTTt

-TIT- s=TTT
10

C--ET-^TT^
U

<EE>-

ttTTT <SJT ^TT-'SH IST tETT Sr=

£m -ET‘
!

53 . -< T~ IV- <M ^TfT=TMT >
cJTTt M ^S. im --ft

11
.... -^TT

T—-1^

1 dan-na-su-nu, i. e. dannat-Sunu. 2 is-ku-nu, 3. in. plur. Pret.

Kal from sakanu. 3 i(hu, 3. 'in. sing. Pret. Kal. from faAu.

4
i-hi-fa, 3. m. sing. Pret. Kal from hatu. 5 ub-la, 3. m. sing.

Pret. Kal from a balu. 6
e-li, 3. m. sing. Pret. Kal. from elu.

7
u-sa-lii-ip, 3. m. sing. Pret. Piel from sahapu. 8 ih-pi, 3. m.
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dan-na-su-nu is-ku-nu sa ina Sarrani pi
(
ni

)
abe

pl-ia ma-am-mci ina ki-rib-su-nu la ithu(u
)
ina

III u-me

51. karradio §adu(u
)

i-hi-ta gab-su libbu-su tukunta

ub-la e-li ina sepe H-su sadu u-sa-hi-ip ih-pi kin-

na-su-nu puhur-su-nu

52. u-pa-ri-ir cc sabe pi ti-du-ki-su-nu ina kakke p!

u-sam-kit sal-la-su-nu kabitta(ta
)
klma mar-sit

immeru si-ni as-lu-la

53. dame pl-su-nu kima na-pa-a-si sadioiio
)

lu as-ru-

up .... alani pl-su-nu

their stronghold, into which no one of the kings

my fathers had penetrated. In three days

51. The warrior ovei’came the mountain
;
his stout

heart pressed on to battle; he climbed up on

his feet, he cast down the mountain, he destroyed

their nest, their host

52. He shattered. Two hundred of their fighting

men I slew with the sword; their heavy booty

like a flock of sheep I carried off
1

;

53. With their blood I dyed the mountain like

crimson wool .... Their cities

sing. Pret. Kal from hipu. 9 u-pa-ri-ir, 3. m. sing. Pret.

Piol from pararu. 10 u-Sam-kit
,

1 . sing. Pret. Shafel from
makatu. 11 See above, p. 172, note 5. 12

aS-lu-la, 1 . sing.

Pret. Kal from salalu. 13 as-ru-up, 1 . sing. Pret. Kal from
sarapu.
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54.^!^TTK Tf-ir - t^TT—
IfetfE’ I

II. Shalmaneser II and his image on Mt. Amanus.

[Cun. Inscr. West. Asia, Vol. Ill, pi. 7, Col. I, 11. 41—51.]

« tETTT -<TTS^T-
42 . -e£T *-TTT<

4

T --TTM -<T<

--TT ~!T? ^ -<R I V T tt< TT

V >4w ^Ak A-HF- -El !t Tt -£9 Ak

-W 5

T TT< Tt V1

-ET TT Tt T4s^M<^T-
* e?= ~t< ^TTT TT T Tl -TI ss=

T JS »f tTTT* EfeTT v
V «=TTT* *311 TT T¥ TT^T -TTIfHfe

FT] TTTT^jn -E^fMET 6

-TF

44 . -tjSj Tt-^T FTE|?<
3

It El -<T< TT
—r

T

t^ceTT E^T^-Sr 0 - E^IT—
1 ab-bul, 1. sing. Fret. Kal from nabalu. 2 a-kur, 1. sing.

Pret. Kal from nakaru. 3 asrup, 1. sing. Pret. Kal from

sarapu. 4 at-tu-muS, 1. sing. Pret. Itteal from [namasu],



CHAPTER IX.

TEXTS WITH INTERLINEAR TRANSLITERATION AND

TRANSLATION.

In the present chapter some extracts are printed

from the historical inscriptions, together with inter-

linear transliteration and translation. Under each

character its value is given in italics, and the system

of transliteration adopted is that which has been

explained above on p. 65 f. So far as possible the

meaning of each word will be found beneath it, but

sometimes the order of substantives and adjectives

has not been retained in the English version. The

adjective in Assyrian as a rule follows the substan-

tive which it qualifies, when in English it would

precede it; it sometimes happens therefore that the

order of a substantive and adjective in the English

version is not the same as in the original. The

reader, however, will have little difficulty in identi-

fying the different words, with the help of the glossary

printed at the end of the volume.
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14G HISTORICAL INSCRIPTIONS.

I. The Genealogy of Tiglath-Pileser I.

[Cun. Inscr. West. Asia, Vol. I, pi. 15, Col. VII, 11. 36— 56.]

36. i ti m
;

~t< -im a
m Tukulti(ti) - apil - E - Sar - ra 1

Tiglath - Pileser,

Wf teTTW 37 . 'BIT Hf- Tt -V <HiD
rubu si ru sa Hu A - sur u

the exalted prince, whom Asur and

fEET tH TIO E<fcU> 33. ^yiT

3

Ml
ilu Nin - ib a-na bi - ib - lat 2 lib bi-Su

Ninib unto the desire of his heart

F4T h-t Ml el 39 . rO? >V 1— *T

it - tar - ru - su-ma 3 arki nakrutpl(ut)

have brought and (who) after the foes

-Hf- 17 V 40
- <T 07 -TTI Ml ^

Hu A - Sur pat gim - ri - su - nu

of Asur, all of them,

1 The meaning of the name is, “My help is the son ot E-

sara”. 2 bi-ib-lat
,
construct state of bibiltu; for the construct

state, see above, p. 120 f.
3 it-tar-ru-Su, 3. m. plur. Pret. Ifteal

from aru, with the 3. m. sing. Pron. suffix.
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-TTI -ETM El 4i . *=TTT*= Ml
it - tal - la - ku-ma 1 u - Sam - hi - tu 2

went and overthrew

*T KHf- — A 42. Jf IfV
&a - liS mul - tar -hi* apil ilu A-sur-

altogether the mighty, the son of Asur-

^TM= <b « «=m -tfcj eJI!
reS - i - si 4 Sarri dan - ni ka - Sid 5

fos - isi, the powerful king, the conqueror

43. v- v T«**- A- Jg^e Rp jy
matati pi nakrati pi mu - Sik - ni - Su 6

ot hostile lands, whobroughtto subjection

44. -ITA Einiy tjq E!Ey tyyye *-y 45
. yy yy

gi - mir al - tu - u - te apil apli

all the arrogant, the grandson

'gyy 'gyy -f.yy^
Sa m Mu - talc - kil - ilu Nusku 7 Sa Hu A - Sur
°f Mutakkil-Nusku, whom Asur

it-tal-la-ku, 3. m. sing. Pret. Ifteal from alaku
;
for the ex-

planation of the final vowel u, see above, p. 141 f.
2 u-Sam-

ki-tu, 3. m. sing. Pret. Shafel from makatu. 3
mul-tar-lii (for

muS-tar-ln), Part. Ifteal from sarahu. 4 The meaning of
the name is, “ASur, raise the head!”; i-si is 2. m. sing.°Im-
perative Kal from nasu. 3 ka-sid, Part. Kal. from kasadu.
6
mu-Hk-ni-Jfu, Part. Shafel from kanasu. 7 The meaning of

the name is, “Nusku is one who giveth strength”; mu-tak-kil
is Part. Piel from takalu.

10*



148 HISTORICAL INSCRIPTIONS.

-II eT- tf CTTIC -s^T *T H
belu rabu i - na u - tu - ut ku - un 1

the great lord through the choice of his un-

*TTTt3 J! 47. Si.—HI ,ET -TI ET II -H
lib - bi - su ih - su - hu - via 2 a - na

changing heart desired and to

4ISJ ^y 48. v yy
-sp

re’ii - ut mdtu ilu A - sur

the shepherding of Assyria

m <<
ki - nis

righteously

49,tg^y gn
ib - bu - Su 3 aplu ki - e - nu Sa

called him, the legitimate successor of

y yy
>xp gyy yy ^4 so. ~ry ^ cy 4

m ilu A- Sur - cla - a - an* na - as 5 **u hatti

Asur-dan, who wielded a shin-

<yy ^y tty-4- IH *T- HU 51
- H se >=jn

ellite(te)
viul - tas - pi - ru 6 te - ni - sit

ing sceptre, who ruled the men

1 ku-un, construct state of kunnu, Inf. Piel from kanu, em-

ployed as a substantive.
2 ih-sti-liu, 3. m. sing. Pret. Kal from

hasahu. 3 ib-lu-Su, 3. m. sing. Pret. Kal from nabu, with the

3. m. sing. Pron. suffix.
4 The meaning of the name is “ASur

is judge”. 0 na-oS, Part. Kal, from nasu. 6 mul-taS-pi-ru (for

mu$-ta$-pi-ru) ,
Part. Ishtafal from saparu.
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'gn tn sJn ^w<»et
*lu Bel Sa ip - Sit ka - ti - su

of Bel, the deeds of whose hands

52
. <HEU *W -TT* ti M 53. <-sH

u na - dan 1 zi - hi - Su eli

and the presenting ofwhose offerings unto

-y- ^y*- y
>• >•

ilani pi rabuti pi

the great gods

A g
i - ti - bu - ma 2

were pleasing and

54 . ^ ^yyy <H0f ttTTI
Se - bu - ta u la - be - ru - ta

(who) to grey hairs and old age

TT M 55. *TTT ^TTT 'gTT
il - li - ku 3 lib - lib - bi Sa

attained, the descendant of

T "4- M =5 6=7771 v 56. (£55
m ilu J\[in . {]) . apH . E - kur 4 sarri

Ninib - apil - Ekur, the

STT ^
da - pi - ni na - mad Hu A - Sur

mighty king, the darling of Asur.

1 na-dan, Inf. Kal from nadanu. 2
i-ti-bu, 3. m. plur. Pret.

Kal from tabu. 3
il-li-ku, 3. m. sing. Pret. Kal from alaku.

4 The meaning of the name is “Ninib is the son of E-kur”.
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II. The titles of Sargon II.

[Winckler, Die Keilschrifttexte Sargons
,

pi. 48.]

i. T tlSS -TTAM V MIMTT
m &arru - ukln 1 sa - ak - nu Hu Bel

Sargon, the ruler of Bel,

V-kT Tf 4P tMJH <W -4T1MT
nisakku Hu A-sur ni - sit oneH Hu A-nim
the priest of Asur, the darling 2 of Anu

<M0T -4- -II ==111 « «=mv- « <s«
u Hu Bel §arru clan-nu Sar kisSati

and Bel, the mighty king, king of hosts,

«
sar mdtu Assur KI

king of Assyria,

« Of 4k - ce
sar kib - rat - arba’i(i)

king of the four quarters
(of the world).

<K=Ejf< -41— EM— 2. cPIEU
mi - air ildni pi rabuti pi re’u

the beloved of the great gods, the leg-

<HJ *TJ 'A V -4- If ‘V -4
ki - e - nu sa Hu A - her Hu Marduk

itimate shepherd whom Asur (and) Marduk

1 The meaning of the name is ”He hath established the king
;

ukln is 3. m. sing. Pret. Piel from kanu. 2 Lit. “the raising

of the eyes”; see Glossary, sub nasU.
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*T -E0 ET '-TT* e?t< EJ <s= I

ut - tu - Su - met 1 zi - kir in - mi - su

chose and the mention of his name

cHTt * < T? -TTI * 0? *T
u - Se - sit - u 2 a - na ri - Se - e - te

caused to go forth for the greatest deeds,

3. nn Vt<

zi - ket - ru dan - nu ha - lip 3

the mighty hero girt with

E-TT *T *0TT TJ~H
net - mur - ret - te sa a - na Sum - kut

4

terror, who for the overthrow

<10 0!I >0 0 *>- < 10 JT
na - ki - ri sit - ut - bu - u b kak - ku - Su

of the enemy sendeth forth his arms,

E0 0TI <ci*
id - lu Tear - du sa ul - tu

the valiant warrior, unto whom from

1 ut-tvrhi, 3. m. plur. Pret. Piel from atu, with 3. m. sing.

Pron. suffix. 6 u-se-su-u, 3. m. plur. Pret. Shafel from

asu. 3
lia-lip, Part. Kal from halapu. 4 Sum - hut ,

Inf.

Shafel from makalu. 5 Su-ut-bu-u, 3. m. sing. Perm. Shafel

from tibu.
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b -:m -<® -<t< i s?tm ^ -m i
u - um he - lu - ti -hi mal - ku gab - ri-Su

the (first) day of his dominion a rival prince

-Ei tnjy et
la ib - Su-ma 1 mu - ni - ha sa - ni - na

there was not and (who) a conqueror (or) adversary

-et tf £1 e=TTT*= 5- V v ^ <T- ~HT &TTT
la i - su - u 2 matdti kali- si - na ihtu

did not have, (who) all lands from

tETH
si - it

the rising

~f *T <1- Tt <T^ *TT s^TTr

Hu Samsi(si) a - di e - rib

of the sun to the setting

Hf- *T <T- tE -<M ET
_

<fcf* IH *t-
Hu Samsi(si) i - be - lu - via 3 ul - tas - pi - ru 4

of the sun hath conquered and hath ruled

-eTA-Hf-* --f-II-TH
ba -

3
- lat Mu Bel

the realm of Bel.

1 ib-Su, 3. m. sing. Pret. Kal from basu. 2
i-tfu-u, 3. m. sing.

Pret. Kal from iSU
;

the long final vowel is due to the occur-

rence of the word in a relative clause. 3 i-be-lu
,

3. m. sing.

Pret. Kal from belu. 4 ul-tas-pi-ru (for uiS-tas-pi-ru)

,

3. m.

sing. Pret. Shafel from saparu.
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III. The revolt of Tirhakah, king of Egypt, against

Ashur-bani-pal.

[Cun. Inscr. West. Asia
,
Vol. V, pi. 1, Col. I.]

<
m Tar - kit - u sar matuMu - sitr u

Tirhakah, king of Egypt and

54 . *gTT ^ -
matu Xv, . u - si §a m Hu Asur - ah-iddina 1

Ethiopia, of whom Esarhaddon

« v Hf-A <10 cET *j=T * < If
sar matu ilu Asur KI abu ba - nu - u-a 2

king ot Assyria, the father who begat me,

65. <MT- 1 e^TT 10 V- ET tE -< IEU
abikta-Su i§ - ku - nu - via i - be - lit

3

his defeat had accomplished and had conquered

<H0I JT < ! ^ E« <
u su - u m Tar - kit - u

— even he, Tirhakah

1 The meaning of the name is “Asur hath given a brother”;
iddma is 3. m. sing Pret. Kal from nadanu. 2 ba-nu-u-a, Part.
Kal from band, with 1. sing. Pron. suffix. 3 See opposite page
note 3. 1 mdL.su for after the preceding t the $ be-
comes s.

v -^TT
mat - su i

his land,
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56. gyy ~^y ^
da - na - an

the might

EM
ilani pi rabuti pi

the great gods,

M A HF- <Vt <
Uu Aiiur Mu Istar u

of Asur, Istar, and

-III—Ml A4Kk
bole pi - ia im - si-

my lords, forgot

El 57
. E^T MI! O It M 01 ^

ma 1 it - ta - kil 2 a - na e - muk

and trusted in his

EM El fi? I til 1—
ra - ma - ni - §u e - li sarrani pi

own strength. Against the kings

58.ss<IEJg=T!^ V <10 011 *^<
amelu ki - pa-

a

- ni Sa ki - rib m^tuMu-sur

(and) governors, whom in Egypt

=10TT- d= <10 -1
u - pa - ki - du 3 abu

had installed the father

M 0 < 11

ba - na - u - a

who begat me,

59
. p ~n Ml 11 <10 IK—1 11 *1 <1*-®

a - na da - a - ki ha - ba - a - te u

to slay, to plunder and

1 im-Si, 3. m. sing. Pret. Kal from masu. ~ il-ta-kil

,

3. m.

sing. Pret. Nifal from takalu. 3 u-pa-ki-du, 3. m. sing. I ret.

Piel from pakadu.
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e - ki - mu 1 matuMu - sur

to seize Egypt

so. i cm
sir - us - su - un

Against them

-TIT- T*- <M
u - sib i ki - rib

settled himself in

61. -t||

alu

a city

-TI* M ET
ik - su - du - ma

had conquered and

v «f A <IIJ
main ilu Asur KI

of Assyria

il - li - ka 2

he marched.

-if -an tcm et
e - ru - um - ma 3

he went in and

--IT T- A# A-
alu Me - im - pi

Memphis,

«s=T ^ -ITT- Tf

ba - nu - u - a

who begat me

<3= *H7!<
mi - sir

the border

«=mt *jn
u - tir - ru 5

had annexed.

V -El
sa abu

which the father

Tf ^T
a - na

to

da-a-ki, ha-ba-a-le

,

and e-ki-mu are all Infinitives. 2 See
above, p. 149, note 3. 3 e-ru-um-ma for e-ru-ub-ma

;
e-ru-ub, 3.

m. sing. Pret. Kal from erebu. * u-#ib, 3. m. sing. Pret. Iyal
from asabu. 3 u-tir-ru, 3. m. sing. Pret. Piel from faru;
the doubled r indicates that the preceding vowel (i) is long,
see above p. 59.
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62 . el<j -El JEJ WHF-HM
al - la - ku ha - an - tu ina hi - rib

A swift messenger into

<10 II IH KA ET 63. 0H- r
Nina il - lik - am - ma u - §a-

Nineveh came and in-

-*f Ti ten n -<!< <tH tU¥0? -<T<

an - na • a 1 ia - a - ti eli ip - He - e - ti

formed me concerning these

64. *yyy ti
an - na - a - ti lib - hi i - gu - ug-

matters. My heart was wroth

ET 0 I{ *JH A-ffi *=TTTT ~<T<

ma 2 is - sa - no - uh 3 ka - bit - ti

and stirred was my spirit

;

65. <y- ,gyTT cet
; 0TT= sp -e^TT -*fA

as-si* kcitell-ia u - sal - li
5 UuAiur

I raised my hands, I prayed unto Asur

1 u-Sa-an-na-a, 3. m. sing. Pret. Piel from sanu. 2 i-gu-ug,

3. m. sing. Pret. Kal from agagu. 3 is-sa-ru-uh, 3. in. sing.

Pret. Nifal from sarahu. 4 a3-$i, 1. sing. Pret. Kal from

nasu. 6 u-sal-li, 1. sing. Pret. Piel from [sa/u].
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< «f<W —V^E4 66. tEl <IEJ cyj
u ilu Istar Assur - i - tu ad - ki - e

and Istar of Assyria
;

I summoned 1

Sff <EJ tcR -ETT E^T! T1 *T V
e - mu - ki - ia si - ra - a - te sa

my supreme forces, with which

4 4 < -HP- 67. eyjTc M <
Uu Asur u *7« Istar u - vial - lu - w 2

Asur and Istar had filled

^Tn<Tl T?^I < VIIK^TT
katull-u-a a - na mainMu - sur u matu Ku-u - si

my hands, (and) to Egypt and Ethiopia

68. ^y *y «<

*

e^tt AfeEtyy^ ...

us - te - es - se - ra 3 har - ra - nu . . .

I directed the way . . .

?8.y^^ cyyyc ^ <
m Tar - ku - u sar matu Mu - sur u

Tirhakah king of Egypt and

*IEj<^yy <i£y tyyy -tyy y- *y-
matu Ku-u - si ki - rib alu Me - im - pi

Ethiopia in Memphis

1 ad-Jci-e, 1. sing. Pret. Kal from diku. 2 u-mal-lu-u, 3. m.
plur. Pret. Piel from malu. 3 uS-te-ei-Se-ra, 1. sing. Pret. Ishta-

fal from eseru; for the explanation of the final vowel a, see

above, p. 141.
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w. h m eh< -tti etn
a - lak

1

gir - ri - ia

of the advance of my expedition

EHT I- -H El
- me - e - ma i

heard and

h-h
a - na e - pi$ s kabal kakke pi

to wage war

80. <HBff
u

and

-mm - -eii -hi «fR
tahaza ina mail - ri - ia

battle against me

Sail --H H
id - ka - a 4

he summoned

T*^ I
omelM sa6e 2^ talidzi - su

his fighting men.

si.- mm
ina tukulti(ti

)

With the might

Hf-A <V/ < —
ilu Asur ilu Istar u ildni pi rdbuti pi

of Asur, Istar, and the great gods,

-II I—mr
r 82. H -e^U— Btfn -eh

bele pl - ia a - li - kut b ida II - ia

my lords, who go at my side,

1 a-lak, Inf. Kal from alaku. 2 ii-vie-e-ma, 3. m. sing. Pret.

Kal. from semu, with the copula via.
3 e-piS, Inf Kal from

epesu. 4 id-ka-a, 3. m. sing. Pret. Ival from diku. ° a-li-

kut, m. plur. Part. Kal from alaku.
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ina taliazi

in the battle

slri rap -Si a§ - ku - na 1

on the broad plain I accomplished

<T- <1- ^Tt I 83. y

abikti ummanati pl-Su m Tar - Jcu - u ina

the overthrow of his forces. Tirhakah in

<Ef*=m -tTT T-
hi - rib alu Me - ini - pi

the midst of Memphis

^TT ET Tf

is - ma - a 2

heard of

eaa ‘AT -Tr A ^Ti I 84. -yi* -TTI -TTI
tali - te - e ummanatipl-su nam - ri - ri

the defeat of his forces. The glory

A <
Hu Asur u

of Asur and

«f <
T
,V -U I ET

Hu Istar is - hu - pu - su-ma 3

Istar overwhelmed him and

il - li

he went

85. y- <^TT T-
me - lam - me

the splendour

-ttj -tEii -ri m
ka i mah - hu - taS

distracted
;

sBfc < -<T< ^ETi -R*
sarru - u - ti - ia ik-

of my majesty cov-

1 aS-ku-na, 1. sing. Pret. Kal from sakanu. 2 i$-ma-a, 3.

m. sing. Pret. Kal. from semU. 3 is-hu-pu-Su
, 3. m. sing.

Pret. Kal from sahdpu, with 3. m. sing. Pron. suffix. 4 See
above, p. 149, note 3, and p. 155, 1. 59.
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-EfcT^lET se.'gyy *nT* ff 4HF- *6 »<-

tu - mu-Su-ma 1 Sa u * za - *
- i - nu-

ered him, wherewith had endowed

in - ni 2 i7cmi pi

me the gods

87. ^yy y-
alu Me - im - pi

Memphis

JT*T «f <m
Su - ut Same irsiti

of heaven (and) earth.

tTTTc Hf- ET
u - maS - Sir - ma3

he deserted and

yy Jt «tTT -il* l ss.^
a - na Su - zu - w6 4 napiStim(tim)-Su in-

to save his life he

^MHT <ia^yyy cyy^A~f
na - bit 5 a - na ki - rib alu Ni -

fled into Thebes.

89. ^yy Ml T?

ala Su - a - tu

That city

^ATJ^yy
as - bat 6 ummanati pl-ia

I took
;

my troops

1 ik-tu-mu-Su, 3. m. sing. Pret. Kal from katdmu, with 3. m.

sing. Pron. suffix. 2 u-za- -i-nu-in-ni, 3. m. plur. Pret. Piel

from [za’anu], with 1. sing. Pron. suffix. 3 u-maH-.nr, 3. m.

sing. Pret. Piel from [masaru]. * Hu-zu-ub, Inf. Shafel from

ezebu. 6 in-na-bit
,

3. m. sing. Pret. Nifal from abatu. 6 as-

bat, 1. sing. Pret. Kal from sabatu.
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58. Set e-li-ka ta-ci-bu

59. tu-uS-te-eS-Se-ir Su-um-Su

60. ka-ra-na i-Sir-tu ta-pa-kid-su

61. a-na-Jcu ru-bu-u ma-gi-ra-ka

62. bi-nu-ti ga-ti-ka

63. at-ta ta-ba-na-an-ni-ma

64. Sar-ru-ti ki-iS-Sa-at ni-Si

65. ta-ki-pa-an-ni

66. ki-met du-um-ku-ka be-lu

67. set tu-its-te-ib-bi-ru

68
.
gi-mi-ir-Su-un

69. be-lu-ut-ka sir-ti Su-ri- -im-am-ma

58. As it appeareth good unto thee,

59. Hast thou directed his name aright

!

60. A straight path dost thou grant unto him!

61. I am the prince who obeyeth thee,

62. The creation of thy hand.

63. Thou art my creator,

64. And the sovereignty over the hosts of men
65. Hast thou entrusted unto me.

66. According to thy mercy, 0 lord,

67. Which thou hast extended over

68. All of them,

69. Incline unto compassion thine exalted power and

Pret. Ishtafal from eberu. 9 Su-ri- -im-am-ma, 2. m. sing. Im-
perative Piel-Sbafel from ramu, with the copula ma.

13
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70.v IEDf AHPff wT< eg ieii -<j<71.

^1^-gITTr *E~Hf ^TTT *=ETf

72. JTIH^<ET !

“gTT <tfcJtfcJ ST!

IT*-

VI. The finding of the Foundation-stone of Naram-

Sin by Nabonidus.

[Cun. Inscr. West. Asia, Vol. V, pi. 64, Col. II, 1. 47— Col. Ill, 1.10.]

«F*T SUIT ITS "ITT «F*T¥

<H£IJ

48. rim E^TT tim-STT
3 V <M -TTr

e^t -wtm
«• V T-^T&VEElESSf tE^S >mx

-TTI -E^^lET 5

6o.^TT—HJT -ET3-TTI *m*=~=T

mi-' -Ei

5i.rim^TTT-C«V fE^^TET* eE^I
<<< nr ^*y_ ^ry y^H-

1 Su-ub-Sa-a, 2. m. sing. Imperative Shafel from basu. 2 iu-

ur-kam-ma, 2. m. sing. Imperative Kal from saraku, with en-

clitic particle ma. 3 blt-su
,

i. e. bU-Su. 4 The meaning of

the name is, “Nabu, protect the boundary!”; u^ur, 2. m. sing.
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70. pu-lu-uh-ti i-lu-ti-ka

71. iu-ub-Sa-a i-na libbi-ia

72. su-ur-kam-ma sa eli-ka ta-a-bu

70. The fear of thy god-head

71. Set within my heart.

72. Grant (unto me) that which may seem good

unto thee.

Col. II.

47. a-na Hu Samas da-ai-nu sa $ame(e
)
u irsitim(tim

)

48. E-babbar-ra blt-su sa ki-rib Sippar El

49. sa m Hu Nabu-kudurri-usur sarru mah-ri i-pu-

su-ma

50. te-me-en-su la-bi-ri u-ba^-u la i-mu-ru

51. bitu §u-a-tivi i-pu-us-ma i-na 45 sanati pi

Col. II.

47. For Samas, the judge of heaven and earth,

48. E-babbara, his temple that is in Sippar,

49. Which Nebuchadnezzar, a former king had

built and

50. Had sought for its ancient foundation-stone but

had not found (it),

51. That temple he had built, and in the course of

forty-five years

Imperative from nasaru. 5 i-pu-Su, 3. m. sing. Pret. Kal from
epesu. 6 Urbar-ti, 3. in. sing. Pret. Piel from [ba'u]. 7

i-

mu-ru, 3. m. sing. Pret. Kal from amaru. 8 i-pu-us

,

see above,

note 5.

13*
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52
. Hn =TTTT JT If -£*r tg Eir! y- 1

*z*m*WM -sm1

se-tit
6s.-^y^~y< <MTI^=IfEr <TeTIeij

-TI
5 tH^TTMT

54. Tfi4= Hi- *t <H*~m
jt

55. tfTic ^ <y- y- 7 cE-ry tyyyy y <~y

ET -HIT JT H -tfV tEKIEMTET 8

&6 - v-y t- -ii jf -ET^-yn tTTT---T

A«f ET
9

<$? s=TTI«= *=TTT* cyyy* -nr
57 . eyyyt4=m ^f- e^TT et

u
*T y- -II -^l

y
-ny e<^h «f <« ,! -& TJts

-ITA -m 1*

58. ’gyy TIKI- IT I- ^-.f-^yy— eT

^TET tEss HIH 14

-tElI-TTI

CEH -ET

1 i-ku-pu, 3. m. sing. Pret. Kal from kapu, 2 ak-ku-ud, 1.

sing. Pret. Kal. from nakadu. 3 a3-Jiu-ut, 1. sing. Pret. Kal.

from sahatu. 4 ar-se-e-ma, 1. sing. Pret. Kal from rasu, with

the copula ma. 5 dul-lti-hu, 3. m. sing. Perm. Piel from dalahu.

6 u-3e-fu-u, 1. sing. Pret. Shafel from asu. 7
u-ie-Si-bii

,
1. sing.

Pret. Shafel from asabu. 8 ad-ki-e-ma, 1. sing. Pret. Kal from
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52. §a bltu Su-a-tim i-Jcu-pu i-ga-ru-Su ak-ku-ud aS-

hu-ut

53. na-kut-ti ar-§e-e-ma dul-lu-hu pa-nu-u-a

54. a-di Hu Samas ul-tu ki-ir-bi-Su u-se-su-u

55. u-Se-§i-bu i-na blti sa-nim-ma blti su-a-tim ad-

ki-e-ma

56. te-me-en-hi la-bi-ri u-ba-'-mci 18 ammati ga-ga-ri

57. u-sap-pi-il-ma te-me-en-na ™ Na-ram- Hu Sin mar

m i§arru-ukln

58. sa 3200 sanati V1 ma-na-ma same a-lik mah-ri-

ia la i-mu-ru

52. The wall of that temple had fallen in ruins. I

was anxious, I was afraid,

53. I was distressed and my countenance was troubled.

54. Whilst I brought Samas forth from the midst of it

55. And caused him to dwell in another temple,

that temple I pulled down and

56. I sought for its old foundation-stone and eighteen

ells of soil

57. I dug down and the foundation-stone of Naram-

Sin, the son of Sargon,

58. Which for three thousand two hundred years

no king who had gone before me had seen,

cfairS, with the copula ma. 9 u-ba--ma, 1. sing. Pret. Piel

from [ba’u], 10 ga-ga-ri, i. e. JcaJckari. 11 u-Sap-pi-il, 1. sing.

Pret. Piel from sapalu. 12 The meaning of the name is “Dar-

ling of Sin (the Moon-god)”. 13 The meaning of the name is

“He hath established the lung”; ukm

,

3. m. sing. Pret. Piel

from kanu. 14
a-lik, sing. Part. Kal from alaku. 15 i-mu-ru,

see above, p. 195, note 7.
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»•«*-*! -II ET-fcTTT* *=TTTT *1 E-TT

«=TTTT JT~ ^TTTI

60. E=H|t eTT? <T- -4- S?
!

THT- •••

tE ~Hr •&- -v cE-^T *1

v -TTT^

si. "gn ^E-^T E3-TTI -TTT^ cET eeT

S^
3

-+^T <H£U Hf-Att

62.

tE^T <?PT <TWTA :s$ 5? II

«t< m ctt 'an -e^t a e??< ~t<

ei **wj

63.

—IT ATI *TEHEHffl *e^7 A
ETTTM< <M0f -mVTM<

64. tT? -e^TT *TT—H-HT T-^Te^TT

cA ^ -Til ~=TT tS TtESWTA
-^T

65.

^t^TT -eT T^eTMT
4

JT^TT -eT

^TT-TTIEI
5

tTTTeHII
6 JT^T[~ET

ss=T9
7

1 tu-ub, construct state of tubbu, Inf. Piel from tabu, em-

ployed as a substantive. 2 u-kal-lim-an-ni, 3. m. sing. Pret.
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59. Hu Samaii belu rabu(u
)
E-babbar-ra bit Su-bat

tu-ub libbi-Su

60. u-kal-lim-an-ni ia-a-Si . . . ina arhi sal-mu i-na

umi Semi

61. Sa i-na bi-ri u-ad-du-ni Hu SamaS u Hu Rammanu

62. i-na kaspi hurdsi abni ni-sik-ti Su-ku-ru-tu hi-

biS-ti »>“ kiSti

63. rikke pi erini i-na hi-da-a-ti u ri-Sa-a-ti

64. e-li te-me-en-na m Na-ra-am- Hu Sin mar ™ Sarru-

ukln

65. ubdn la a-si-e uban la e-ri-bi u-kin lib-na-\at-su\

59. Saxnas
;
the great lord of E-babbara

;
the temple

in which it delights his heart to dwell,

60. Showed to me .... In a fitting month, upon a

favourable day,

61. Which Sanaas and Eamman had appointed in a

vision,

62. With silver and gold and precious stones of great

price, and products of the forest,

63. And beams of cedar, with joy and gladness

64. Upon the foundation-stone of Naram-Sin, the son

of Sargon,

65. Neither an inch to the front nor an inch to the

back I laid its brick-work.

Piel from [kalamu], with 1. sing. Pron. suffix. 3 u-ad-du-ni

,

3. m. plur. Pret. Piel from adu. 4 a-si-e, Inf. Kal from asu.
5

e-ri-bi, Inf. Kal from erebu. 6 u-Jcin. 1. sing. Pret. Piel from

kanu. 7 lib-na-at-au, i. e. libndt-su.
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Col. III.

!• [W <H tTlEnwm -TTfy--£ET Tt

C-gE IEH **eyy I v

-m *=t

1

2
. [tj y— ty

yEyy^yyyy cEyy ^yy

tm< *ss:t2i*- <hsj

*«=TJ

3.

[
tE ^y] t^yy— JT eyyyt^yyegy

~T<
!

4. [
tyyyy *yj e^yy yy <yty= eTlTT «=eM
«f <tif ^yy e^yy ~y< \

5- [e=Tr «< <H J^TT ^Tf^^Ter e=TTTe=

tyy^ E<^<‘ <fe355JP

*-[«=m*~£v hki*t -n^iy

tV tE ^y a~TTTM< <H@J

-TTX V H ~T<

7- [jy «=t cet] <iii

S*—TJX tyyyeV'<T-fcU
8

1 u-sat-ri-i.?, see above, p. 167, note 1.
2 u-ra-at-ti, 1. sing.

Pret. Piel from ritu. 3 e-pu-uS, 1. sing. Pret. Kal from epesu.
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uoi. in.
#

1 [5000] *>m erini dan-nu-tu a-na su-lu-li-§u u-§at-

ri-is

2. [»?« dalati] Pl *?« erini si-ra-a-ti as-kup-pu u nu-

ka-§e-e

3. [i-na] babani pl -su u-ra-at-ti

4. p-6a66ar]-ra a-di E-i-lu-an-azag-ga zilc-kur-ra-

ti-Su

5. [e-eS-£i]-i£ e-pu-u§-mci u-§ak-lil si-bi-ir-iiu

6. [
ga-tim *i«] 8amas beli-ia as-bat-ma i-na hi-da-a-ti

u ri-sa-a-ti

7. [su-ba-at] tu-ub lib-bi ki-ir-ba-su u-se-si-ib

Col. in.

1. Five thousand mighty cedars I spread for its

roof,

2. High doors of cedar, and thresholds and

pivots

3. Within its door-ways I set.

4. E-babbara together with E-ilu-an-azagga, its

temple-tower,

5. Anew I built and I completed its design.

6. The hand of Samas my lord I took and with

joy and gladness

7. I caused him to take up his habitation within

the dwelling that delighteth his heart.

4 u-Sak-lil, 1. sing. Pret. Shafel from [kalalu], 5 Si-bi-ir-su,

i. e. iipir-Su. 0 ga-tim, i. e. Jca-tim. 7 as-bat, 1. sing. Pret.

Kal from sabatu. 8 u-se-Si-ib see above, p. 161, note 2.
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&MbI3=!m MtOti V T

-

r
T E^TT

"f «< T OTA ^T
TT^IHO 1

9. [^et tTTT«=^qfir<]gIs?* 5^T] ctT

jt^t 8 m<^m -a <ir
10.^TH< ^hhtiojtt

OTTET
5

OTT^^TSS
6

fe^IH^TJJ

1 a-mu-ur

,

1. sing. Pret. Kal from amaru. 2 u-nak-ki-ir, 1.

sing. Pret. Piel from nakaru. 3 ap-Su-u$, 1. sing. Pret. Kal

from pasasu. 4 ak-ki, 1. sing. Pret. Kal from naku. 5 a$

-
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8. [H-ti-ir §u]-um sa m Na-ra-am- ilu Sin mar m &ar-

ru-uJcin a-mu-ur-ma

9. [la u-nak-ki-ir Samni] ap-Su-uS immeru nike, ak-ki

10. it-[ti mu-sar]-ri-e-a as-ku-un-ma u-te-ir a§-ru-u§-Su

8. The inscription of the name of Naram-Sin, the

son of Sargon, I beheld and

9. I did not alter (it). I anointed it with oil, I

made offerings,

10. Beside my own inscription I set it and I restor-

ed it to its place.

ku-un, 1 . sing. Pret. Kal from sakanu.

Piel from taru.

6 u-te-ir
,

1 . sing. Pret.





GLOSSARY.

A

aim, plur. abe, “father”.

abiktu, “defeat”.

abalu, Pret. ubil, ubla, “to

bring
;

to carry away
;

to

press on to”. Ifteal, “to

rule”, Part, muttabbilu, “offi-

cer, official”.

biltu, “burden”.

abnu, constr. st. aban
,

plur.

abne “stone”.

abatu, “to destroy”. Nifal, Pret.

innabit, “to fly”.

agagu, Pret. igug
,

“to be an-

gry”

agurru, “brick-work”,

a di, “up to, to, until; together

with; whilst”.

adu, “to fix, ordain”. Piel,

Pret. uaddi, “to fix, appoint”.

ahamis, adv. “together, with

one another”; risut ahamis
,

“one another’s help”.

alu, plur. aldni, “city”,

aladu, Part, dlidu, “to beget”.

altu, “hostile, arrogant”; see

astu.

alaku, Pret. illilc, 1 sing, allik,

alik
,

Part, dliku, m. plur.

alikuti, “to go, to come, to

march, to advance”; with

accusative, “to attain to”.

Ifteal, Pret. ittdlak, “to go,

to walk”.

allaku, “messenger”.

ilkakati (plur.), “ways,

doings, acts”.

alpu, plur. alpe, “ox”; in plur.

“cattle”.

ammatu, “ell”.

amaru, Pret. Imur, “to see, to

behold, to find”,

ana, prep, “to, for”.

anhutu, “ruin, injury”.

anaku, pers. pron. “I”.

annu, f. plur. annati, “this”.

askuppu, askuppu, “thre-

shold”.

asamu, “to be adorned”.

simtu, “ornament, splen-

dour”.

a situ, “pile”.

[apu], “to shine forth”. Shafel,.

Pret. uSdpa, “to make beau-

tiful, to make glorious, to-

glorify”.
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aplu, constr. at. apil, “son”;

apil apli, “grandson”.

asu, “to go out”. Sbafel, Pret.

uSBfi, nSesu, uSesa

,

“to cause

to go forth, to bring out”.

satu, “eternity”; ana $ati,

“for all time”.

situ, “going forth”; sit

SamSi, “sun-rise”.

akaru, “to be precious”.

akru, f. akartu, “precious”.

sukuru, m. plur. Sukuruti,

“precious, costly”.

'aru, aru, Pres, tar, i-'-ru,

“to set out; to reach”,

aru, Pret. tird, “to bring, to

cany off”. Ifteal, Pret. ittarri,

“to bring”.

arba’u, f. irbitti, “four”.

arhu, “month”.

[.araku], “to be behind”.

arka, “afterwards”.

arki, prep, “after”.

asabu, Pret. uSib, “to sit, to

seat oneself, to settle oneself,

to dwell”. Shafel, Pret. uSeSib,

“to cause to dwell, to settle,

to set, to station”.

subtu, constr. st. Subat,

“dwelling, abode”.

astu, altu, m. plur. altuti, “hos-

tile, arrogant”.

askuppu, “threshold”; see as-

kuppu.

asru, const, st. aSar, “place”,

assu, “that, in order that”,

afu, “to see”. Piel, 3. plur.

Pret. uttu, “to choose”.

ututu, “choice, election”,

a tta, pers. pron. “thou”.

E

eberu, “to go over, to cross”.

Ishtafal, Pret. uStebir
, “to

extend over (trans.)”.

edesu, “to be new”. Piel, Pret.

uddiS, “to renew, to repair”.

essis, adv. “anew”.

essutu, “newness”; ana

eMuti, “anew”.

edis, adv. “alone”.

ezebu, Pret. ezib, “to leave,

to desert”. Shafel, Inf.Suzubu,

“to save (life)”,

eteru, Pret. etir, “to save”.

ekallu, plur. ekalldti, “palace”.

ekemu
,

Pret. ekim, “to cap-

ture, to seize, to take from”.

elU, Pret. eli, “to be high; to

climb up”.

eli, prep, “unto, against,

concerning, over, beside, in

addition to, more than”.

ellu

,

f. ellitu, “bright, shining”.

ema, “within”.

emedu, Pret. emid, “to stand;

to impose upon”.

emuku,“strenght, might”; plur.

emuke, “might, forces”.

enu, “stream, spring”; reS eni,

“source (of a river)”.

epesu, Pret. epuS, XpuS, “to

make, to build”. Ifteal,

Pret. iteppuS, “to make, to

build”.
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epistu, ipistu, plur. ipieti,

“deed, matter”.

erebu, Pret. grub, “to enter,

to go in”; erSb (Inf.) SamSi,

“sun-set”. Shafel, Pret. uSerib,

“to cause to enter”.

erebu, Pret. erib, “to increase”.

erinu, “cedar”.

[eseru], “to be straight”. Ish-

tafal, Pret. uSteSir, “to direct

aright, to direct (the way)”.

isaru, f. iSirtu, “straight”,

essis, “anew”; see edesu.

essutu, “newness”; see edesu.

eteku, “to go, to traverse”.

Ifteal, Pret. etetik, “to march”.

metiku,“passage, passing”.

I

iasi, iati, pers. pron. “me”.

igaru, “wall”.

idu plur. ide, idci, “side”.

idlu, “man, warrior”.

izzu, f. izzitu, m. plur. izzuti,

“terrible”.

ilu, plur. Hard, “god”.

ilutu, “godhead, divinity”.

ilkakati (plur), “acts”; see

alaku.

immeru, “sheep”.

ina, prep, “in, by, through”.

Inu, plur. me, ina, “eye”.

ipistu, “deed, matter”; see

epesu.

issuru, “bird”.

irsitu, “earth”.

isu, Pret. Ui, “to have, to

possess”.

isdu, c. st. Hid, “foundation".

isaru, “straight”; see [eseru].

istu, prep. “from”; couj. “since”.

itti, prep, “with, beside”.

u

u, copula, “and”.

ubanu, “finger; inch”.

udinu, “vulture”.

ul, negative particle, “not”.

ullu, m. plur. ulluti, “distant,

of old”.

ullanu,“distance, absence”,

employed as prep, “without,

without the help of”.

ultu, prep. “from”.

umu, plur. urne, “day”; ina

umeSuma, “at that time”.

ummanu

,

plur. ummdnati

,

“people, troops”,

ummanu, plur. immune, “crafts-

man”.

unutu, “furniture, vessels”.

urnintu, “victory”.

B

[
ba’u], Piel, Pret. uba\ uba'u,

“to seek”.

ba’ultu, ba’ltu, plur. baulatu,

balati, “realm, dominion”.

babu, plur. babani, “gate, door”.

bibiltu, constr. st. biblat, “im-

pulse, desire”.

belu, Pret. ibel, “to conquer”.

belu

,

plur. bele, “lord”.

belutu, “lordship, domi-

nion”.
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balafu, “life”.

biltu, “burden”; see abalu.

banu, Pret. ibni, Pres, ibani,

“to create, to beget”; Part.

band., “begetter”.

binutu, “creation, crea-

ture”,

banu, “bright”.

baru, “to see”.

biru, “sight, vision”.

blrtu
,

const. St. birit

,

“midst”; ina birit, “between,

within”.

tabritu, plur. tabrati,“sight,

wonder, astonishment”.

basu, Pret. ibSi, Perm. baSi,

“to be”. Shafel, Imper. SubSa,

“to cause to be, to set”.

busu, “property, posses-

sions”.

bitu, “house, temple”; bit durani,

“fortress”.

G

gabru, “rival”.

gabsu, “stout, mighty”.

gammalu, plur. gammale, “ca-

mel”.

gimru, constr. st. gimir, “all,

the whole”.

[g-aru], Ifteal, Pret. igdur, “to

escape”.

girru, plur. girre, “road; ex-

pedition”.

D

daianu, danu, “judge”.

daku, Pret. iduk, “to slay”.

dlktu, “a slain host, the

slain”.

tiduku, “battle”; fdbe ti-

dulci, “fighting men”.

daku, Pret. idki, “to destroy,

to pull down”.

diku, Pret. idki, idled, “to sum-

mon, to collect”.

dalahu
,
“to disorder, to dis-

tress”. Piel “to distress”

Perm, didluhu, “distressed”.

dalalu, Pret. idlut, “to bow

before, to celebrate”.

daltu, plur. daldti, “door”,

damn, plur. dame, “blood”.

dumku, “mercy”.

dananu, “to be strong”. Piel,

Pret. udannin

,

“to streng-

then”.

dananu, “might”.

dannu, m. plur. dannuti,

“strong, powerful, fortified”.

dannis,adv.“exceedingly”.

dannatu, “stronghold”.

dannutu, “strenglit”; at

dannuti, “fortified city”.

dapinu, “strong, mighty”.

duru, plur. durani, “wall,

fortress”.

z

[za’anu], Piel, Pret. uza'in,

to endow with”.

zibu, plur. zibe, “offering .

zakaru

,

Pret. izkur, “to call,

to name”.

zikru, constr. st. zikir,

“name, mention”.
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zikaru, “man, hero”.

zammeru, plur. zammere, “male

musician”.

zamm ertu, plur.zammereti,

“female musician”.

zananu, “to rain”. Shafel, Pret.

uSaznin, “to cause to rain”.

zikpu, constr. st. zikip, “point

of a dagger”.

zakaru, “to be high”. Piel,

Pret. uzakkir, “to make high,

to build high”.

zikkurratu, “temple-tower”.

H

hibistu, “product”.

habatu
,
“to plunder”.

hubtu
,
“booty”.

hadu, “to rejoice”.

hadis, adv. “joyfully”.

hidutu
,
plur. hiddti, “joy”.

hatu, Pret. ihit, “to conquer,

to overcome”.

hattu, “sceptre”.

halapu, “to be clothed with,

to be girt with”.

tahluptu, “covering”.

hamtu
,
hantu, “swift”.

hipu, Pret. ihpi, “to destroy”.

haranu, harranu, “road, way,

path”.

hirisu, plur. hirise, “trench”.

hurasu, “gold”.

hursu, “mountain”.

hursanis, hursanis, “like

a mountain”.

hasahu, Pret. ityhift,, “to desire”.

T

fabu ,
Pret. iftb, “to be good,

well-pleasing”. Piel, Inf. tub-

bu
,
“delight”; tub libbi, “de-

light of the heart”.

tabu, “good, kindly”.

tahu, Pret. i(hi, “to approach,

to come to, to penetrate”.

K

kibratu
,
plur. kibrdti, “region,

quarter, the world”; kibrat

arbai, “the four quarters”.

kabittu
,
“mind, spirit”.

kabtu
,

f. kabittu, “heavy”.

kudurru, “boundary, land-

mark”.

kakku, plur. kakke, “arm,

weapon”.

kalu, “all”.

kalis, adv. “altogether”.

[kalalu], Shafel, Pret. uSaklil,

“to complete”.

[kalamu], Piel, Pret. ukallim

,

“to show to”.

kima, “like, according to”.

kanu, “to be firm”. Piel, Pret.

ukin, “to establish, to set, to

impose, to lay”; Inf. kunnu,

“firmness”, kun libbi-Su, lit.

“the firmness of his heart”,

i. e. “his unchanging heart”.

kinu, kenu, “true, legiti-

mate”.

kinis, adv. “truly, right-

eously”.

14
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kanasu, “to bow down (in-

trans.)”. Shafel, Part. muSak-

niSu
,

muSilcniSu
,

“to bow
down (trans.), to bring to

subjection”.

kussu, “throne”.

kaspu, “silver”.

klpu, plur. kipdni, “governor”.

kupru, “bitumen”.

kasaru, Pret. iksur, “to pre-

pare for (battle)”.

kirbu, constr. st. Icirib, “midst”;

kirib, “in, within”; ina Icirib

,

inn kirbi, “therein, thereon”.

karasu, “camp”.

kasadu, Pret. ikSud, “to con-

quer, to capture”.

kissatu, “multitude, hosts”.

kistu, “forest”.

katamu, Pret. iktum, “to co-

ver”.

L

la, negative particle, “not”.

libbu, “heart, midst”; libbi, ina

libbi, “within”; lib-bu-uS-Su,

“within it”.

liblibbu, “descendant”.

labiru, “old”.

laberutu, “old age”.

libittu, plur. libndti, “brick”.

lamu, Pret. time, “to surround,

to besiege”.

lime tu, “enclosure, region,

neighbourhood”.

lanu, “image, appearance”.

M

ma, enclitic particle, “aud”,

appended to the first of two

verbs.

ma, enclitic particle of em-

phasis.

magaru, “to comply with, to

gratify”; Part, vidgiru, “obe-

dient”.

migru, constr. st. migir,

“darling”.

madu, ma’adu, f. ma- -In, m.

plur. mdduti, “much, many,

numerous”.

madatu, madattu, “tribute”;

see nadanu.

mahhutas, adv. “distracted”.

mahasu, “to slay”. Ifteal, Pret.

imdalihis, “to fight”; Part,

plur. mundahhise, “warriors”.

maharu, “to correspond to; to

oppose; to be first”.

mahru, constr. st. maliar,

“front”; maliri, “before”; ina

maliri, “against”.

mahru, f. mahntu, “former,

first”.

tamharu, “battle”.

makkuru, “property, posses-

sions”.

maiu, “to fill; to be full”. Piel,

Pret. umalli, “to fill”.

mala, “as many as”.

malku, “prince”.

melammu, “splendour”.

mamma, “anyone”; with nega-

tive, “no one”.
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mimma, “any, whatever, all”;

minima (or mim) Sum-Su,

everything; with a name”, i.

e. “which exists”, “any-

thing whatsoever, of every

kind”.

manu, Pret. imnu
,

“to count,

to reckon”.

manu, generally written ma-na,

“maneh”.

minu, interrogative pronoun,

“what?”.

manama, “any”; with nega-

tive, “no”.

misru, const, st. misir, “border,

boundary”.

masartu, plur.»ia.?ara<i,“watch,

garrison”.

makatu, “to fall”. Shafel, Pret.

uSamkit, Inf. sumkutu
,

“to

overthrow”.

maru, “son”.

maru “to send”.

tamartu, “present, tri-

bute”.

marasu, Perm, mavis, “to be

steep”.

marsu, m. plur. marsuti,

“steep”.

marsitu, flock (of sheep)”; see

rasu.

masu, Pret. imSi, “to forget”.

[masaru], Piel, Pret. umaSSir,

to leave, to desert”.

musaru, “inscription”.

matu, plur. mdtdti, “land”.

metiku, “passage, passing”; see

eteku.

N

nabu, Pret. ibbi, Pres, inambi,

“to call”.

nibu
,
“number”.

nabalu, Pret. ibbul, “to over-

throw, to destroy”.

nadu, “to exalt”.

na’idu, nadu, “exalted,

liigh“.

tanattu, plur. tanaddtu,

“exaltation, glory”.

nadanu, Pret. iddin, “to give,

to present”.

madattu, madatu, “tri-

bute”.

nazazu, “to stand”. Shafel,

Pret. uSeziz, “to set up”.

nakadu, Pret. iklcud, “to be

anxious”.

nakuttu, “anxiety, dis-

tress”.

nakamu, “to store”. Piel, Pret.

unakkim, “to heap up”.

nakaru, “to be different; to be

hostile”. Piel, Pret. unakkir,

“to alter”.

nakiru, “enemy”.

nakru

,

plur. nakruti, “foe,

enemy”.

nakru, f. plur. nakruti,

“hostile”.

nukusu, plur. nukuSe, “pivot

(of a door)”.

namaddu, constr. st. namad,

“darling”.

namriru

,

“glory”.

namurratu, “terror”.

14*
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[namasu], Ifteal, Pret. ittumuS,

“to depart”.

nasaku, “to extol".

nisku, constr. st. nisik,

“costliness”; nisik abni, “pre-

cious stones”.

nisiktu, “costliness”; abni

nisikti, “precious stones”.

napasu, “crimson wool”.

napistu, with pron. suffixes

napSat, plur. napSati, “life”.

nasaru, Imper. ufur, “to pro-

tect”.

nisirtu, “treasure”; bit

nisirti, “treasure-house”.

naku

,

Pret. ilcki, “to offer

(offerings)”.

niku, plur. nike, “offering”.

nakaru, Pret. iklcur, ikur, “to

destroy”.

niru, “yoke”.

narbutu, “might”; see rabu.

narkabtu, “chariot”; see ra-

kabu.

naramu, “darling”; see ramu.

nasu, Pret. iSsi, Imper. iSi,

Part. ndSu, constr. st. nas,

“to bear, to raise, to wield

(a sceptre)”.

nisu, “raising”; niS ini
,

lit. “the raising of the eye”,

then “that on which one

gazes with pleasure, that

which is dear to one”.

nisltu
,
“raising”; niSit ine,

lit. “the raising of the eyes”,

i. e. “darling”, see above,

nisu.

nisu, “people, men”.

nisakku
,
“governor”.

nasaku, “to kiss”. Piel, Pret.

unaSSilc, “to kiss”.

s

sahapu, Pret. isljup, “to. over-

whelm, to cast down”. Piel,

Pret. usafyfyip, “to cast down”.

sihirtu, “circuit; whole”,

[saiu], Piel, Pret. usalli, usalld,

Inf. sullu, “to pray to, to

beseech”.

simtu, “splendour”; see asamu.

sisu, plur. sise, “horse”.

siparru, “copper”, or “bronze”.

P

puhru, constr. st. puhur, “host”

.

patu, “boundary”; pdt givxri,

“the whole, all”.

patru, “dagger”.

palu, “reign, year of reign”.

puluhtu, “fear”.

panu, “face, countenance”;

pani, “before”; time pdni,

“days of old”.

panama, adv. “formerly”.

pakadu, Pret. ipkid, Pres.

ipakid, “to entrust to, to

grantto”. Piel, Pvot.itpakkid,

“to install, to appoint”.

paru, plur. pare, “mule”.

parzillu

,

“iron”.

pararu,“to destroy”. Piel, Pret.

uparrir, “to shatter”.
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[parasu], Ittafal, Part, muttap-

riSu, “to fly”.

[parsadu], Nifal, Pret. ipparSid,

“to fly, to escape”.

pasku, m. plur. paSJcUti,
“diffi-

cult”.

pasasu, Pret. ipStiS, “to a-

noint”.

pitu, Pret. ipti, “to open”.

putu, “front”; inci put, “over

against, opposite”.

pitku

,

constr. st. pitilc, “product,

building, construction”.

s

sabu, plur. sdbe, “man, war-

rior”; sabe tahazi, “men of

the battle, warriors”.

sabatu, Pret. isbat, “to take,

to grasp, to seize, to occupy”.

sihru, m. plur. sihruti, “small”,

[sa/a/u], “to overshadow”.

salulu, “protection”.

sululu, “covering, roof”.

salmu

,

constr. st. salam,

“image”.

sumbu, plur. ?umbe, “waggon”.

simittu, constr. st. simdat,

“team”.

senu, plur. sene, “sheep”.

seru, siru, “plain”.

siru, f. .nrtu, f. plur. strati,

“high”, exalted, supreme”.

sir, “upon, against”; ?i-

ru-uS-Su, “upon him”.

sarahu, “to cry aloud”; Nifal,

Pret. Msaruh, “to be stirred,

to be excited”.

sarapu, Pret. i?rup, “to dye”,

satu, “eternity”; see asu.

situ, “going forth”; see asu.

K

kablu, constr. st. kabal, “midst;

battle”; kabal kaJcke, “war”.

kinnu, “nest”.

kapu, Pret. iklp, “to entrust

to”.

kapu, Pret. iJcup, “to fall in

ruins”.

kakkadu

,

plur. kaJckade

,

“head”.

kakkaru, “soil”.

karabu, “to draw near”. Ifteal,

Pret. ilctirib, “to go against,

to attack”; Inf. kitrubu, “on-

slaught”.

[karadu], “to be strong”.

kardu, “valiant”.

karradu, “warrior”.

kuradu, “strong”; plur.

lcnrade, “warriors, mighty

men”.

kurdu, might, power
;
mass,

hoard”.

karanu, “to heap up”. Piel,

Pret. ugarrin (for ulcarrin),

“to pile, to heap up”.

katu, plur. kale, kata, “hand”.

R

re’u, “to shepherd”. Ifteal,

Part, murteu, “to shepherd,

to rule”.
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re’u, “shepherd".

re’utu, “shepherding”,

rabu, “to be great”.

rabu, f. rabitu, m. plur.

rabuti, f. plur. rabati, “great",

ra bis,“greatly,gloriously”.

rubu, “prince”.

narbutu, “might”.

surbU, “great”.

tarbitu, “one who is rear-

ed”.

[radu], Piel, Pret. uraddi, “to

add”.

rihistu, rihiltu, “deluge”.

rakabu, “to ride”.

narkabtu, plur. narlcabdti,

“chariot”.

rakasu, “to bind”. Piel, Pret.

urakkis, “to make string-

ent”.

rikistu, plur. riksati, “de-

cree”.

ramu, Pret. irdm, trim
;
Pres.

irdm, “to love”. Piel-Shafel,

Impel-

. Su-ri-'-im, “to make

merciful, to incline to com-

passion”.

remu, “mercy”.

naramu, “darling”.

ramu
,
Pret. irmi, “to cast; to

set up (an abode)”.

ramanu, “self”.

rasapu, Pret. iryip, “to place,

together, to collect”,

resu, risu, plur. rese, “helper”.

risutu, “help”.

rikku, plur. rileIce, “beam (of

sweet-smelling wood)”.

rasu, Pret. irSi, “to have, to

take”; rBmu rdku, “to have

mercy upon, to pity”; na-

kuttu raMi, “to have anxiety,

to be distressed”.

marsltu, “possession; flock

(of sheep)”.

resu, “head, beginning”.

restu, plur. reaSti, “high-

est point, greatest deed”,

[rasadu], Shafel, Pret. uiariid,

“to found, to lay (a foun-

dation)”.

risatu, “joy, gladness”.

ritu, “to fix, to establish”.

Ifteal, Pret. ertiti
, “to set,

to fix”. Piel, Pret. uratti, “to

set, to fix”.

rapsu, f. rapaSlu, “broad”.

V

S

sa, relative pronoun, “who,

whom, which”; genitive par-

ticle, “of”,

su, pers. pron. “he”.

suatu, satu, m. plur. Sdtunu,

“that”.

sefaufu, “grey hair, old age”.

subtu, “dwelling”; see asabu.

sadu, plur. Sade, “mountain”,

sedu, “peak of a mountain”.

sahatu, Pret. iShut, “to be

anxious, to be afraid”.

sataru
,

Pret. iStur, illur, “to

write, to inscribe”. Shafel,

Pret. uxaHtir, “to cause to be

inscribed, to have written”.
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sitru, constr. st. Sitir,

“writing, inscription”.

sakanu, Pret. iSkun, “to set,

to accomplish; Penn, “to be

prepared for; to be situated”.

Ifteal, Pret. iStakun, “to ac-

complish, to bring about”.

saknu, “ruler, governor”.

salalu, Pret. dial, “to carry

off”.

sallatu, “booty, spoil”.

sallatis, adv. “as spoil”.

salamu, “to be complete”.

salmu, “fitting”.

salmes, adv. “in safety”.

salmu
,

plur. Scdmdti
,

“corpse”.

samU
,
plur. Same, “heaven”.

semu, Pret. ismi, isma, “to

hear”.

semu, “favourable”.

sumu, “name”.

samnu
,

“oil”.

simtu, “lot, fate”.

[sanu], “to repeat”. Piel, Pret.

uSannd
,

“to repeat, to re-

count, to inform”.

sanu, “second, other, an-

other”.

sundulu, “costly, sumptuous”.

sanati, see sattu.

sepu, plur. sejpe, Sepd, “foot”.

sapalu, “to be deep”. Piel, Pret.

uiappil, “to make deep, to

dig down”.

saparu, “to send”. Ishtafal,

Pret. ultaSpir
,

Part. multaS-

ph-u, “to rule”.

sipru, constr. st. Sipir,

“work, design”.

sUkuru, “precious”; see akaru.

surbu, “great”; see rabu.

sarahu, “to be mighty”. Ifteal,

Part,midtarlilt, multarlM, plur.

militarise, “mighty”.

tasnhtu, “mightiness, mul-

titude”.

sarapu, Pret. drup, “to burn”.

saraku, Pret. iSruk, “to pre-

sent, to grant to, to supply”;

Imper. Surulfi,
with the encli-

tic particle mo, surkamma.

sarru, “king”.

sarrutu
,
“kingdom, king-

ship, royalty, sovereignty,

majesty”.

surratu, “beginning”.

satu, “that”; see suatu.

sut, genitive particle, “of”.

sattu, plur. sanati

,

“year”.

T

tibu, Pret. itbi, “to come, to

attack”. Shafel, Perm, satbu,

“to cause to attack”.

tabaku, Pret. itbulc, “to heap,

to heap up”.

tabrltu, “wonder”; see baru.

tiduku, “battle”; see daku.

tahazu, “battle”.

tahluptu

,

“covering”; see

halapu.

tahtu, “defeat”.

takalu, “to be strong; to trust

in”. Piel. Part, mutakkilu, “to
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makc strong1

,
to give strength”

.

Nifal, Pret. ittalcil
,
“to trust

in, to rely upon”, followed

by prep. ana.

tukultu, “help”.

tamahu, “to take”. Sliafel, Pret.

uSatmih, “to cause to take,

to place in the hand of’.

tamharu, “battle”; see ma-
haru.

temenu, temennu, “founda-

tion-stone”.

tamartu
,
“tribute”; see maru.

tamirtu
,
“neighbourhood”.

tenisetu, “men, mankind”.

tanattu, “glory”; see nadu.

iukuntu
,
tukmatu, “opposition,

war, battle”.

taru, Pret. itur, “to turn, to

return, (intrans.)”. Piel,

Pret. utir, “to return, to

restore; to annex”.

tarbltu, “one who is reared”;

see rabu.

tarasu, “to stretch, to extend”.

Sliafel, Pret. uiatri? , “to

spread (trans.)”.

tarsu, ana tarsi
,
“against”.

tasrlhtu, “multitude”; see sa-

rahu.
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